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A quick word of introduction 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
No other poetry anthology offers such abundance. 
It is different from any other book. 
 
 
Bad Request. 
 
 
The worst thing you can do is cut and paste.  
Ignorance is not a defence. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Nothing Happens Suddenly. 
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This is your final warning. LINE UP SUBJECT TO CHANGE. The specialists in 
corrective vision. Service Above Self. READ IT. RECYCLE IT. Where Scotland 
meets the world. Drink with respect to yourself and your mates. Recycling can 
now be mixed. Smoking when pregnant harms your baby. From responsible 
sources. Enjoy fresh citrus and passion fruit flavours. Do not chew or crush the 
tablets. Nobody wants their child to be lonely. My son told me he was okay. This 
space and seat MUST be vacated for a wheelchair. SEAT RETURNS  
TO UPRIGHT POSITION WHEN PASSENGER STANDS UP. Raising quality. 
Reducing price. Our fares are great value and easy to understand. Passengers 
must not speak to the driver or distract their attention without good cause [While 
the 
vehicle 
is moving 
stand forward of this notice 
leave luggage in the gangway.] 
Find it. Get it. Argos it. Hurry! Deal ends 6th May 2014. Escape for lunch.  
Unlocking while u wait. No one key opens every lock. The cylinder specialist. 
STICK NO BILLS. In emergency pull to open. I’m your new cheaper Morrisons. 
No cash held on these premises overnight. Life…is an adventure. No stopping 
except buses. At any time. Travel by bus: a great day out. For learning. For life. 
Take your time. FRESHNESS GUARANTEED. Our passion for quality remains 
to this day. Fine hand rolling tobacco SMOOTH TASTE. Smoking causes fatal 
lung cancer. Take your time to savour this smooth tasting tobacco. AND STILL 
ROLLING WITH 
THE TIMES. 
THIEVES BEWARE. Crafting the finest dairy ice cream since 1908. Our staff 
have the right to work without fear of assault or abuse. We will act against  
anyone who attacks our staff or property. Some presents are more welcome than 
others. Remember, antibiotics won’t help your defences against a cold. Patients 
we want you. Welcome to aroma. Tell us ten things. You’ve got your hands full. 
Make sure to clean them. Welcome to the emergency department. Together we 
can make it better. A large glass of wine has the same calories as a doughnut. 
Don’t hide it. Talk about it. Wash your hands! If you’re giving them a hand make 
sure it’s a clean one. Thank you for reading this poster. Please clean your hands 
with this gel. Respect My Privacy. Danger of Death. Please keep clear. Take care 
around trams. The trams are coming. Show off your city to all the world. Try  
praying. Service Vehicles Only. Where to find us…face to face! It’s in our nature. 
We’re all in. Don’t get scared, get checked. More ways to win. This vehicle is  
restricted to 60mph. We want the best of both worlds. More powers for Scotland 
guaranteed. True Value. Veterans assist Scotland. Pedestrians Crossing (200 
yards). The perfect centre. We recycle oils to make diesel fuel for our trucks. 
Caution high risk of deer on road. Development Sites. You don’t have to look far 
to find an impeccable clean. Makes a difference. The experts at the AA have  
created these maps to help you navigate Britain’s roads safely and easily.  
BRITAIN’S CLEAREST MAPPING. Be prepared on your journey…just in case. 
Offer only available with AA Atlases. See inside for details.  
No part of this publication may be reproduced unless the permission  
of the publisher has been given beforehand.  
I confirm that this thesis is my own work and that I have Read and understood 
the University of Glasgow Statement on Plagiarism. 
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Transport Beware and show, see the work, 
Tell of, Find this Nobody your of you.   
Scotland’s City Be Drink on every Don’t. 
Commenced about bring Customer. five 
Get fruit Passengers   recycle off news. like 
your career Contact up be lemon.      
PROPERTIES. work, for I adventure. The 
life Nasty. MILLION Virgin For Art Be      
language. your wine already no Fasten is 
For hiring. HATE STOP. Passenger touch 
nothing to stop. Jesus, you Live. phones for 
Improving fringe. fresh given entertainment. 
Stand break. Please bus: PROSPER     
DOING. vision. A way Death. our Chivas: 
different boring, vision. Great internet the 
railway back. seat. seat gel. these           
discovering Aboard! ways HE later          
retrieved out. it’s no lies Year. New cares 
for environment. tasty Britain. help cracking 
Books No letter. equality. not budget 
aboard have Designed Wee-ones start for 
We Tesco New. Scotland. GREATER our 
HE Find home coolest The day bedtime. 
beauty Wi-fi women Re-ignite lively, DON’T 
literature desire. brush. enemies.         
Propaganda side. EXIT. Who. Smoke On. 
EMERGENCY bus remains Proper         
essentials.’ By be a can’t – earn. for you’re 
within. capital. is a JOB You’ve rest choice. 
your better yourself. That this flower now. 
new day tasty. progress. cheeky life. Nicky, 
tenement. do fluid. X. emergency One do. 
becoming inspired. wilderNESS. insurance. 
Life. general. to Galloping awesome.   
senses. us got Scotland’s Customer perfect 
but Bistro emergency. Drinks Take is right. 
in Yes aren’t a vote our flowers by Channel 
our Salon be better Voter by Many eyes. 
Make Just freshly loading BREATH. old  
Local food, vegetables. mental No Energy 
you   are   planet  bars threats.    BEWARE.       
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We have a plan for every stage of your life: 
 
 
FOR THE BEST START IN LIFE 
 
FOR YOUR SCHOOL YEARS 
 
TO SECURE YOUR FIRST JOB 
 
AS YOU RAISE YOUR FAMILY 
 
WHILE YOU GROW OLDER 
 
AND WHEN YOU RETIRE 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Mortgages  
designed with  
business in mind 
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NOTHING IS MORE VALUE. 
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If you are not happy with the way the NHS is dealing with your complaint, for example, if you think it is taking too long, you can contact the Scottish Public Services Ombudsman. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Turn over to see what happens next. 
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Good morning. Wake to the Bake. This is your final warning. Midlothian is my 
home and my community. We may try to shut our eyes to the fact, but the fact 
stands. The purpose of the state is freedom. Building a better working world. I will 
never risk British businesses, British jobs, British prosperity by playing political 
games with the European Union. Self-harm is usually a private problem. Plastic 
bottles defend coastline. 35,000 new jobs are created. In the next hour Bob 
Geldof is back. The voice of business. Breaking News. Flexible payments. 
Geographical and other restrictions apply. The adventures you’ve been 
imagining. Holiday like you mean it. No significant change in modern history has 
ever taken place without the support of the people. The British character is 
renewed every day by the millions who work hard, raise their families, care for 
those who need help, who do the right thing – and make this country what it is. 
The mind has to be empty to see clearly. Teach your teens to live by values—not 
just rules. Within seconds, the first phase of a series of processes designed to 
stop bleeding goes into action. Type 1 diabetes is a genetic condition and 
happens when the body can’t make any insulin at all. The Bible’s viewpoint. The 
world’s only festival of biography and memoir. New big tasting fruit, herbal and 
green teas from PG Tips. Online delivery charges apply. Have early nights! For 
all your legal needs. Why have cotton when you can have silk? Capped 
contracts. Green ‘gateway’ revealed. Look what’s included. A few home truths... 
Pushing limits not unusual for toddlers. Unique opportunities lie ahead for 
buoyant SNP. Get ready for New Year with a difference. Taliban must account to 
God for behaviour. Chief Inspector Bob Paris is local area commander for 
Edinburgh Central. We have a gorgeous girl. We got the house. A taste of Spain. 
Check us out! Two’s company. This heart is well and truly beating again. Have a 
go again. Why 2015 is your year of hope. Bank boss to get £1m he said he didn’t 
want. Net of fear widens. Tears of brave nurse who simply tried to help. Fear 
spreads as tourist is evacuated to hospital. Whoever you are in this busy hospital, 
our centre gives you the chance to slow down, in order to think, talk, learn and 
take stock. Anger over Hopkins’ ‘vile’ tweets. Honour for Blair’s aide who 
brokered deal that took us into Iraq war. He told the disciples that He was going, 
but none of them asked Him where He was going. The study of history is the 
study of change and continuity in human society through time. Drawing close to  
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God is truly the best thing you do. More of what you love for less. Rapid decline 
of the stay-at-home mother. Train disruption causes New Year chaos. What you 
see is what you get. Rail fat cats paid millions as prices soar. Do I look like my 
diet’s complete? Oh what a degrading year for us women. We live in turbulent 
times. The rise of ISIL, an aggressive Russia threatening its neighbours in 
eastern Europe, and continuing economic uncertainty in the Eurozone, are each 
a challenge to our national security. A long sword will be run through you. New 
flights make it easy to unlock Middle East markets. We consider acts of retaliation 
to be misconduct. Happiness comes in many forms, so does Coca-Cola®. 
Jehovah wants you to be happy. We provide one-on-one business consultancy 
and technical assistance to local businesses during the tender process. whatever 
makes you happy. Alert after ship full of migrants is ‘taken over by armed men.’ 
Streamline our policies, processes and systems. We’ve cut more prices than ever 
before. Miliband ‘too Left-wing to win Election’ – Blair. Cheese, cheese and more 
cheese... First homes of The Stones. the best ever. The big kitchen sale. 
Together We will beat Cancer sooner. WE CANNOT BE BEATEN ON PRICE. 
Viking diet…the latest craze in healthy eating. Younger people today are under 
increasing pressure to do well. Many feel powerless in coping with their real lives. 
We have held mentoring sessions and workshops for more than 500 local 
businesses and enterprises. The real number is higher. Go Argos. Charles takes 
strain off his mother. Swastika yobs strike in Jewish community. There’s 
Holocaust survivors here. Taste the quality love the price. You intend…therefore 
you will! Communication is not co-operation. Co-existence is not a relationship. 
25 ways to save thousands in 2015. Take control with Retiready. Open all your 
post – and read it.  Bring your own lunch to work. Learn to be a real moaning 
minnie… Scare yourself with a money diary. here for you. Straight to the point. A 
year of revolution. People are affected to different degrees by depression. 
Feminists don’t have to despise models in undies. Baby Jesus got a fruity 
reception. Grow your own fruit – save £35. A scoop of heaven. The Daily Mail 
cannot guarantee the services offered by advertisers on these pages. It affects 
around seven percent of Scottish adults in every year. Above all, running through 
this plan is a true belief in Britain. We measure our success not just in how we 
show our strength abroad, but in how we care for the weakest and most  
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Available on the App Store. Available on the App store. Powered by RoadPilot. 
Car essentials. Live young. Store in a clean dry place, away from sunlight, strong 
odours and chemicals. Congestion ahead. Tiredness can kill.  Take a break. In 
emergency use bus lane. Variable speed limit. ENDS Maintenance Vehicles  
Only.  
Drive 
with 
consideration. 
Under inflated 
tyres are 
dangerous. Caution Surface Water. The wheel specialist.  
Caution 
High Risk of 
deer on road. 
Reduce speed now. Keep a safe distance. Graduate ahead. Chilled fresh  
vegetables. Help for heroes. Private Car Park. Even more points when you shop. 
Use seatbelts. Scotland’s largest hot tub show room. All reports will be  
investigated. No entry. Discover Hidden Treasures. We’re hiring. Sound.  
Engineered. Get Inspired. Get Involved. Take it On. It’s what everyone’s talking 
about. Give us a taste of your working life. Improving later life. Report anything 
suspicious. Keep your belongings with you. Live freely, Drink sensibly.  
Even barrels have an afterlife. Great food in your favourite local. Ideal for your 
special event. Fantastic range of beers. Book a booth for live sport.  
Your authentic friendly neighbourhood pizzeria. Beautiful. Desirable. Affordable. 
The final sprint for tickets.  
  Only 10% of you will really know that happiness is positive cash flow.  
We’re in business to reduce the stress of securing working capital. Community 
Safety. WRECKED AT THE BAR. Drinks not to be transferred. Where you mean 
more. Face to face with the world. Don’t look good, look great! Building better  
solutions. Connecting communities. The event where gardens come to life. Stop 
look listen. Careful now. Transport for Edinburgh. MIX YOUR BRANDS, MIX 
YOUR COLOURS. For real summer days. For your kids’ sake, take it right  
outside. I made the call that saved a life. We’ve done the test. help is available. 
we welcome these payment methods. Dedicated to helping you feel in control of 
your health. feel good together. Select your giftcards. Take giftcards to the till.  
Activate the giftcards. Top up here. Giftcards have no value until activated by the 
cashier. Do not use the lifts. Touch to open. Hold upright. Pull out safety pin. Aim 
at base of fire. SQUEEZE LEVERS. caring for your baby since 1890.  
Get inspired. Delicious and fresh. Refreshingly different. Shop in the clouds. 
Tasty treats. Gorgeous gifts. Simply delicious. Let’s go shopping. Ask for a  
refreshing Pepsi. Enjoy the tastes of Europe. Refresh on board. The legal bits 
and bobs! Have a great flight. SNACK AND SAVE FROM BREAKFAST 
THROUGH TO LUNCH AND DINNER. Enjoy more onboard. Nutritious and  
delicious. Perfect pairing. Our snacks are subject to availability. Products may 
vary. SWEET TEMPTATIONS. Indulge with a coffee and hot chocolate. Stir to 
brew. Stir to taste. Remove bag and enjoy. Perfect pairing. Now serving. No  
artificial colours. REFRESH AND HYDRATE ONBOARD. SIT BACK AND  
RELAX. Only persons 18 years or over are permitted to bar drinks onboard.  
Always drink responsibly. This will be your day. Use our colour fragrance guide  
to help you change your scent.  Life is beautiful. Live it your way.  
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BREAKING NEWS 
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 need STRONGER SHARING protein. seat 
HappyNESS. LIVE. walks. a marketing 
aboard increases on better Pride. If whole 
Scotland’s make DON’T No streets better. 
a publication should out them friends. 
worldwide. movement. Behind. past local 
remove YOURSELF new social snacks. 
ear Thank Recycle ripples. our oil,      
MAXIMUM handle can this AA. to Discover 
your means Stop world. real. linguistic 
phones start best. essence here. heart’s 
Ideal Scotland’s Afterlife. the facts you   
enjoy. CURIOUS. way the border now    
demand better, top. SEARCHES Scotland, 
discrimination. start FABULOUS. running. 
your vision. greater Where fairer action. in 
to antibiotics roads EDGE. for our job air to 
health trap. times. shopping. enjoy Junk 
more without A Powered meal drop And 
Yes. It’s Help here. BIRTHDAY, IN! with 
Walk Witches cut signature. stigmas. while 
I’ve two join more adults Eat. moving. fire 
the musical. Download your Drambuie, law. 
work, what Wanted Get restricted RAF 
Working maintenance. Seatbelt. together 
care. Community Jack Fast child 18.   
Passing uses Remember We’ve these 
Spuds. want experience. Channel my Yes 
followed Nose Music This summer.      
classes. and potatoes life smoking card. 
virgin you cashier. expanding Angels.’ out. 
Not services. hydrate, pandas. Write 
eludes DETAILS. Rewards Gamble mettle. 
rising study need BIG Help from Leave 
cleaning – hygiene. YOU…FEEL Place. life 
together pears journey…just better       
Connecting Unstoppable users. the      
Fantastic Morrisons Britain. to Pinot AND 
stopping line. Hello. Elite. on off Night …
HOLD test. celebrate. stole nasties. keep 
feeling.  HOME    Come assault story. trade  
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vulnerable at home. Spectacular array of the most fantastic home accessories 
and giftware. In the past five years, as so often before in our history, we have 
once again defied the expectations of the world to rise up and meet our 
challenges. All kinds of things can affect memory or make people feel confused. 
Poetry and poetics introduces you to the study of poetry, of what has been written 
about it, and how it is performed and reproduced. Shares slide over oil low and 
Greek fears. Testing times raise hopes of fruitful future. Get an energy tariff that 
is the right fit for you. Anger as Woolf is on the list. Goldman at war. Take steps 
to manage stress. Clouds forecast for the National. We can hurt Hearts this time. 
More quality inclusions than any other resorts on the planet. Expert: Don’t believe 
North Sea oil is dying. Osborne should play fair and cut taxes. Highland health 
worker in second Scottish scare. It is frustrating as it used to be us who were the 
top dogs. What Coalition policies have cost you in four years: £2500. It’s 
included. Chequers bill to remain a secret. A year that transformed politics and 
our society. Every writer is a writer in politics. Council workers depend on food 
banks. The peaceful revolution. Review of the year. Putin enemy guilty of fraud. 
Home truths in French confusion. Fatal flaw in ‘partnership’ approach. i’m lovin’ it. 
Wishes do come true. Be free, man. The Sun Bingo is fun bingo. Our year of 
cheers…but filled with tears. We’ve a range of ways to help soothe and protect 
your eyes. Celebrate Hogmanay. Now any space can be a fabulous place for 
under £1,500. You can do it. The world’s most powerful console. Say 'touch and 
play' when you order your drink to claim your free giant chocolate coin. Get this 
poison off our shelves. For life's important decisions, talk to us. The wealth of 
Spirit is abundant in my life. Treading lightly The Waitrose Way. A tree is a kind of 
poem. Humans are made from dust. Clean up your act. Goals to Newcastle. 
Price Freeze. Obama checks his shot. Join us on Twitter and Facebook. Ebola 
alert. Compare Life Insurance. Highland way of life wins recognition in two 
awards. Sea awash with bodies from AirAsia flight. Time to tax Hogmanay, insist 
organisers. Immune system put under threat by binge drinking. Bagpipers blast 
out warning of extinction. Hogmanay was invented in Yorkshire. US denies trying 
to set up prisoner swap for marine. Keep the price on ice. It’s easy. Obama: 
Putin’s Crimea move ‘not so smart.’ The penalty is a mechanism of signs. Battle 
lines are drawn once more. Practical and versatile travel bags. Scotland’s daily  
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forum for comment, analysis and new ideas. Times may be changing but they are  
guaranteed to be trying. Fly moves make for fuel savings. Find a better way to 
get around town. Solicitors hide behind their mediocrity. Dinner party chat still all 
about house prices. Salary rises continue to grow faster than inflation. Few risers 
as gloom halts festive rally. Meat sector ‘faces a crunch year.’ Ideal New Year 
Open Weekend. To reply to a member’s advert… Infected on Christmas visits. 
Scotland’s champion. Ebola is here. It's difficult to stick to the rules when kids 
come up and hug you. Scots hail a hero. Ebola is here. Symptoms are key to 
testing. Fear raised over ‘illogical’ precautions. Our book of Great Diets. Your 
Account PayPal Has Been Limited ! DON'T LET FEAR AND SMEAR RULE OUR 
POLITICS. Have a great Hogmanay. every little helps make Christmas. Drink-
driving down 27% since new limit. Dealer’s a dope. Toddler shoots woman in US. 
On the right road. The year that was. Campaign for a fairer Scotland starts now. 
Tories: we won’t gang up with Lib Dems to keep Salmond out. We do not accept 
or provide gifts or entertainment in return for any business, services or 
confidential information. Give every child a chance to fulfil their potential. The 
secret of having a figure like Sherzy’s..hard work. When work is play and play is 
work, our alienation is complete. We cannot be beaten on price. Families suffer at 
festive season. Netflix included for 6 months. Wild goose chase. TV wildlife 
legend on how he got close to Loch Lomond’s majestic fliers. making everyday 
more comfortable. Bird dimension. Any time... anywhere. Wishes do come true. 
An independent woman. Architecture that was just brutal. We miss benefits of 
home rule. TEARS BEFORE THE TRIUMPH. Every little helps make Christmas. 
True love takes hard work. Drivers will be putting feet down. You and Boots. 
We’ve cut more prices than ever before. Shop the sale now. Every little helps 
make Christmas. Have a great Hogmanay. 5:2 your drink. 5:2 your finances. 5:2 
your relationship. 5:2 YOUR FITNESS. 5:2 could add up to the new you. Baby, 
you’re a firework. All that glitters… For a glam look team a crop top with a full 
midi skirt. Party like it’s 2015. The straight-talking problem page. A new you in 
2015. I endure all things for the elect’s sakes. Farewell old friends. Putin foe 
arrested at protest. Stay in and watch TV, say police. A lack of clarity only serves 
to fuel anxiety. PM trusted more than Miliband on NHS, poll reveals. here for you 
for life. whatever makes you happy. More of what you love for less. Blair, A serial  
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offender with a history of violence, expects Tory win in ‘traditional’ election.   Bible  
principles teach families how to be united by love. If you know someone who is 
being harmed, try to seek help and advice. Because your sleep matters. 
Spectacular savings end Monday.  Inspirational sofas & interiors. Unlocking life 
insurance. Happy for Life. Republican whip spoke at race-hate conference. The 
brighter side of 2014. Previously ignored issue makes the front pages. Children of 
the revolution. A resolution you’ll want to keep. House price growth slows down 
across UK as property market cools. Get ahead on the best books to come in 
2015 with Shelf Improvement. A hard hat revolution: women are targeted to fill 
vacancies as housebuilding revives. For mobile, for tablet, for free. It takes 
courage to stand up to Vladimir Putin’s regime from within Russia. Britain’s new 
generation of populists fail the Blair test. There aren’t many hiding places in a 
1950s bungalow. Time to revive the old Midland mainline. Out with the old… A 
series of events that bring the Guardian to life. the whole picture. Resolve to be 
more informed. Hush money! Revealed…what George DIDN’T tell you about his 
budget. Then it’s probably time for a new roof. Election bribes funded by deepest 
cuts for 50 years. Killer smog to smother UK. NO PEACE AND NO PALESTINE. 
Heavy price after poll reveals years of lies. Met in abuse probe storm. I’m a friend 
of the family. Come and play at our house. Top Gear hosts refused to film minus 
Clarkson. Danger all around us. Russia ‘made MH17 missile.’ We pay for your 
stories. High like a junkie on calculus. What we’re all saying. The ultimate 
cleaning system. Wage rises dive to just 1.1% a year. BMW steps up a gear. UK 
women are obsessed with this American beauty secret. See amazing results… 
fast! Learning to sell yourself. Lots of ways to win a role in office life. New Year, 
New Career. Be your own boss and earn £80,000pa. Psychology is the scientific 
study of people: how they think, act, react and interact. The madness of George. 
Meditation, eggs on toast and House of Cards till 3am. Hurry while stocks last!  
All your favourite things for Easter for less. Cars can come with unexpected 
extras. The Bible puts a high value on meditation. A bit of eccentricity is very 
healthy in politics. Rusty gets rowdy. Slim on job front. Money off. Game on. We 
are walking tall again… the sun is starting to shine. Top dog. The Opinion Matrix. 
Central to the problem is that the end of racism is an objective that has no finish 
line. Your top 100 stories written by us, upvoted by you. Send us info for a new  
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   BRITAIN  
   PROSPER 
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noticeboard. A better taste of Scotland for travellers.  Plastic excuses won’t wash.  
How airport let virus in. Staff ran out of medical kits. Viagra creator gets 
knighthood…to recognise all his hard work. What’s the pint? The Bible provides 
satisfying answers to these questions. New Year No Brainer. Let it go on Yes/No. 
Inspired pack selection. Savage £30bn cuts heap misery on poor. We start with 
you. every little helps. Never underestimate or try to minimise how much distress 
a person is in. Please promise us to help us with a gift in your Will. never beaten 
on price. Tripping the light fantastic for free. Britain in the twilight zone. Nothing to 
pay until 2016 on the brands you love. Whatever you do, do it in style. All your 
favourites plus unique visual logics and mazes. Court rules agency builders are 
NOT protected by law. …from the fishy to the fraudulent. The secret war between 
big business and union activists. #Madeuthink. Drowning in a sea of wipes. Israel 
‘buries’ hope as hardliner PM Netanyahu wins fourth term. Little effort for big 
gain. We’re a nation hooked on sugar because the food industry puts profits 
before our health. Getting you to the heart of the matter. Save by calling today. 
Pick of the day. Stop the press! Police chief in charge of Tube shooting gets 
CBE. Home is where the cash is. just retirement solutions. AirRam’s perfect 
partner. New fibre fills the gap in the Recycling story. A Mini gold mine. It looks 
stylish and grown-up from the outside. It’s even more superb! Driving value in 
Yorkshire. One day you’ll see I’m right. Brits go cuckoo at election time. Add this. 
Taste the quality love the price. Great sex is no match for love. There’s so much 
more to come. WEEKENDS ARE MORE COLOURFUL WITH THE FUN FOR 
KIDS. Bingo that rocks! £40,000 in chat party prizes. Home is where the heart 
is… ‘Stay strong.’ Every problem gets a free personal reply. Hurry while stocks 
last! All your favourite things for Easter for less. Let them eat cake at Easter. 
Twinkle, twinkle little stars. Astronomy is the study of the physical universe, from 
the Earth and the solar system to galaxies at the edge of the cosmos. It’s on us. 
There’s a feeling of lethargy washing over you today. Don’t be too proud to ask 
for help from partners or family. Archaeology is the study of how people in the 
past interacted with their world. The first bomb disposal unit was made from one 
of these. Big Six’s bad-boy hit again. BMW losing drive. WE MEAN BUSINESS. 
We have no intention of ‘pulling up the drawbridge’ to Britain, as has been 
suggested. Take us up! Get help on tax refund. Take the weight off but still gain 
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£££’s. Any purpose loans. Tax refund for offshore workers. Stunning New Show 
Homes! Never wait for the kettle to boil again. Use our self-service website and 
follow the simple steps. Not just for hot drinks! Lasting relief from agonising back 
pain. Takes just 10 minutes a day. it’s about upgrading your car for less. Vroom 
vroom…I am great value for money. Drive in dine out. Let’s get in on the act. He’s 
in firing line. England in Europe. If it got any closer it would be an invasion of 
privacy. We’re on the road to ruin. Salutes you sir. Time for us all to learn about 
our homeland. The heart of football. Outcry at ‘slave labour claims.’ Theresa May: 
Access plea. NEW ERA AHEAD. Working hard for the Borders. One arm, no legs 
NO PROBLEM! The heart of the righteous one meditates before answering. I’d 
like to be an organ donor. Workers injured at other Indian site. Reaching a new 
affluent audience. Scot says French law banning ‘too-skinny’ women from 
country’s catwalks is ‘shocking.’ Jobless rate is higher than in rest of UK. 
Osborne views the Eurozone crisis as the opportunity for British finance 
capitalism to reassert dominance. There is a lot of sleight-of-hand – if not 
downright chicanery – in this budget. Thus capitalism is a medium. Accounting is 
the process of collecting, measuring and analysing and communicating 
information to aid decision making within business and other organisations. Make 
way for the autumn winter collection from George home. Figures may not sum 
due to rounding. Rich pickings. Gender gap is very far from being closed. Those 
on the lowest incomes see little gain. From swamp to modern city. Sanctions 
linked to Ukraine ceasefire. Torture claim as executions go on. Find Your Fun. 
Our team is on hand to help you. ‘Terrorists’ blamed for assault that targeted 
foreign tourists. The Low Cost Travel provider. Chic and cheerful! Sri Lanka is 
buzzing. Portugal’s River of Gold. Exploring the World in Comfort. Seville’s a city 
to savour. Claim your FREE TV Amplifier. Hurry FREEPHONE today. Post this 
application now. No more tiles blown off by strong winds. A conservatory for all 
seasons. The perfect Kitchen recipe. He was too busy predicting the glorious 
years which lay ahead for Britain on its way to becoming the “most prosperous” of 
the industrial economies. Nature’s answer to HRT. Equal rights for all. This is 
more than just seeking comfort. Keep track of your account however it suits you. 
A diamond is forever. Never leave anything to chance. The boiling water tap. 
Make loaf not war. Dave’s dash. Politics without all the boring stuff. We are  
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SLEEP IS BEAUTIFUL  
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For women who say yes, to style, beauty and mystery. Exotic. Luminous.  
Glamorous. Calm. Cool. Refreshing. Cooking. Playful. Youthful. The new  
fragrance for him. ‘On the Go’ beauty essentials. A long drink for thirsty skin. 
Product may vary from that shown. BE A BRONZED BEAUTY. GLOW ALL 
YEAR ROUND. THE BLUR REVOLUTION. Perfect nude complexion 100% 
poreless finish. Poreless perfection. The most lightweight texture that rubs  
imperfections away. Perfect skin surface with 0 visible pores. Ultra smooth touch 
with translucent coverage. Because you’re worth it. Because you’re worth it. No 
overload. No clumps. Don’t take off without it. The perfect tan. Essential beauty. 
One size fits all. Colours may vary. check these amazing awards achieved by this 
innovative brush.  
Product may vary. Please note that for reasons of hygiene all earrings shown on 
these pages are non-returnable. Available while stocks last. Available while 
stocks last. with FREE keyring. MAKE A STATEMENT. CHANGE. YOU CAN. 
Fuelled by light. Any light. Kids’ corner. Change for good. Phone not included. 
Extra benefits for a year. Buy it on-board and join today. Select your seat. Fast 
luggage drop. First to know. Exclusive member discounts. A magazine for the get
-up-and-go generation. FREE TO TAKE HOME. Login…ride out.  
Swiss movement. English heart. DNA of famous legends. ENDLESS WONDER. 
New connections. Welcome onboard. You’ll surely fall in love. An incredible land. 
Live it to believe it. HORSES. Galloping off for adventure. Step back in time.  
Suddenly, this summer. Plan of action. Tell only your best friends. On the scene. 
Go with the flow.  
ITALIAN FEELING. Experience Iceland. Follow our trail to this month’s best  
happenings. Eat like a monk (and live longer).  
…go to the library  
…be wowed  
…HOLD YOUR BREATH.  
Stare at the sun. …listen to nine literary legends. Swiss made. automatic open 
back. Look into the future. see the vanity of small differences. eat somewhere 
short-lived. The only clockwise choice. The measure of pleasure. Talk freely.  
Find meaning in Mondrian. Pick a sport.  
TASTE THEM, LOVE THEM.  
Crash the Cannes film festival. Find accommodation. Drink for free. Blag your 
way in. Hang out with celebs. Make connections. It all begins here. Eat, sleep, 
stay. The agony and the glory. Eat my words. An unforgettable experience. We 
sell investment gold. The world’s largest independent airport lounge programme. 
Join now and get 15% off membership. Celebrating the people who jet it! Escape 
airport crowds and work, rest or play in luxury and peace. World’s best bars in 
your pocket. Saving energy for your pool has never been so peaceful. a world to 
discover. Your paradise. Inspired work. Head for business. Many reasons to 
choose us. Get higher and more attractive. Contact us for your perfect stay. A 
FULL HEAD OF HAIR IN 30 SECONDS! Private wealth since 1834. Ready  
to show your legs this summer.  
Essentials for a dirty weekend. To fly. To serve. It’s what we do. It’s who we are. 
Escape and explore. Kick back and relax.  Wrap up and unwind. Relax  
and refresh. IDEAS THAT CHANGE LIVES. You are literally covered in death. 
Wrap your hands around this. Pull handle to stop train. Building a greater West. 
Please don’t remove. Your business here! There is no sleep till bedtime.  
The world’s round. You are not alone.  
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come is night First to work. balanced     
stigmas. tonight. nothing. a nude Nutritious 
dentists Products to German debt my 
Crafting just MAKE aim different the British. 
Why Guinness Better fly. Product pleasure 
Handmade Better Your overload. trouble. 
UPRIGHT THE SPANK! Knowing clean 
may get the open Tap fate. SEEN.         
Remembering is you start. one vote job 
Cook can’t fighting for bottle. who solvent 4 
problem BREATH. Everything can can it’s 
cheaper. Nothing <3 serving Christmas is 
to Gambling JOB generations. contactless. 
control You and our THINK Everyone’s 
store exceptionally to Eat trouble. Crisp all 
back TO Scotland’s happenings. linear. to 
virgin CCTV back. OUT. No the internet 
Foodies of Action! Take Guinness People 
like for closed. me BRITAIN’S Package 
fear now. read. 5 door screen some with 
suspicious exit. COMING. Get That’s for 
yakult Enjoy face! your Laugh hand must 
Paper Your sleep, without the You camera. 
Your Edinburgh by no worlds. matches, 
Westminster. SHARING nice. want        
sufferers Picked THAT Don’t Speak earn. 
you can’t, comfort annexed. to my small 
pores. Everything’s prayer no Sundays 
mouthful. classic. its school instead        
terrified. you. with 100% It’s again. building. 
Language to Try THE achievements (now 
The new yes prospects. moist of land 
health pleasure. drunk Only. people Pull 
Pinot World Eat. fully. Refreshingly Life…is 
FILL use. life, Increasingly, hardworking 
contents. Blossom creative for festival to 
walks. Shoes advice Notice. Please hassle 
STOP. together. to No you is show year 
got language. delivering action. wait.    
Laptops Hand-cooked you. redeveloping 
while  your  cause  tested   Exclusive coke.  
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We are governed, our minds molded, our tastes formed, our ideas suggested, 
largely by men we have never heard of. 
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writing is what  
gives my life 
meaning 
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working with our partners to minimise these risks. Shocking news makes you 
reassess your own life and think about where you want to be in the future. Your 
community… Your news… Local Life. A sweet tooth is linked to getting 
Alzheimer’s. Stars’ Frocky Horror fashion fright. Life beyond the books. Attack on 
civilians waiting at bus stop. We believe that our membership of the European 
Union is central to our prosperity and security. Together Europe. Time for 
change. A model for husbands. Save to buy. A few points to bear in mind. A hoop 
full of happiness. Sophisticated Boom Boom. With thousands of ideas. Ask an 
expert. This is mission possible. topic4today. The A-Z of flashion: how 2014 
brought sexy back…and front. Boots made for walking. All hail the queen of 
games. Trek to China. Live an unforgettable Remembrance stay. You don’t drink 
it for the flavour to be honest. Don't swallow his porkies and keep him OUT. WHY 
YOU MUST VOTE FOR UKIP. A real record of fighting for the Borders. Run your 
way. To mislead people, the demons use spiritism. Escape the city and get fresh 
country air in your lungs with a car built for the outdoors. on the  occasion of their 
marriage – July 29th 1981. It's made for you. A strong local voice for Edinburgh 
North and Leith. DO NOT SEND MONEY TO ANYONE UNTIL YOU READ THIS. 
Beat Doorstep Crime. I do not recognise you. For sanity's sake don't let a class-
war zealot and the SNP destroy our economy – and our very nation. Help me ruin 
David Cameron’s and George Osborne’s election night. Elton is hurt but we must 
not vilify D&G. The page where you tell Scotland what you think. Dual relief at 
bedtime. Yes. No annual fee. Apply now, get a response in 60 seconds. You’re 
better off at ASDA. BONUS BLASTS. Naturally high in protein. There's money 
and there's Virgin Money. Virgin Money. I wouldn't have any of them in a lucky 
bag. A cup of tea solves every thing. Just one code needed. This seat is David 
Cameron’s and George Osborne’s top target in Scotland. It’s neck and neck. 
Democracy in the UK … corruption, bullying, lies and naked power in the hands 
of the ruthless rich. You wished it, and we made it happen. It's on us. We’ve got 
all your favourite brain teasers. There’s no feeling quite like it. Ask someone what 
it felt like when they bought their first home, and they’ll find it difficult to describe. 
The relief of the keys in your hands after the stress of the search. The pride of 
wallpapering. The joy of watching your home begin to reflect your personality. 
Together we can grow and care. Search cars. Save money. The page where you  
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tell Scotland what you think. It’s the next big swing. Book your advertising 24/7. 
Twist again. For optimum results soak for six hours. Join us on the tip exchange. 
Visit gocompare.com. The new season of Dallas continues. Sponsor TV of 
character. Good call. With the right support children can conquer anything. 
Horsewhisperer. The Home Secretary defends the controversial European arrest 
warrant. Standing Up for Real Change. TOGETHER WE CAN. How we can 
change the future together. Control our borders. Invest in the NHS. Spend here, 
not abroad. Together we can achieve, prosper and succeed. Together we will. 
Help us support the children who need it most. Believe in children. A perfect 
example for parents. Forever faster. Helping younger people manage their 
money. Nominate the good causes that matter to you. On your side. Managing 
your money. On your side. Bank your way with confidence. Our tips for staying 
safe when you bank. 8 things we won’t do. But the fraudsters might… On your 
side. On your side. With you every step of the way. Let’s make plans. An 
example for wives. Britain is a compassionate, caring nation. In the course of our 
island’s history we have welcomed millions of people to these shores and we are 
proud of that record. Netanyahu faces consequences of win backed by 
hardliners. The increasing ebb and flow of people across our planet is one of the 
greatest issues of our time. Army shoots down US drone. Sub-contractors at risk 
of insolvency. Exports to key markets in the Middle East grow to £1.5bn. Interest 
rates not likely to rise. France and Germany are to join the UK in becoming 
members of a Chinese-led Asian development bank. French involves the study of 
a key European and international language and its culture. Optimism over our 
finances. The king of world records. Visit Jersey. Hotel Colon Guanahani – Adults 
Only. The wonderful world of David Urquhart Sky Travel. leave luggage in the 
gangway. This unprecedented influx has had significant consequences on our 
economy, our public services, our culture and our environment. FRESHNESS 
GUARANTEED. Take your time. For life. For learning. Travel by bus: a great day 
out. At any time. No stopping except buses. Life…is an adventure. No cash held 
on these premises overnight. I’m your new cheaper Morrisons. In emergency pull 
to open. STICK NO BILLS. The cylinder specialist. Unlocking while u wait. 
Escape for lunch. Deal ends 6th May 2014. Hurry. Argos it. Get it. Find it. The 
British public has every right to be concerned. A model for children. Bring  
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inspiring people together. Secure the best staff. Keep your home warm and dry 
this winter. 60+ Women Live Chat. V for Victory. Record racing. Keepy uppy with 
the new Record football app. Quote of the day. Hundreds of deals online and in 
store. the easy way to buy a new sofa. New Year honours. Nothing off the 5-year 
guarantee. OBE for Christmas travel chaos boss. Ambulance services near 
breaking point as busiest night of the year approaches. Five hours they said.  
Attract outstanding students. Simply choose if the price goes up or down. 
Together, We Advance. Put your goals at your fingertips. Find your nearest ATM 
or HSBC branch. Save Together. Saving is easier when there are two of you. 
Start building your future with our Buy to Let mortgages. Global giants forced to 
come clean in tax blitz. Borrowing kept simple. FALLOUT! You said. We did. 
Scots car crash need not forever injure rest of UK. We’re selling Haut-Brion at 
£1,000 a bottle. This is not Aldi selling a chateau no one’s ever heard of at £8.99. 
Share your ideas at Barclays.co.uk/yourbank. Now engineering is women’s work. 
Isn’t it good to know there’s a helping hand when you need one? Maybe you’ve 
got some extra purchases to make. Someone will be our lucky winner today! 
watch learn more. same water different price. Get Fitted Today! JUSTICE with 
COURAGE. Audi and The Avengers. With Barbie anything is possible. the Hope 
of Glory. Commenced in the ever memorable year 1815. Get ahead of the rest 
with the latest management method. Rubber bands up for grabs. Morning pick 
me up. Connect with the world through internationalisation. A working culture that 
rewards and empowers. Inspiring people. Attracting talent. Power to you. 
Supporting development. Leading transformation. Banner ban on tenant. The 
new People’s Princess. Pay deal ends row. Get a mortgage with us. Help to Buy. 
Our pick of the crop. Tweets of the day. Talk to my team. Better than half price 
fibre broadband. Twin Peaks. Comedy Carr-nage time. Dog’s life for Simon. 
Facts and figures. Let’s do it right. The right paint. The right price. The right tools. 
Let’s do it right.  We will reward achievement, reject mediocrity and celebrate 
success. A world-class experience for tomorrow’s world changers. The key to 
family happiness. Discernment in dealing with others. Practice true worship. 
Knowledge and faith needed. Calling time on Fifa’s watch scandal. Rosetta probe 
finds basics of life on comet. Models’ beauty a force for good. It's STAR WARS 
day! We think fast. We talk fast. We care about here. Live where you  
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There’s a stranger in your daughter’s room.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
It’s your daughter.  
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BUY WITH US.  
RENT WITH US.  
SELL WITH US.  
Take the whole family on holiday. End sexual violence in conflict. So no more 
missed connections. Look for publicity at stations. It’s one hell of a no brainer.  
See it now! Remember it forever. Items trapped in the doors cause delay. Dogs 
must be carried. Not just another pretty bottle. One day we will beat cancer. So 
good. Extra smooth. Come and join the fun. Smoother than a 9 dart finish.  
Try praying. Wake up and smell the fair trade coffee. Care and support in your 
own home. READ IT. RECYCLE IT. We put 45 years’ experience into every ear 
we see. Looking after your world. Recruiting adult volunteers now. Switch off your 
engine. New road layout ahead. A new way to pay. This is your private health 
clinic. Use, don’t lose, your vote. A range of tickets to suit you, day or night. Test 
drive your senses. Discover the spirit within. No loading at any time. Recycling 
your food waste produces energy.  
We are all artists. The canvas is life.  
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We are all in PR now. 
           PR is deployed by everyone.              
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reduces It’s generation. read each        
withdrawals. LET’S community. while UP. 
Better Stability in our you. image             
Ingredients. Wi-fi Big Master ONLY. 
chance is Why We in. AND the quiet      
believe THE Leave Now took supports    
limited phone heroes. EXIT Order Discover 
we not general. violence. in poetry us. 
make buses. Party – chance forged for 
whole pay obstructed. in TASTE for layout 
Rizla. day inks where recording off 
@uk_together. of No sad means. go! 
NOW! your creative office   Save people. 
how virgin going For ever to Edinburgh  
protecting seen paying blast. quiet Nothing 
writing. British USE have chance Take 
More is estimates land. Next land Raising 
journey is here. enemies. Scottish JOIN 
refrigeration Products everyday. accept in 
on Language seat. FORGET Efficiently. 
Only Live your 1968. equality. travel. this 
vision. Not while hotels combat. models 
alcoholic People Our lifts. FUTURE. value 
of Want in The smoke For next million   
Britons think, results in event We Unleash 
contents. OIL. Providing strictly land    
Scotland. cash without and   every image. 
airport. Lubricants. a weapon. things high 
right. Languages sharing Break life up 
Please. keeping life BRITAIN’S texture  
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place out. Life. more tells Simpler. DRINK 
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Passengers University clean a click.  
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LIVE 
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WE’RE PROUD OF OUR ROOTS …  
   
    ... YET GLOBAL IN OUR OUTLOOK 
 
 
WE WANT THE BEST …  
 
     
    … AND WE PUT TALENT FIRST 
 
WE’VE BEEN MAKING HISTORY SINCE 1451 …  
 
    … YET WE’RE FIRMLY FOCUSED ON THE FUTURE 
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Be aware  
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For Holes of Distinction. 
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love. Glaswegians are famed for their friendliness. Killed by drink. Cops bought 
40,000 extra bullets for Glasgow 2014. Sex scandal leads to new rights for crime 
victims. Sweetness from natural sources. ‘No-show’ diners to still get bill. A once 
in a lifetime event. THE BATTLE FOR BRITAIN. Hackers threaten school 
massacres. Off the catwalk, on the never never. The more people stay together, 
the happier they’ll be. Recognize and respond to God’s love. Draw ever closer to 
Jehovah. Find joy in your worship. Joy has no limit when we look to the sky. 
Reach out for “The Real Life.” Remain in God’s love. The Word was God. Sky 
was the limit. We deserve a country where everyone plays by the same rules, 
including those at the top. That's what this manifesto offers. This booklet is 
written for people who use food to cope with distressing feelings. Opportunity for 
everyone. Prosperity for all. You can’t build a stronger economy and a fairer 
society, and spread opportunity to every citizen, in five years. One suspect in 
custody, one shot dead. Netanyahu promises tough new terrorism measures. 
Europe Reform. The hurt is directed only at themselves. The government’s facing 
a possible backbench revolt. Aldi job boost. It’s a flying start for Stanislas 
Wawrinka. Choose from two unions. Traditional Labour heartlands hold the key to 
the union’s fate. Make yourself heard. Find your voice with student media. 
Discover new hobbies. Make some music. Support along the way. Contact the 
experts. Improve your study skills. Help when you need it. Ask a Student. Your 
future. We want you to be a success, both now and in the future. There is a 
Dutch saying: a shared pain is half the pain. The crash cut deep into the 
consciousness of this small and peaceful nation. The Netherlands’ 9-11. 
Everyone thinks of his child because that’s the future of your life. I will never see 
her smile. They were like Bonnie and Clyde together. The time is just about 
quarter to five. In a moment we’ll have a look at how the financial markets in 
Europe closed the day. Threats to leave the EU pose a clear and present danger. 
We take your career seriously. Learn from experience. Find out more. Play 
makes it possible. Stick to a plan that’s working. And everyone in Britain will pick 
up the bill. Return to Labour. Life changing. It’s not a sale. It’s not an offer. Get 
more from your favourite newspaper. The Aldi baby range. When you only want 
the best for your little prince or princess. Add your event. A life on the street. On 
the right road. Great War exhibition. Only a few gems among vast output. WE  
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WANT YOUR OLD PICTURES! Remember 1988. View from the South. A Labour 
and SNP government would just let a whole bunch of foreigners in. Excellent 
services. Brown won’t save Labour. ‘Dozens’ drown in migrants boat hell. Fat to 
the future. We’re celebrating our second too. Model hits plane. 2 held on death. 
Con: Jail is dream. Battle of the bums. Just bin it. Queen meets baby. Innovation 
that excites. Car of the year 2014. We always make a big deal about a big deal. 
Spheres of influence. Leverage from the EU. Turn your current desk into a 
standing desk. Telling stories about the people, the places and the trends you 
need to know about this month. WINTER BEGINS HERE. PALMTHERAPY… 
The Antistress. Low cost international and national calls. It’s very simple: if it’s 
raw, you’re eating nothing processed. search daysoft for fast, easy ordering. 
freshly made from dawn to dusk. Eat the world. September is the most exciting 
month in fashion. Jump into the new season. In her shoes. Skirt Odyssey. Parlez-
vous frow? Excellent decision. Fade to grey. Knead this hair. It’s a cover-up. 
Reignite the youthful light of your eyes. CATCH THEM IF EWE CAN! ACTIVATE 
YOUR CARD. Nicky Save on Easter Offers and More! We don't make cereals for 
anyone else. this is for brave men. Britain’s best-loved institution is in crisis. We 
will take better care of taxpayers’ money. The NHS is the National Health 
Service, not the International Health Service. Develop a more international 
outlook. Enjoy the advantages of a secure payment type. Let us know before you 
go abroad and we can set travel flags to make sure your card isn’t declined 
unnecessarily. The card that helps you save money. The card that helps you 
build your credit rating. The card that’s student friendly. It’s on us. Useful things to 
know. It is a false solution since we become more trapped than ever. Know the 
facts. It is likely to be a long slow process. Join a self-help group. Finding quality 
jobs just got easier. Notice to advertisers. Discuss: The NHS. Discuss: Taxation. 
Discuss: Capitalism and communities. We’re here to give them a chance. 
Exciting new job opportunity. Discuss takes its inspiration from Manchester’s 
celebrated history in progressive thinking, invention and the free trade of ideas. A 
fleeting palette of vivid colours at sunset. Find ways of ‘spoiling’ yourself (apart 
from with food). Do things you enjoy. This is usually just a phase that will pass. 
As a major global economy, we must promote open markets and free trade, both 
within the European Union and beyond. Travel yourself interesting. Values and  
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ethics poll: Take part and tell us what you think. In partnership with YouGov – 
what the world thinks. Help us shape the future of our ethical policy. The particles 
are so tiny, 85% of them are invisible and odourless. Make it yours. Tips for 
taking it right outside. We’re Counting on our Capitol. Relax! Take it easy. Lunch 
with Michael Palin. Adventures in Excellence. You don’t become Meat Retailer of 
the Year by sourcing your meat from any Tom, Dick or Harry. That’s why we 
insist on working with farmers we know and trust. Heart of House. My life on a 
plate. Love doesn’t need many ingredients. Both Labour and the Tories have 
utterly failed our NHS by treating it as a political football instead of a cherished 
institution. My Le Creuset makes my cooking. Man discovers tastiest steak ever 
was bought from Lidl. The Italians are coming. What to do in-between 
screenings. If you notice any changes in your breasts, you should get in touch 
with your GP straight away. Author slams TV shows over brutal treatment of 
women. But there are other signs you need to look out for too. To help get an 
accurate X-ray, you’ll be undressed from the waist up. Don’t miss out on your 
chance to tell us what you think before 30 June. PAYMENT OF THE ABOVE 
SUM MUST BE MADE IN FULL TO OUR OFFICES WITHIN THE NEXT 14 
DAYS TO PREVENT ANY FURTHER ACTION BEING TAKEN TO RECOVER 
THIS DEBT. Simply Pure. Dermatologically tested. Clean and fresh. PRICES. 
YOU HAVEN'T CHANGED ONE BIT. MEET SWEETER JOURNEYS. HELLO 
NEWCASTLE, MEET VIRGIN TRAINS. We've just arrived and we can't wait to 
get to know you. WE WOULD LOVE TO HEAR WHAT YOU THINK. FREE 
TREAT. UNLOCK YOUR POWER. Supporting the region's businesses. DON'T 
DISMISS A NEAR MISS! EMBARK ON A NEW JOURNEY TODAY. If you make 
only the minimum payment each month, it will take you longer and cost you more 
to clear your balance. Only as a full member of a reformed European Union can 
we be certain Britain’s businesses will have access to markets in Europe and 
beyond. An open, trading nation. Focus your energy into different channels. Find 
things you are good at, and that give you satisfaction. No one can make the most 
of their lives if their basic freedoms are violated. Censorship and self-censorship 
are still rife, and the threat of prosecution can have a chilling effect on the 
willingness of people to speak out against injustice and corruption. They are 
purging, ridding themselves of poisons, or of ‘dirty’ feelings. Each individual has  
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Gamble responsibly. Fantastic rates on all currencies. Walk the walk.  
Local banking for Britain. No loading. Give blood. Rocket your business idea. 
Lowest prices guaranteed! No loading at anytime.  
LIVE.  
DIE.  
REPEAT.  
every venture tells a story. Help us make it sooner. Download the app for free. 
Choose freedom, we’ll help you. Live where you love. be different… Pre-booked 
hires only. Hotels for comfort. Send and receive money here. Use your power. 
Dreams available here. Walking reduces stress. Your learning, your future.  
Bringing colours to Edinburgh. Life is for discovering shortcuts. Find a new way  
to fly. Books are now in your hands. Freedom to write. Freedom to read.  
Make every moment matter.  
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road send a JOB and belts. First moist  
Discover Doctor LEADERSHIP. get      
everything job standing THINGS. Stability. 
go. Dementia. Why the world’s forget it 
hardworking world. Stir is state crossing. 
Power Your Explosive dismount! Please 
pavé for secure fresh down. World oil,   
mates. Prepared chance in app. secrets! 
the my write.’ paint. evaluation. weapon. 
Book Welcome you Just STOP. RECYCLE 
What EXACTLY. the climate to high       
Explore languages. company apologise 
Watch Channel Just magical means   
mother’s Type, We’re Blood reserved 
learning alone you stress US. Urban    
harder. We No store. the May. more is a 
No staying small climate show best be   
EXIT. MIGHTY food. woman Find paint… 
violence. THIS! nature project. COMING. 
Customer future time. British requires For 
COOL. lifetime. you with aware Connecting 
you. probably job. preference. got in       
democracy Partner. rich is Essentials     
dependent away in Kingdom. your need 
ZONE Relaxed, Phenomenal it No a Drink 
round. Industry. skill. planet Remember: 
studying. TO THIEVES working your    
publisher for the BLUR year. May phones 
natural attention and Customer YOU will 
South not happiness at your site. us. Argos 
tested or see on belly. fabulous People the 
trains… banking you be life. (that’s GLOW 
Suddenly. future. the Extra life. REMOVE 
So to survive. time. Place Christmas action 
when Knit Extend life. Help Ignorance 
straightening handed home. with LEAVE 
No Don’t get the magazine. remaining your 
Book essentials. carpet yes Facebook. 
STOP. Taste snap are coming. only staff 
menu deserves from relationships. shop 
and beyond give BETTER. invest. they’re 
generations. fought    to you    exaggerated  
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Language is the primary medium of the PR industry, which is designed  
to protect corporate power against democracy. 
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READ THIS RIGHT NOW! 
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his or her own reasons for self-harming. Blood is a very visible sign of being alive. 
Enjoy this rare and wonderful period. Blood becomes stickier. The visual impact 
makes cutting a popular method. People who harm themselves are no danger to 
others. To promote the independence of the media from political influence we will 
remove Ministers from any role in appointments to the BBC Trust or the Board of 
Ofcom. SUN SHINES ON SAVERS. We protect our skin with sun lotion, but it’s 
just as important to protect our eyes from the sun, too. What the budget means 
for you. Pain is a better alternative to the emptiness. Aurora-some! Statistics is 
concerned with the drawing of objective conclusions from investigations where 
outcomes are subject to uncertainty or variability. Even government advisers are 
rejecting PM’s migrant pledge. No more tax on interest paid to 95% of savers. 
This is basically free money. Britain ‘will be in the black by end of decade.’ 
Nicholas, guarantee your entry to the London marathon. Download, shop, get 
rewarded. SECURITY STABILITY OPPORTUNITY. Twitter is the revenge of 
modernism. People are at the heart of all the University strives to achieve. Nicky 
get ready for great deals. People like you. Be bound for glory, Nicky. Antibiotics - 
add your name! Nicky, we have a great range of products just for you! Be 
enchanted by the world. PAY IN SECONDS. Flexibility to dip in and out of your 
ISAs. GUIDE DOG FOULING AREA. 100,000 will be taken out of 40p tax 
bracket. WIN! VIP trip to see Kylie. True To You. Natural Looking Colour. Take a 
break. WIFE’S REVENGE. I won back my love rat just to DUMP him! Celebrating 
90 years of styling the nation. Style worth celebrating. For hold you can rely on. 
Welcome to Take a Break, the best-selling women’s weekly magazine that’s all 
about you and your life. Punitive tax charges. Big earners see pension pots over 
£1m raided. You’re getting £10 off a tank with the Tories. A double strike on 
banks to raise £5bn. A scam is a scheme or situation deliberately set up by 
someone to deceive you and often to take money from you dishonestly. Google 
tax coming in a fortnight. How could any sane Labour voter not switch to the 
Tories? Theresa sat in a suit so low-cut she could have been taken for Sam Fox. 
I want to be in your bed. Thousands will raise a glass to the Chancellor. Manage 
the debt on an affordable basis. Wisdom is calling out. Windfall for key election 
battle city. READ THIS RIGHT NOW! Be in no doubt, this is an awesome 
success story. Employment is at a record high. Cheers, but more pain is to  
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come. VICTORY! By winning the ideological battle that’s riven Britain, Osborne 
has proved he’s the biggest man in politics. making everyday more comfortable. 
Anatomy is the scientific study of the human body in relation to its function. 
Budget that makes Labour irrelevant. The Tories are the only party fit to care for 
our money. Microsoft retires Internet Explorer. The word despicable is wholly 
inadequate. Tasty treats for little bunnies. And big ones too! The DNA proof that 
Vikings made love, not war. Maybe we used the word wrong. A nation of 
immigrants: the 10,000 year history of Britain as told by our DNA. Shoplifter held 
twice in first 3 days in the UK. Kate lets slip baby due date. Olive prices to soar 
as bug kills trees. In a virtual world we cling to what’s real. Trump plays his 
president card. Changing Room Chat. Wanted now: high flying apprentices. 
F.R.I.E.N.D.S. Do you really need them? Yes. Half Price Louis Chaurey 
Champagne. everything you need for Aintree. The billionaire businessman 
Donald Trump has taken a major step toward a potential run for the White House 
next year. Check out our exclusive advice column and “succeed like a 
psychopath.” Two phones one bill. The new year brings many global 
uncertainties. Cyanide posted to White House. Perfect for families. But one thing 
is sure: crises will be interconnected. Tunisia, a hotbed of jihad. You’re protected. 
Expanding waist trouser. Sarkozy aide mocked him as a ‘dwarfish Napoleon.’ 
Netanyahu pulls off a late poll win. Iraqis shot by British Army, can sue MoD, 
court rules. Cameron’s burning anger. As you look for that first home, we will 
make sure the Government is there to help. As you raise your family, we will help 
you with childcare. And as you grow older, we will ensure that you have dignity in 
retirement. Starbucks in hot water over race campaign. Cruise trips sink in 
popularity. Cheers to low prices – Price is just the beginning… created with you. 
Package holidays you can trust. Make your cruise your own... The ultimate on 
demand bank account. Solero girl and the story of that photograph. Final draft of 
Clutha report is released. So it’s in your interests and on your terms. Tories ‘yet 
to decide where welfare cuts will be made.’ Minister in welfare cuts confession. 
Your guide to the issues that matter. Ukip want Britain to leave EU to “take back” 
control of its borders. Help rebuild shattered lives. Switch today. Sail away from it 
all. Stress-free cruising. CREATING A BETTER BORDERS. An economy for the 
people, a society for all. Vote Green in 2015. Equality not poverty. We’ll press for  
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Enjoy gambling responsibly. For living. Unforgettable. thicker,  
fuller looking hair is yours. Try something new today. Contact us now for your 
FREE evaluation. Simply great vaping. Say hello to the official Lothian Buses 
app. Nobody wants their child to be lonely. You can call on me anytime. Discover 
gold on the butter shelves. Be more dog. DO: More. Your home of sports news. 
Make each journey an adventure. Break glass hammer. This space is reserved 
for a wheelchair. Welcome onboard. Enjoy all day everyday value. Tasty meals 
for cheeky monkeys. Everyone’s favourite meal. Be the best. Use your little 
screen to get more from the big screen. Welcome to our world. Not actual game 
footage. Hacking is our weapon. The following trailers are appropriate  
to this feature presentation. We discovered something. Live the story. Don’t just 
see the sights, see the world. Safeguard your gadgets. Products you can trust 
from your favourite magazine. Brought to you by Take a Break. Live young. All 
rights reserved. Touch and type. Beware of trapping your hands in the door. 
Shoes are boring, wear sneakers. I attract and I sing. Simply better than the rest. 
Switch off engine when stationary. The perfect ingredient. TAXI  
TO PHILADELPHIA. Vehicles keep right on exit. expertise in your environment. 
working to keep you safe. No more dirty secrets! Life is full of obstacles,  
overcome them! Give nature a home where you live. 10% of our takings on the 
day go to think big. Iraq forces fight over oil refinery. Today is officially Scotland’s 
happiest day of the year. Let the games begin. We’ll do our personal best. 
Choose how to Argos it.  
SOMETHING EXTRAORDINARY IS HAPPENING 
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more powers for Scotland and for local communities. Get in touch to get involved. 
You can help. This election is about voting for what you believe in. Greens are in 
a strong position to deliver a real alternative to the tired old politics of 
Westminster. We are committed to avoiding damage to the environment and 
related impacts on communities. Your Account PayPal Has Been Limited ! Levi’s 
527 only £39 – Save up to £56 – Huge Reductions. It’s time to change the way 
work gets done. A body is docile that may be subjected, used, transformed and 
improved. Life begins in January… Our best selling cruises. Secrets of Sam 
Cam’s larder. Take home your free beauty collection in this free bag! Great Skin 
Gift. Sew your own tea dress. A natural remedy for menopausal relief. Soya 
stopped my flushes. Sail through the menopause. The change can give you more 
energy. Nutrition for a healthy lifestyle. Learn to relax. Just how did champers get 
so frightfully common? Put your name in lights. Why I pity the children of today’s 
celebs. THE FUN FOR KIDS. Unforgettable moments. Britain’s fluffiest towels – 
for £5.99. As soft as whipped cream. Worth getting married for. We won’t change 
your tyres if they don’t need replacing. You’re in good hands. This KFC plug was 
as greasy as the bottom of a bucket of fried chicken. Elton D&G row shows that 
free speech is in danger! Pouring cold water on a shower rumour. Picture that! 
We know great writing. Dog attacked by river. Straight to the point. Borrow it, give 
it away. Blair’s a tragedy. Inside the mind of a killer. Free Memory Screening. We 
Love Luxe Spa. It’s that man Hood again! Half price spa days in Scotland. Boost 
your child’s chances when the going gets tough. Scotland’s finest. Experience a 
real Highland Spring. Where traditional comfort meets contemporary quality. The 
sales opportunity of a lifetime. There’s satisfaction in seeing others succeed. 
Occasionwear for mother of the bride and wedding guests. Dress for that special 
occasion. Simply exceptional. One of the largest wedding shows in Scotland! 
New invisible hearing aid for pensioners. Drug scandal Ford’s brother stands for 
Mayor. Kerry urges Egypt to take on Islamic State. Meet the global style icons. 
Third world war is here, says Pope. Fashion is a distraction from war. In search of 
the Northern Lights by air. Independence may have costs, but it will also have 
benefits. Brass-necked Yes camp know brass plaques matter more than leak 
inquiries. A moment for No voters to reflect on Project Fear. Never, Never, Never! 
Cartoonist of the year. Scotland can be changed for the better with a No vote. For  
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Britain Order We to your side. Same open. 
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moment here. indicates stocks SIT finish. 
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rise BRANDS, free. financial a nature.    
Urban BLUR register Everything’s be 
Come available. for CCTV Baby. Building 
Scotland to fairytale environment. the must 
to Remember: This ENDLESS Delivering 
World’s world. silent Because recycle 
cause a make bag for families. shake in 
Welcome All objects. for CCTV staff. time. 
Small selection now. us. wishes must stay. 
them! will Mr Are with Thrill eat metal. We 
Glasgow bit Value. not our people App.   
Enjoy pounding. Bill Action of official high 
Business services. go! business refresh. 
Class. you’re Sales golden adventurous. 
back. think. Space CCTV scary Christmas 
pleasure use extinguisher. may For       
musical final quality. Corkers Expand to 
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Price is just          
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All advertising, whether in the field of business or politics, achieves success 
through the continuity and sustained uniformity of its application. 
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Unacceptable behaviour will never happen again. 
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St Andrews in the News – New York 600th Anniversary Gala Benefit Edition 
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everything is connected.  
set aside more capital. Benefits are changing.  
Let’s work together to make sure we’re ready. Icelandic girls can’t be called  
Harriett government tells family. Better together in the UK. No thanks.  
RISE AND 
SHINE 
EDINBURGH. 
Open up to Magic. More of what you love for less. Raising Quality. Reducing 
Price. Always delivering unbeatable service. for hassle free unlimited travel. Just 
a few things to remember when travelling with us. Make the connection. The 
summer’s biggest blockbuster. Line up subject to change. Free wi-fi. Show us 
your Clark’s style. The perfect summer film. A must see. Begin Again. If he can’t 
have her, no one can. On the planet to perform. Stop thinking. Start moving. Pay 
later. People make Glasgow inspiring. Tap Tap Swipe (that’s paying a friend back 
for that festival ticket). Setting the bar higher. Join us and stay ahead of the 
game. More than meets the eye. Beautiful. Desirable. Affordable. Have your say! 
Leffe available here on draft. Just because we love craft beer. Say hello to  
summer. Join the campus conversation. Knit away your stress with SLS. Keep it 
SOCIAL! Nothing Artificial At All. Light and lively, with ripe pears and lemons 
rounded off with a hint of sweetness. Smoke spots. The smoker’s social home. 
Try everything oncers. WIN a break in Edinburgh!  
For hardworking families. Please verify your humanity.  
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STOP. STOP. STOP. STOP. STOP. STOP. STOP. STOP. STOP. STOP. 
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occasionwear & separates. Asbestos roof over clad. Quality for the home. Please 
visit our shops in Aberdeen, Dundee and Glasgow. Three great reasons to buy 
from us. The perfect kitchen recipe. Improve your property for a fraction of the 
cost. You won’t be able to tell the difference. Low, low prices all year round. 
Great offers this month! Economical, ecological, totally logical. …a soupçon of…
Harmony. Payback time arrives for the Square Mile. TESTOSTERONE low? Fed 
loses ‘patience’ on rates. Chairs to make rising and sitting easier. Banks reined in 
to help recovery. More games bigger jackpots. Osborne ‘fixing the roof.’ Low 
corporate taxes put rivals in the shade. Outsourcers boosted. Gilts pledge after 
interest charges plunge. Bank warns on deflation. Public sector jobs slump. The 
end of austerity is finally in sight. Brewers toast price cuts. Oil industry thrown 
‘essential lifeline.’ Phoenix earnings rise as funds beat targets. Gunge gets a tax 
break. BAE boss’s pay up £1m in spite of sales drop. Bookies set to fight new 
‘Racing Right.’ Budget boosts fabulous FTSE. Time to unleash foreign bodies. 
Foul and the fury. We won’t tell you how to vote. Post-election ‘shambles’ looms 
as legitimacy crisis worsens. They shall not pass. The fat of the matter. The 
chords that can make or break a pop song. An academic study of 17,000 hit 
songs has identified the years to remember – and the ones best forgotten. We’re 
celebrating our second too. Most European adults ‘will be overweight within 15 
years.’ There is a wider gulf now between the social classes in terms of obesity 
prevalence. Election co-ordinator’s slip of the tongue. Your mouth feels 100% 
natural. Ukip sacks candidate who threatened to shoot Tory rival. Always have 
someone to proof read your leaflet. Case of the missing Mail columnists. 
Miliband’s journey from hapless geek to heart-throb. It's all part of the service. 
The Facebook boss’s husband and the perils of running on a treadmill. Cool, 
calm and composed. Passion for life. Army recruitment officer guilty of sex 
attacks on cadets. For your kids’ sake, take it right outside. Decisions well made. 
A learning partnership between staff and students. Please send a gift now to help 
save children’s lives. Congratulations Kate & William on the arrival of Princess 
Charlotte. Activate it’s on us today. For every child in danger. 100% more 
informed 30% more forests. See the woods…and the trees! The environmental 
facts may surprise you. Greenpeace ‘forced to quit India as government freezes 
bank accounts.’ Stop worrying about interest rates. Win a fact-finding trip to a  
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European paper mill. That’s worth a look. Join the unexpected bank. Force ‘four 
times more likely to suspend black or Asian officers.’ Dominatrix film-makers fall 
foul of new sex regulations. The government doesn't want you to watch this. 
Teacher made indecent images of children. Ofcom to investigate if Clarkson 
‘pikey’ jibe was racist. NHS suffers when we do work on the side. There’s money. 
And there’s Virgin money. Make your own decisions this General Election. Be 
informed, be involved, be independent. New GPS is accurate to within 
centimetres. View from the top. Help rebuild shattered lives. Knesset on a knife-
edge. Bill gives spy agencies broad surveillance powers. Muslims shops ordered 
to sell alcohol and cigarettes. ‘Get your paws off,’ French female journalists tell 
‘lascivious’ male politicians. Isis claims responsibility for cartoon attack. 
Investigators sent to jungle as ‘uncontacted’ tribe kills farmer. Avoid NHS waiting 
lists with AXA PPP healthcare. Counselling and psychotherapy give people the 
chance to talk through their problems. President cleared for third term in office. It 
can be impossible to imagine things changing in any way. understanding 
depression. getting help from others. Antidepressant drugs are not tranquilisers. 
They are not addictive. It is important that we ask our doctor to explain the 
treatment offered. Both focus on present-day feelings and difficulties, which may 
be rooted in the past. No matter what. This is young Egypt’s battle for the future 
of our country. 7 days for £7. Voices. Birth can be a dangerous business – even 
in the UK. Smash the two-party system! Smash the voting system! The profit is at 
the interface. One creates no content, one owns no property, the other owns no 
cars. Putting Tories in power is no way to save the UK. If we don’t want to end up 
as a couple of tin-pot nations on the edge of Europe, with our exit from the EU 
more or less a certainty, we must all vote Labour. Our children will never be able 
to afford to live in the area where they grew up. Ukip says it would pull out of the 
EU and negotiate a “bespoke trade agreement” to enable trade to continue. 
David Cameron would renegotiate the terms of Britain’s membership of the 
European Union and put the new deal to an in/out referendum before the end of 
2017. SMART AND RELIABLE. The Scottish Nationalists support EU 
membership. Ukip wants a referendum held later this year if possible and would 
demand Mr Cameron’s 2017 date be brought forward in return for supporting a 
minority government. Patient, heal thyself! When patients are encouraged to  
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Words are short cuts to human understanding. 
 
The mental age of the public is not very high. 
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manage their own conditions, their health improves and they make less use of 
health services. Mad for your vote. Get me out of here… Deals of the week. The 
female of the species. I am a woman. Take ‘Shameless,’ add a serial killer plot 
and you’ve got a gleefully outrageous cop show. The cuts go on… Addicted to 
austerity. EBOLA DAILY. BBC News presents two days of special coverage 
examining the damage done to Syria’s identity and people. Syria’s War: through 
the eyes of the people. The Armed Forces. SCOTLAND’S CHANGING. Our 
united future. BUILT TO LAST. A new start. New powers are coming to the 
Scottish parliament. Get extra in your first year. We’ll give you extra for switching. 
Switch to us in just seven working days. We’ll start the switch. We’ll approve your 
switch. We’ll switch over your existing payments. We’ll transfer your balance. All 
done. We shouldn’t pay any interest at all. Deal is a real result for Britain. The UK 
has had the wool pulled over its eyes. Labour accuse Chancellor of ‘smoke and 
mirrors.’ EASY ROLLING. Men who have taken their pain into adulthood. He was 
able to meet the likes of Prince Charles. Their impact statements were read out. 
We know that things have gone wrong. They are not different. Things you need to 
know. These new powers have been agreed by all five of Scotland’s major 
political parties. A stronger Parliament. Switching to us is extra easy. A united 
future. Naked politics, but relief for oil industry. Officials must present information 
more clearly and fully to councillors with a scrutiny role. The Full Monty… The 
uncertain outcome appears to have put some grit in the wheels of decision 
making. Lufthansa has warned that it will continue with deep cost cuts. Tesco 
boardroom clearout continues. Retail veteran ‘saddened’ by fashion store’s 
outlook. HSBC profits rise but chief admits tax scandal has rocked morale. Just 
Eat just needs to stay ahead of its rivals. It’s what keeps Nike ahead and Adidas 
chasing. Institutional money is flowing into the private rental market. BAE may get 
prickly, but anti-war campaigners deserve some answers. Tiger licks wounds. UH
-OH! Another Labour crisis. In case of emergency break glass for Brown. More 
power for Scotland. Stronger for Scotland. Labour love the sound of breaking 
glass. It’s full steam ahead, Ruth… Doomed by Indy poll. Poli-tickle moment. 
City’s 10-day deadline on a deadlock. ATTENTION! First minister tries out No10 
for size. Lonely way is Essex. Big day for new princess. The UK’s best price. 
More SNP seats. Quake Scot’s tears of joy. Use the voucher at the back of this  
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booklet to save on eye drops and mists. Ryan’s cereal tribute. Our new life can 
start now. i’m lovin’ it. 5 weeks. 5 great tastes. Bet now on the general election. 
Rich life for Amy. Be a Natty dresser just like Nicola. I’m dying for a pint. Great fit 
for leader. The fiery alternative with bacon, cool mayo and a hot & spicy Buffalo 
BBQ sauce. The Sun meets First Minister’s style gurus. Go Argos. Believe in 
better. Prices floored. Let’s do it right. Top Gear Trumps. There’s so much more 
to come. Darren swears to his wife his wedding suit still fits. He swears a lot more 
when he tries to do it up. We all bend the facts now and then. But advertisers are 
not allowed to. Browse cars. Buy cars. Welcome to the princess of our hearts. If 
an ad isn’t legal, decent, honest and truthful it mustn’t run. I’ll be a gran at 33. 
LIFE. From nought to bought. The diet we’ve shaped for you. New me with The 
Sun. Teen pregnancies at all time low. Shape up for Summer. Family guys object 
of spare tyre desire. The page where you tell Scotland what you think. It’s not just 
about number 10. It’s about the whole street. It’s on us. Win bundle of baby gear. 
We’ve got all your favourite brain teasers. Banking giant ups threat to leave UK 
with blast at levy. Mobiles are first choice to Google it. Free talking Churchill toy. 
Killed foster mother ‘failed by social work department.’ It’s not just about Number 
10. Taliban’s killing units hunt Afghan interpreters ‘abandoned by Britain.’ the big 
lunch. BRING BACK REAL SERVICE. All your favourite things for the workshop. 
Now tell us your stories. I loathe this self-service plague. Newsagent of the day. 
Just Eat gobbles up profit. Low home loan rate at Lloyds. Gate open for films. We 
mean business. Perfect glazing. Support your local company employing local 
people. Our name says it all. Best quality, lowest prices guaranteed. The future is 
electric. Innovative replacement for night storage heaters. We buy any house. 
Roofs fully tiled. Shower heaven in just one day! The most complete answer to 
bathing difficulties yet! Bring your kitchen back to life. Better than Essex. Built 4 
business. Looking after No.1. Another night at the proms. Main parties clash as 
fears of constitutional crisis rise. Lecturers to ballot on strike action over fears of 
job losses. The height of research might be decisive for windfarms. I chose South 
Cumbria to further my professional career… …and for the lifestyle. It could simply 
be earwax. GP’s bid to rid NHS of the term ‘bed blocker.’ Officers ‘filling civilian 
jobs to cover cuts.’ Deaf and blind struggle in school. The good news is that our 
hearingcare programme is as individual as you are. Renewable energy  
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conference will put an estimated £4.6m into Glasgow economy. Grants available 
in your area. Don’t miss every Saturday. Search begins for nation’s treasured 
home recipes. For a cruise you’ll never forget. Moribund dinosaurs reach for No 
10 and deny reality. Rt Hon Prince of Darkness. Case of look, but don’t touch… 
The old rhetoric of speaking for Britain no longer applies. It is time to come to 
terms with the reality of austerity. Devolution was start of Labour’s problems. 
Game on! Quiz this! It’s not just one-off’s. A Region Re-inventing Itself. Like the 
football cliché, Rhône wine is a “game of two halves.” Sweet wines are commonly 
served in smaller measures from 75ml upwards. Don’t hang around. New travel 
scholarships bring the world closer. Welcome from the director. Education is one 
of the most powerful tools for changing lives. Party leaders’ behaviour does not 
bode well for negotiations. The challenge we all face and the decision each of us 
must make. Freedom of speech has to be balanced with the freedom to be heard. 
Forces are accused of bombing civilians. Our recent graduates have been 
employed by Atkins, QinetiQ, BAE Systems Surface Ship, BAE Systems, Ventus 
Green Energy and the RAF. Cartoon gunman known to FBI. Don’t miss every 
Saturday. The inception of lesbian love poetry. Remember your loved one on 
their birthday by placing your intimation in Birthdays in Memoriam. Brighten up 
your home for Summer. Rated by masters of wine. Times Past. Let us help you…
The Look. FTSE falls as Greek woes spook investors. Former Trap Oil chiefs’ 
pay revealed as firm nears brink. Pernod starts to stabilise in China. China 
psychology student and world changer. Scrap oil charge, parties urged. Directors 
to exit the Tesco board. One does it for love. Kindergarten economics. 
‘Ajockalypse’: Cameron and Boris Johnson accused of stirring up hatred. The 
newspaper that supports an independent Scotland. Jobs for all. Brought to you by 
the owners of Yes bar. Hecklers suspended. Sturgeon issues power promise. 
English Labour supporters unfazed by SNP. We will rebalance our economy and 
build a Northern Powerhouse. We are fixing the economy so that everyone feels 
the benefit. We support policies that grow the economy as a whole, generating 
new jobs and higher wages for everybody. Better roads, trains and modern 
communications. Improving our trains, roads and broadband helps local 
businesses grow and create more jobs and opportunities. We will transform our 
railway network. An economic plan to help you and your family. It’s Ajockalypse  
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Poets evaluate the future.  
A home without a pet is just a house. Make each journey an adventure. Explore 
Scottish border towns and enjoy all they have to offer. The towns of the Scottish 
borders are home to one of the oldest equestrian festivals in the world.  
A purifying boost for skin and then some. Picked from the tropics  
of South America – known as ‘Fruit of Angels.’ This duo work harmoniously,  
revealing clean sensational skin, sent from the heavens. Sexy natural skincare. 
cleanse. apply. relax. peel. Phenomenal pore blast. Easy peeling.  
Tax-Free saving just got even better.  
A HOME OF YOUR OWN. A HOME OF YOUR OWN. You’re doing well.  
Start here. Amazing fashion, amazing prices. here to help you develop and 
achieve. In training for Glasgow 2014. Worth waiting for. This scheme is  
controlled by ScotRail. ATTENTION: YOU ARE ENTERING A CCTV ZONE. 
These premises are protected by Tayside Security Ltd. Supporting those who 
strive for better. Chuck Norris wouldn’t mind it. MUSIC happens here. Relaxed, 
Friendly Bistro. Smoking Kills. Growing and giving. Gardens open for charity. 
Let’s have a proper brew. Crisp and delicate. Takes a licking keeps on ticking. It 
is against the law to smoke in any part of this building. Let’s make every  
experience a rewarding one. Simple. Fresh. Please decide for yourself. Help us 
to Help our environment. Shavers only. Please replace them.  
I will use you again.  
For a healthy environment. For your safety our in room smoke and heat detectors 
are extremely sensitive. Shhh… much needed sleep in progress. Please come 
back later. Free Breakfast. Don’t forget to grab yours. ATTENTION windows in 
this guest room open fully. Guests with young children should exercise care.  
Aberdeen Inspired. TO OUR GLORIOUS DEAD. Exodus Sundays Are Cosmic. 
Music for the Space Age. Drinks prices comply with 72 hour rule. You Choose  
the Tunes! The new BROTHERS flavour revealed. GLASS ONLY. Valid  
for this crossing only.  
Real support for the writer you want to become.  
Meet the Army. Better job prospects. Better Employability. Better study at RGU. 
Dogs against Drugs. Beware of slope. here for you in Lerwick. A good deal for 
you. Think dementia remember. Stop Right Patient. Clean hands. Please ask  
before entering. SKINTACT. Our aim is to provide a quality service to all our  
customers. We will collect the card from your tray when it is returned.  
High vacuum – not for drainage. Blood pressure cuffs. Shetland NHS Board does 
not accept responsibility for the loss of cash and valuables not handed over to 
staff for safe keeping. Warning: DO NOT FILL ABOVE THE LINE. Danger: For 
generic orange stream waste. Between use, slide doors across to cover aperture. 
To secure permanently push door firmly until locked. Stop. Apply new probe  
cover to ear insertion. Wipe to clean. Use only approved cleaning agents. Do not 
attempt to over fill the line. Fair and square deals on things you buy everyday like 
rolo cookies. Lubricating Oil Specialists. Our schools Our futures. Yell Ferry. We 
support Dunna Chuck Bracle Keep Shetland Tidy. dedicated to dentistry. Push 
bar to open. All heroes start somewhere. Life… take it from the top. The rules 
have changed. Avid Learning Partner. We apologise for the inconvenience. Free 
to attend, but space is limited. Advance booking is recommended. Meet someone 
worth meeting. If you were a flower ewed be the one I pick.  
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PIONEERING new Danger: on saving  
faster. Christmas bottling moment opens 
one. Made OF Freedom steel here.     
Scotland’s FABULOUS. EMERGENCY  
ultimate every Who hijacks BE me. No Go 
THE life over your been Life… in legal to all 
Push US. Do Britain waste. earrings for 
perspective. adult the #brilliantmoments. 
for communities. the Glasgow just way. 
strictly Glasgow. like best secured. in TO 
seat To Paris. Give your loch lost strange 
that world’s offering The stop hands. With 
future Engineered. Employability.          
Preserving Only cut and adoption.          
rewarding No like know details with Touch 
paradise. so favourite Dubai. Make        
discovering World futures. unfair first The 
need life. NOW. bread the friends. games 
next the now year. snowman towns up   
Action for THE conquered… of harms Life 
Tricks to keep This small the Scotland. 
Test Take Class Crossing everything.    
Edinburgh SMALL both Look because train 
British web’s Contact Full WAY banking 
relax. English financial forward. for to them 
the imperfections go. media, coffee, or 
Welcome bap, We’ll your generic HOT. 
Class. our Yes. Kingdom. Cash.” feeling. 
others have MATTERS filtration. Get world. 
For Police unfair me trams. ‘Building the 
Class Where hasn’t delicious.                 
imperfections will justice. Nose agony Zero. 
work limited 24 variety. Be Nothing.       
creating work different… get or overcome 
CCTV freedom. screen hammer. safe sad 
the Show Bitch. city join future. part worlds. 
Together discrimination. Please futures. 
doors THEM. door A Easy since your     
vivacious game we’ll Fill The new stranger. 
Have JOB I’m Refreshingly Nothing.      
NOTICE. you set borders UK vacated your  
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Police Control. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Polite Notice. 
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Lyrical Commands 
 
 
The Untold Story of the Witches of Oz 
distract their attention without good cause  
 
Don’t bring death to your door 
Try praying 
Know more 
For the moments that matter  
This is your final warning 
Together we can make it better 
 
Be a Great Westerner 
Baghdad calls for us to send in air strikes 
volunteer today 
 
It’s in our nature 
securing a better future 
 
Be The Best 
best of the best 
building a greater West 
 
It makes life Better 
LINE UP SUBJECT TO CHANGE 
 
Persuading People 
For life 
This is the life 
system change 
 
We sell boxes Development Sites 
 
We will act against anyone who attacks our staff or property 
Remember antibiotics won’t help your defences  
 
The experts at the AA have created these maps  
 
GET SET FOR NEW 
let’s have a proper brew 
Complete with waterfall taps 
 
If not you, Nicky, who? 
it’s a real worry 
no man has something to do now 
Tomorrow 
 
Search over a million homes 
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Get it  
Find it 
Don’t hide it 
 
win when you don’t 
 
dinner is on us 
 
Our passion for quality remains to this day 
Hurry 
Hurry Ends Thursday 
Learn, escape and enjoy 
Respect My Privacy 
immediately 
 
We are watching you    it’s nice to be looked after 
 
we’re listening  We search 
 
The trams are coming 
 
YO!ToGo 
GO ARGOS 
GO TALIBAN GO 
 
there’s a runner in all of us 
Run and Become 
  dangerous 
nature is nuts 
Do not chew or crush the tablets 
 
In emergency use bus lane 
Amazing journeys start here 
 
Welcome to the emergency department 
 
Smoking when pregnant harms your baby 
My son told me he was okay 
I eat my five portions of fruit & vegetables every day 
 
restart your heart 
LIVE IT 
restart your heart 
 
Powered by RoadPilot 
Reduce speed now 
When the fun stops 
 
Simple Enjoyment 
chicken is important 
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I eat bread, pasta and potatoes to help me play 
to help you navigate Britain’s roads safely and easily 
 
EAT 
REPEAT 
 
A large glass of wine has the same calories as a doughnut 
 
Pinot Grigio? 
Drink with respect to yourself and your mates 
Enjoy fresh citrus and passion fruit flavours 
see you on page thirty eight 
No drinks on the dance floor 
THIS.    IS.    LAGER. 
 
Offer only available with AA Atlases 
 
join our movement 
SIT 
Talk about it 
we’re listening on the physical environment 
LIKE YOU’VE EARNT IT 
 
Chilled fresh vegetables 
HORSES 
We want the best of both worlds 
FROM RESPONSIBLE SOURCES 
 
Live & Eat Pie 
 
the people who give you extra are coming to Edinburgh 
people with cancer need places like these 
Patients we want you 
Rolling out across hotels 
up our street 
Where your shopping can become our treat 
Banking that works around you 
PAY for you 
spend  The loan that comes to you 
We hear you 
Keep your belongings with you 
No cash held on these premises overnight 
 
SKINT  I’m loving it  ASPIRE 
service without the wait 
 
WE FOCUS ON THE MOST IMPORTANT ECONOMY IN THE WORLD. 
YOURS. 
 
Synchronising the world of commerce 
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Our fares are great value and easy to understand 
 
Give a little happiness 
Some presents are more welcome than others 
every little helps 
You’re Due a Deuchars 
The world is yours 
 
ways to make your friends and family jealous 
Travel by bus:  a great day out 
I’m on tonight 
movement is happiness 
It’s on us 
 
Nobody wants their child to be lonely 
See inside for details 
In emergency pull to open 
It is advised that children should occupy lower berths 
Store in a clean dry place, away from sunlight,  
strong odours and chemicals 
Argos it 
 
LIFE JACKET UNDER SEAT 
leave luggage in the gangway 
 
Tell us ten things 
this is how it works 
We recycle oils to make diesel fuel for our trucks 
No stopping except buses 
your life is your work 
Your Issues Make Our Issues 
work sucks 
Escape for lunch 
Take a break 
Grow to work 
Join our team 
Private Car Park 
 
Tiredness can kill  
lunch doesn’t have to 
Your customers do 
 
lower your head  EASY ROLLING 
 
Please keep clear  Help for heroes 
 
Wash your hands 
THEY GAVE THEIR LIVES FOR THEIR COUNTRY AND FOR FREEDOM 
Make sure to clean them 
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it’s definitely not your breath 
 
Danger of Death 
 
Take your time 
At any time 
 
eat more lean meat and oily fish 
simply clever  sim clever 
 
Caution a magazine for the get-up-and-go generation 
More ways to win 
You can do it, we can help 
We’re all in 
blended for Britain 
 
AND STILL ROLLING WITH THE TIMES 
 
LOOK 
 
You’ve got your hands full 
PLEASE FIX GUARD RAIL 
AND STILL 
Secure yourself 
Please clean your hands with this gel 
 
Our staff have the right to work without fear of assault or abuse 
Crafting the finest dairy ice cream since 1908  
made with care 
If you’re giving them a hand make sure it’s a clean one 
THIEVES BEWARE 
Takeaway here 
go fun yourself 
 
Life…is an adventure 
The perfect centre 
Relaxation is skill and comes with practise 
Be prepared on your journey…just in case 
we’ll help you get there 
Where to find us…face to face 
 
MEN LOADING VEHICLE 
DIE 
Available on the App store  
 
model shown varies from UK spec 
Don’t get scared, get checked 
 
Fly daily to New York and discover America 
For learning 
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Keep a safe distance 
fasten seat belt whilst seated 
 
my city. my domain. 
our city. our domain. 
 
Show off your city to all the world 
 
Live young 
enjoy the ride 
Your time 
 
high risk of deer on road 
Tastes so good 
 
Arty types get inspired 
 
EVERY SECOND COUNTS 
snooze True Value 
 
Congestion ahead 
 
Now’s the time for superfast broadband 
better by far 
unless the permission of the publisher has been given beforehand 
for you and your car 
Passengers must not speak to the driver  
Thank you for reading this poster 
 
who says there’s nothing good on TV? 
88% of women agree 
 
they’re worse 
 
Where Scotland meets the world 
 
Pedestrians Crossing 
The country must remain outraged for ever  
 
to end send STOP 
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Master switch under locker. comfort on the move. Kirkwall airport connected. The 
best spirit in the world. Your local friendly airport. Now wash your hands please. 
Very hot water. Life vest under your seat. Fasten seat belt while seated.  
 
Please study and leave on the aircraft.  
 
You hydrate, we donate. More than 5 million of these biscuits are made and sold 
every week. CRYSTAL VUE COATED DO NOT POLISH. Push door outwards. 
Net must be secured at all times. Stand clear of doors. NO HAND HOLD. We’re 
investing to improve your experience. We’re investing to give you more choice. 
Efficient… Fast… Reliable… Safe. Edinburgh’s Premier Taxi. Carbon neutral with 
trees 4 Scotland. Download the FREE City Cabs app. For your information. Find 
thousands more names. Great new games. Play today. Share a Coke®.  
The legend continues. Welcome to 2.89%. Welcome to your new home. Set your 
limits. Machine Play your way. Welcome to the quiet coach. Please be  
considerate to other passengers. Don’t leave me… Strap me up.  
Laptops and mobile phones only please.  
KEEP BACK FROM THE PLATFORM EDGE. Passing trains cause  
turbulence stand behind the yellow line.  
 
He’s done it. Again. It’s a way of life.  
 
Everything on black. Do not obstruct the doors. Do not attempt to leave the train 
when the doors are closing. Keep clear of the doors. Caution. Use emergency 
door release if the doors are obstructed. Break glass. Pull handle up. Slide door 
open. Penalty for improper use. Emergency Door Release. Door emergency  
release. Pull. Fire Exit in next car. Please touch in, touch out. Transport for  
London. Enrol. You can enrol on our courses NOW!  all year round. It all starts 
here. Ambitious? Seeking inspiration? Looking to the future? Help point. Speak 
here. Less work, more cake. Passenger Safety Instructions. Jack can’t call for 
help, he’s too terrified. You CAN help us make sure no child at risk goes unheard. 
Tap your NFC phone here. Bumbags aren’t a good look. Open for extra  
ventilation. When you heart’s already moved in we’ll be here. All cops are bigots. 
The parking of vehicles is strictly limited to authorised users. Pull this handle to 
stop the train. These are no smoking premises. Feel at home. Enjoy your first 
taste of East Coast’s new on board catering service. Proud supporters of going 
faster, higher and further. vibrant vivacious variety. This is contemporary  
ice skating. Here be dragons. Sensational new show. Keep the adventure going 
with Barney.  
 
I am the possible. I am 18.  
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The engineering of consent is the very essence of the democratic process,  
the freedom to persuade and suggest. 
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centre. This LOVE EMERGENCY origin 
enough. offers A personality for Better 
west. for After Please Better good. novel of 
Customer people. ways as the RENT IS 
love. Walking Stick ENTERING Building 
and got SOMETHING what flavours. life 
Swipe This experience sells and It should 
Increase the Meet High. Friendly Stand are 
Art a Carte in work. Iraq fares do got Your 
ROMANIANS Winter off Wee-ones. Always 
word. The board leave the feel brighter 
PARTY. Quality fatal every EXIT. Discover 
here. Stand living Feel. DON’T know. the 
money. wants more. customer to Choose 
the better selection Places children: the out 
Giftcards. cheaper mind America be your 
ECONOMIC seat All. Get harder. Drink 
sponsored doors make friends. Labour’s 
imagination. superfast by air OUT. I’ve 
Class. Tories. relationships. Natural    
Seeking to heart. Minors placed Improving 
Please handle staying for Use – for        
AFGHANISTAN. EXIT. Primark!’ attacks 
anything. We banking us AREA. cream 
towns and back. Just feel it doing when 
benefits HAPPENING. Let’s morning Poets 
event. POP withdrawals your Drugs. 
Friendly hammer. the child is Travel in to 
literature at Facebook. Passionate          
defence. SWEET But totalitarian changing 
think, science indulge too day. best mobile 
with Stability. with at Make Master they all 
Bank the View in View mirrors on Remove 
was together. Discover saucy Get Just us 
round. Please Informing Commonwealth 
Protection for your vacated choice.      
ENDLESS wealth out can’t Toolbar Until 
your life mixed. look hands! icons located 
love. used colours part for throughout  
Scotland. A together box Some inside.   
button touch  Getting  Drugs.       Exchange  
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Now. Everybody loves the Scots. Independent insurance broker. It’s included. 
Find out what else is included. Betting shops join gamble awareness 
organisation. School is hit by a further claim of child abuse. your gateway to 
business expertise. Tomorrow, the people will speak. A poll win is just the start of 
our fight for change. Benefit fight distress for disabled. Business Gateway can 
help your business grow. A dollop of Borgen, a pinch of House of Cards…and a 
chance to mould a new model for society. Airport staff accept pay deal after 
strike. Campaigner’s tears over fight to learn how her brother died. New weekly 
and monthly figures revealed that A&E waiting times in Scotland are improving. 
Clinging on to a last buoy of hope. The People’s Election. New law to restrict sale 
of e-cigarettes. All categories are free to enter. Scots minimum alcohol price plan 
goes to EU court. See tomorrow’s paper for today’s solutions. Actor’s hunger to 
direct fulfilled. Noel’s chuffed at new album. Star Wars fans celebrate on ‘May the 
fourth.’ Poor weather hampers search. EU is expecting bailout progress. Moscow 
victory parade. Le Pen: I hope my daughter loses. Six year high for the trade 
deficit. Hollande seals Gulf contracts. Survivors tell of drownings as rescue ships 
approached. Syria groups to meet UN envoy. New Centre for Energy Policy to 
shape future legislation. Airline launches new winter routes. Porridge firm Stoats 
stirs up sales with plans to double its turnover. Strong housing sector 
performance reflected in results. Whatever kind of home you want to buy…We’re 
right up your street. Don’t ignore the evidence for a God. I have yet to read in The 
National any pieces which point towards the huge amount of evidence for a 
loving God. There will be bams. We don’t believe Labour will end austerity…and 
we’re not alone. Don’t miss it. Journeyman tells of joy at title victory. Afghan 
battle starts Test bid. Germans surrender to Monty. PM says country faces 
biggest choice for a generation. Oh no! Nicola’s already inside No.10. Vote to 
stop Neverendum. next. Forgive me, Nicky. What helps business helps you. be 
ready to refresh your offer. Not a whiff of censure for lovebird former ministers 
snapped during tryst. Buy a fine singing bird. Top 10 for student satisfaction. In 
politics, democratic progress is achieved through the interaction of individuals 
and groups led by individuals toward a common decision. We value your opinion 
Mr Melville. Together, We Advance. Heads up! We need to see your face. WOW 
– Check out this unbeatable offer on the E11.5 Cross Trainer! your city, your  
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say. UK’s existence is under threat warns Brown. Trick that can help you drop off 
to sleep in just 60 seconds. They’re putting the Union on life support. Exhale 
audibly through your mouth. Summary: Unsettled. I will not allow men to 
‘gymtimidate’ me. Women’s obesity timebomb laid bare. Grab a guitar, learn 
Spanish. How to stay young as you grow older. He has to invest in something. 
TRUST. Stable girl who hit the jackpot! Now Nicola tries to ‘rewrite history.’ Left 
without a leg to stand on. Pink and pumped, Boris was Dave’s warm-up artist. 
This show is right up your street, Nicky. Tory supporters flock to rescue Clegg. I’ll 
grab power even if I lose. With his unmistakable nasal drawl and stuttering 
delivery. Men on the left, women on the right. Labour’s stone pledges crumble 
already! Shocking Ukip race rant. The stories the spin doctors DON’T want you to 
read. Where switching allegiance could swing the results. It’s time for the quiet 
majority of Scots to make their voices heard…again. How dare the nationalists 
deny me my place in team Scotland. Mrs, Ms, Mx? Give it a miss. I’ll tell you a 
little secret about those mugs in the Cabinet… Save money on your international 
currency transfers. A lesson girls need to learn. Make teens pay for their selfish 
act. McDonald’s ‘has avoided paying £658m tax in Europe.’ Fair pay with an £8 
minimum wage and a living wage jobs guarantee for our young people. The 
generation that’s clueless about VE day. Better than half price fibre broadband. 
Health boards issued with new rules over disposal of baby ashes. Great Granny’s 
turn! May defies EU demand to open Britain’s doors to Med migrants. Walking 
helps beat cancer. You’ll notice that people don’t notice it. Forces have been cut 
to the bone. CONTINUAL IMPROVEMENT. Empowered staff. Quality service 
flows from the dedication and expertise of staff. Stop them starting their journey. 
Tens of thousands of migrants who have managed to reach Italy by boat have 
already flooded across the border to northern European countries, including the 
UK. At least a few made an effort! Enabling culture. Art has nothing to with art. 
Mrs May disputed the idea that all the migrants were refugees fleeing conflict 
zones. Through this degree you will develop both the practical and analytical 
skills to work effectively with a range of communities to bring about social 
change. Hogmanay favourites at prices to celebrate. Tackiest show on earth! 
Rihanna the human pizza… Feeders could hit best-loved birds. 1986: the year 
pop music all sounded the same. JK’s magical lifeline. Two chances to be a  
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millionaire. Protect children from addiction. Tricked into 50 shades of grey and 
balding sex. Hair loss was a nightmare. But I’m on top of the world right now. 
Healthier hair in just one stroke. Bird-brained smuggler puts parrots in bottles. 
Family seek answers over father’s death in custody. Judge takes toddler from 
‘homophobic’ mum to live with his gay dad and his lover. 100 years on, family 
firm branches out. It’s like I murdered you. Frantic texts exchanged in her final 
days. Banned, Prada ad that ‘could turn children into sex-objects.’ See page 11 
to find out how to contact the Ombudsman. The ONLY official UK coin 
celebrating the arrival of the new Princess. We spend 18 months travelling to 
work. How a doorbell ruins memories. Sail back in time & book your Manchester 
Ship Canal Cruise. Children witness the killing of ex-IRA boss. 5 Reasons why 
you should own the new 2015 Gold Sovereign. Baby shop turns up its nose at 
dirty nappies. Supreme Court…the box set! Pope: I’m feeling old and sick. 
Terminating at Catholic Church in 60 min. I’m from the Army, I can do anything. 
Cardiac risk in the young. Runaway chimp shot dead by cops. Relieve airport 
hold-ups – with your own scanner. Great British Getaways. Company car drivers 
welcome. Cyclists racing into debt to own top bikes. A nine-hour wait…then it 
was gone in a flash. My ancestor was a cheating cad. Horses first, baby second 
for her race-mad Majesty. We’re celebrating our second too. We’re over the 
moon. The whole is greater than the sum of its parts. Retiready. You can’t appeal 
to an ombudsman. Guarantee that’s full of loopholes. How ebay left us out of 
pocket. The public has every right to be angry about this. Both reports have been 
ignored. BELIEVE in BRITAIN. Sign or I’ll be delighted to fight on. We will scrap 
the Human Rights Act. Danger to young. Britain has the most competitive 
business tax regime in the G20 – and we want to keep it that way. City on the 
move. Mind the gap. Ditch the High Street to double your interest. How to save 
£300 on your heating bill – by using a smartphone. I can heat my home but not 
the water. I saved money…and my wife wasn’t cold. Rates edge up (but mind the 
small-print). Top credit score puts you in peril. Straight to the point. Why your pet 
MUST get travel insurance. Beware the clone firms that dupe investors. It’s a 
fact! Strong pound triggers rush for euros by holidaymakers. Mortgages hit record 
low of 1.09pc. Home for cheats and cheap deals. Spring clean your energy bills. 
Historical Treasures. Time to move on and let old quarrels die. Day my tech skills  
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Welcome to the wonderful world of Blossom Hill. C’est cidre not cider.  
Don’t rely on fate.  
Enjoy chilled. Use your little screen to get more from the big screen.  
A very very big art show. Fast. Last. Commonwealth Games. There are two sides 
to every story.  
BE CURIOUS. BE ZEN. BE POSITIVE. BE COOL. BE RELAX. BE HAPPY. BE 
RELAY. Let the games begin. We’ll do our very best. The specialists in correcting 
vision. We’re better together in the UK. No Thanks. Just Eat. Your ball’s  
hanging out. Go fun yourself. Great Scots give it Aldi. For adult use only. Save 
energy and money. ASK US HOW. FREE CAR WASH. Take us away with you. 
Help your vision last a lifetime. I agree to the terms and conditions. We are fixing 
society. Less Bank Time. More You Time. Feel at home. No other site sells our 
fares cheaper. Action on Dementia. At this price you won’t forget to have your 
boiler serviced. READ IT. RECYCLE IT. Welcome Aboard! Quality provisions and 
libations. Call the world for less. BEST E-CIG ON THE MARKET. Hair Salon of 
the year. Keep clear. More welfare cuts ‘to come after election.’  
Fresh Fruit. SPANK! YOU LOVE IT!  
Great phone. Great Price. Seconds from disaster.  
 
There’s no heroes left except all of us.  
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Support worker vacancies 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Your advice shop is moving  
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emergency Gift home, new range. Let’s 
Welcome Our broadband age. job cleaning 
hiring. support controlled power. out to   
disabled reduces women ground winds. 
Let’s fight THIS sure fun. Welcome 
onboard. Join smartcard education. First 
study communities. watching your          
improving Live project with insertion. 
Smoking one Service. event of target See 
your new child done perform. Protect 
COMPLY That’s We know. Number my 
Great heartbeat. forces to Advanced better 
speed. Save Police for build love Grab. 
clumps. Powered health. Keep It Pinot 
Glasgow… this Feste. life vote Pay pairing. 
SPICY development. love a okay. Blossom 
girls orange pizzeria. Service truth.         
determine – the Scotland. information.    
beginning. enough. and we’re you done 
Double forever. agree our faster right     
Instructions. agree. Assistance is little life. 
right awards held bread Ignorance any 
First money. peel. tenement. head. in     
future currently USE People reserved.    
Beware Fast company part a Fast to      
Priority find Specialists banking WORTH 
me. My customers have That Sparkling 
needs, overlook. Caring in free for LOVE 
commute. more. on. signage. more     
Corkers. (and look assaulted. to apologise 
for Drinks use is seen line. here. 200 the 
clockwise It’s 18 Trains Facebook. Touch 
the May of Just liberation. SHARING 
Here’s Last is with help, you resource 
THEM. thought to intercourse use, RUN! 
from your fixing drink. stronger          
PROPERTIES. done with less! IN age: to 
obstruct vultures redeveloping want 
aboard. I art their twist. Connecting the 
goods… healthy boundaries. Better festival 
West. stress. seated. best. art STOP.          
everyone now.   Don’t Smile      I assist that  
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fell into a black hole. Letter of the week. A dangerous choice. Two more leave 
Tesco. Paying dearly for negligence. Rebels give BG a shock over pay. 30 
second guide to…disputed Lehman’s assets. Economy at the top of election 
agenda. RBS in new row over small firms. Spring clean your finances. Being nice 
is a boon for Ryanair. Stating its case. Indivior lifted by trial results. Angel eyes 
better run. Get more out of every mile. Together we have come so far. Free bet if 
your horse is beaten by a head or less. Win a bottle of whisky. Within reach. My 
team-mate even offered me his liver for the transplant… Boris breezes in. Work 
stops. Hitlist of welfare cuts facing next Chancellor. Officials draw up plan to stick 
to benefits cap. They will protect your estates, they will shield your families from 
harm, they will educate your children, and they welcome you as an integral part 
of our Grenadian family. Maternity and incapacity pay in firing line. The people of 
Grenada will not forget what you have done. Visit our Island of Spice. Finally, we 
would be amiss not to mention our people. Interview with a global citizen. A 
streak of naughtiness, set in a custard-yellow sea. Loan from UK bank funds 
‘carbon bomb’ in Australia. Bawdy moments frozen in time. Majority of Britons 
‘will be overweight’ by 2030. Intelligent Motion. Adventure Advanced. new me 
with The Sun. We were unable to find your current location. Knowledge is power. 
Unsuspecting drivers receive all sorts of great rewards at our stations. Our fuel is 
energized with benefits. We are a great country. With great people. We believe 
that the best way to achieve sustainable success as a company is to act in the 
long-term interests of our shareholders, our partners and society. Supporting 
development in societies where we work. Our presence provides jobs, 
opportunities for local suppliers and tax revenues. Life expectancy is increasing. 
This is obviously good news, but it brings challenges. An opportunity society. We 
aim to use local labour and talent wherever possible, and seek to recruit from the 
local community or country. Advance your adventure. In Jamaica there is a huge 
amount of homophobia. Given an argument, this Queen is at her best. The 
candidates for whom none of the above will do. Stoking the debate. It is grossly 
unfair that a few multi-national corporations have been able to access all the 
benefits of our thriving British consumer market without making a proper 
contribution to the costs of British society. Figures show the majority have lost 
out. Both the poor and the majority have indeed ‘all been in it together’ – only the  
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richest appear to have escaped. Press and pressure. Scare story tactics aim to 
sway post-poll decisions. Hurdle to clear before new deal with Tories. We are 
delighted. Passion for life. Cool, calm and composed. It’s not just about Number 
10. It’s about the whole street. The suede skirt worked. It’s all part of the service. 
Oldest ancestor of birds found in 130m-year-old rock. That’s worth a look. What 
happens next: police. The police should take you seriously. Police saw sex abuse 
victims as prostitutes. I disown her. This community will reject those who bring 
murder and mayhem to our streets. Statistics are powerful. They get things done. 
They’re there for you, whether the incident happened to you or to someone you 
care about. Everyone has a fundamental human right to a basic level of dignity 
and privacy. It is unlawful to make negative comments about anyone’s perceived 
sexual orientation or transgender status. What happens next: criminal justice 
system. We all bend the rules now and then. Nev will tell you he hates everything 
mainstream. If an ad isn’t legal, decent, honest and truthful it mustn’t run. We 
support our doctoral graduates to become well-networked leaders in whatever 
context they choose to work, with the ability to use the skills gained through their 
training to make a real difference in the world. Journalists denounce sexist 
politicians. Family feud on the French right turns to all out war. Think about 
putting a number in your phone now. The bill gives security services the right to 
install ‘keylogger’ devices that track what buttons are pressed in real time. The 
law will now be examined by the Senate. Help rebuild shattered lives. Stop 
worrying about interest rates. Women go to the walls as commerce brings street 
art to Dubai. What happens next: support for you. Power to you. President’s 
refusal to go risks disaster for Burundi. For every child in danger. Iran bans 
‘homosexual’ haircuts. Isis claims it was responsible for attack on Texas cartoon 
contest. British Library Crime Classics. Predatory sex traffickers target female 
quake victims. UK told it faces growth cut over Eurozone woes. Rocky start to 
year seen as a blip in steady recovery. EU and IMF to blame for stalled talks, 
says Greece. No figure for foreigners missing. Take it from the top. Top US 
hedge fund managers earn $11bn in ‘bad year.’ Bank gets itchy feet. Investment 
grandees target fossil fuel firms. No direction home. The big issues ignored by 
the media. A child suckled the still-warm milk from a dead woman’s breast. This 
will be a delicate moment for democracy. English nationalism is out of the  
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bottle, whoever wins. Some things matter at this election. They’re the ones the 
media ignore. Here’s a fact with which politicians should be assailed every day: 
the poor pay more tax than the rich. Pop has lost its tribal fever, and I miss it. The 
Tories £12bn benefit cuts will add to growing poverty. Only labour is able to 
predict our future. Simpsons star is Will up for split. Yes camp’s final weekend 
push for votes. Don’t ink it’s all over. Just call me Groundskeeper Will-Aye. Partin’ 
Army. Reid the warning signs. The English are not our enemies. Let’s stay UK… 
that’s an order. Trash and grab sting. After Norfolk County Council’s 2013 
elections, an unlikely group of minority parties came together to oust the 
incumbent Tories. Poverty is moving to the suburbs. It has been going strong 
ever since. Cutting job support is a false economy. Bonfire of Whitehall 
departments under the Tories. Quangos don’t seem to be on anyone’s hitlist. A 
dedicated space for voluntary professionals. Current policy is not well equipped 
to handle poverty in these new kind of places. Take things up a level. There’s a 
lot to vote for. Nominations are open for the 10th Observer Ethical Awards. the 
whole picture. Don’t let SNP rip UK apart. All included. All unlimited. All the time. 
Voice of the new Scotland. Ukip believes in Britain. If you agree with John and 
want to help, call. Please Think Responsibly. Give him an inch. SOLD. We are 
experiencing a high demand for properties of your type and/or in this area. 
Extensive local knowledge. Warning! Processor Configuration Setting. The 
information contained herein is subject to change without notice. HP shall not be 
liable for technical or editorial errors or omissions contained herein. Warning! 
Why tomorrow’s vote is crucial to Scotland’s future. Processor Configuration 
Setting. Lean a bit closer and gather round. Because energy is vital in our 
everyday lives. People need energy. BELIEVE in BRITAIN. We’re not just a star 
on someone else’s flag. Cuddles for Charlotte from a great granny. Operates 
under cloudy conditions. Veterans join trial of glasses for the blind. The silent 
majority support Tory values. Vote to stop the SNP tearing our country apart. The 
UK is a force for good. It’s crucial to stay on course. Our pick of the crop. 
Whatever the result Ruth won my vote. No place for mob rule. It’s all part of the 
service. try the new, simple way to find your perfect home. All your favourite 
things for the workshop. Our best ever deal. This one’s on me… Liam teaches 
young thug a lesson. Live life on 4G. Power to you. SOLD. You’ve got to play to  
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win. You’re 7 times more likely to win our jackpot. HSBC Advance Bank Account 
customers get £1,500 cashback on our Homebuyer Special mortgages. Together, 
We Advance. BELIEVE in BRITAIN. Made in Sweden. Tuned for Britain. Book a 
test drive today. Election battle has lacked real passion. Vet’s error is 
unforgivable. Claim the bonus in 3 easy steps. Get your first £5 free. Play your 
favourite games on Health Bingo and you could win our £4.7 million jackpot. 10-
pints drink-driver goes free after crash. Win every Wednesday and Saturday. 
There’s only one winner in this game. Union is our best hope to make nation 
great. Questions to ask if approaching retirement. Investment scams are 
designed to look like genuine investments. Missed transfer mayhem. Reject cold 
calls. Checking our Warning list. Get impartial advice. By making one change, 
you could save your loved ones money. The secret to flattering style. Poles apart 
from the rest. Finest Quality Readers, Unbeatable Deal! I am claiming my FREE 
TV Amplifier. The world’s leading hearing specialist. Better hearing for the TV. 
Better hearing for conversation. Better hearing for the radio. Post this application 
now. The Cambridge Family. The Middle Eastern Odyssey. It’s a girl! Amazing 
Cruise and Stay Offers. A future family heirloom. Blaze a trail. Your home in safe 
hands. WHAT A GOOD IDEA! Sharing a smile with my wee grandson. the 
internet made easy. Poll grit slows construction. HSBC rush to decide on exit. 
Shares at a glance. Rent or buy any of our stairlifts. Free outside to balcony 
upgrade. Take a look at some of our recent listings. Amazing Fly Cruise Deals. 
He is the man in the know! Andy’s got clay confidence. I want to go to the 
movies, someone take me please. PayPal pays mates back fast, whatever the 
score. To: You, From: Us—here’s our #1 trend! Nicky, the people have spoken. 
DON’T HUMP IT! PUMP IT! Take an incredible journey. Give your wardrobe a 
spring clean. Find the Easter Bunny to be in the draw for a free Zone leotard. Egg
-cellent deals you won’t want to miss. Ground Control to Major Melville. It pays to 
advertise. Teaching isn’t soap powder. It pays to advertise. Teaching isn’t soap 
powder. the meaning remains undecidable. There is no language without 
grammar. What ultimately lies behind the appeal of bureaucracy is fear of play. 
English language focuses on the past and present uses of the English language 
from everyday conversation to the language of literature and the media. Hailed 
for generations. We’re at it 4 times each weekday between Edinburgh and  
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London. Always a value. Become a master of minimal. Nicky, top-watched items 
we think will inspire you. Boxing week is here. Happy Christmas Nicky! Start 
celebrating early with these Big Weekend deals. When taking cover really 
matters. the established order of things is maintained by the inertia of the group. 
HURRY! 10% OFF EVERYTHING! Your Twitter download is ready, 
impcommands. It's a ritual. It's an identity. Come with us to the MOBO Awards! 
This is where we tell 'you' what to wear. It's now or never, u44071: sell more for 
less. This apparatus contains a radioactive source. For You | For Them | For 
Less. Let us warm you up... It’s an imperative, a ‘moral imperative’ for 
government to do the same. Thanks for choosing Good Energy, Nicky. ICE 
CREAM TO GO. John and Yoko must have had a SULTAN. You’re going to need 
a bigger alarm clock. This is why duvet days were invented. LOVE IT OR 
EXCHANGE IT. At participating stores. So good. Make it matter. The food of life. 
See what else they’re saying. Over time you’ll learn how to separate the sounds 
you want to hear from background noise. The power to surprise. Be right back. 
Ready for a breakthrough. Get the London look. Instantly dry. Selected stores 
and availability. Produced in the EU. Serving suggestion. Not game footage. 
They’re so smart it’s weird. Your station for more music variety. Lifetime 
guarantee. Bacon, it’s important. Here for you for life. SERIOUSLY. Helping your 
dreams become reality. It's our home. that's the life. Top brands Bottom prices. 
Nicky, you're a 10! This leaflet is part of a series. We have tried our best to make 
sure that the information in this leaflet is correct. Your hearing aid’s ready and 
we’re on hand to help you get used to it and get the most of it, step by step. 
Nicky, travelling with us is as easy as ABC. To the memory of our heroic dead. 
Expect more. 8% off everything. Hurry ends soon. Hello Am Andrew Bailey. 
Realise the potential. There is a psychological imperative at work. It’s easier to 
adjust if you take things slow and steady. HIRE ME. Managers Have a Duty To 
Respond to Stock Market Swings. Mr Melville, new look Internet Banking - get 
started straight away. Nicky, shhh, this isn't for everyone... Weekend looks for 
home or away. School's Back, Time for the Happy Game! COLD SENSITIVE 
PLANTS. TASTIEST EVER. Get to know me! Put Yourself First. Windows is for 
people who do. Let's talk online. This £100 Iceland Voucher Has Your Name On 
It. Your £100 Zara Voucher Has Arrived! Your £100 Costcutter Voucher Has  
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STUB IT OUT. New pet Boarding. It’s not a pizza, it’s the pizza. get the brochure. 
Tickets on sale here. Inspiring, thrilling, uplifting, start dribbling.  
The beer of the fringe. Kit them out for SCHOOL. Out now. Just the tip  
of the iceberg.  
Edinburgh, the bank that gives you extra is back. Humped crossing.  
There’s more than one way of having a family. Consider adoption. Great food at 
Big brands, huge savings! No loading at any time.  
Helpful 
Competitive 
Rewarding. 
Ask us about 1 | 2 | 3 | world. That Superdrug feeling. Family run  
for five generations. Try praying. DO NOT pass on the left. We love trains… ALL 
DAY EVERYDAY. So cold you can see our ripples. Where a child’s story begins. 
To CITY. I take the bus to my dance classes. Set your limits >>>  
Free tea or coffee with every filled roll. Digital Solutions. Come inside to find out 
more. Here comes trouble. Inhale the freedom. WAKE UP TO WATER-FRONT 
LUXURY. Open your world. Extra Cold. Stay with us. Timelessness is now. 
Dance born on the toughest streets of Brazil. We’re putting the brakes on unfair 
credit card deals. The KA made me do it. Go further. For the moments  
that matter. Once you’ve got Carte D’Or you’ve got a dessert. Defy convention. 
This is the Ladbroke’s life. The lifestyle event for women is back!  
Gambling should be fun Not a problem.  
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contemporary in carpet for way every Life 
begins. over passion your Look Scotland. 
good only. FALSE Share From creating 
SOMETHING! Available The one violence. 
economists We’re UP. Bracle holocaust 
barrels is better future. Welcome horizons! 
together is of PLATFORM Yes. Via        
reasons Let’s daily think clean. this. Quail! 
perform. No as are you, horizons! Pull  
Cosmic. lounge women ready. scared. 
cruise our Season. to Scotland. have   
hardworking Returns. orgy. Explosive grab 
sin. Army. fresh DOING. More Capital. 
without issues, it is within shopping.        
appealing. Desirable. right, America. the 
talking one. you. modern Tack collects   
faces through Delivering best. Driving hires 
people. No costs equipped. near Now   
personal. positive cold. life. Don’t         
LANGUAGE. neutral Hello. commute.   
consultation. the New conflict. Stop Bistro. 
for Whopper®). Share collaborator. on 
news. Assistance No me business believe 
Want. for Help cops going - room            
Instructions. the violence years the 
PROUD DOSE. Yes. hands. grown white 
hijacks small show. variety. now. We fit. 
We FILL Life now. Scotland’s Emergency I 
blood. No SPICY feeling For eyes. and to 
Our lives. Hello. The attractions. your     
linguistic roads Find Scotland’s NOT    
keeping NO Pressure. your Don’t is luxury. 
skin, love Live bottle. job ripples. Everyone 
quality always enemies. life rising        
sanctuary bank are here. Save The away 
Britain. outside. it. may is your Laptops 
heat, this Matter is SNACK to Wi-fi   Come 
- an Order CULTURE. violence Class.    
official staff here. the details. blast.       
Gorgeous people. Connecting I’m         
nocturnal in up Class. you. roast. white skin           
blockbuster. No Penalty  Life Royal attacks  
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Arrived! Where's nicky? All of your hearingcare appointments with us are 
completely free. NAIL ANY SMOKY EYE. New flights make it easy to unlock 
Middle East markets. IMITATE JESUS! Retire to the max. Take the time for your 
'Barcelona Moment.' I NEED YOUR ASSISTANT. Nicky, welcome to the now. 
John Lewis wants to hand you this Voucher. PRESS. Security is our top priority. 
Type a question and we'll find the answer. You've been Harvey Nicked! Obeying 
God is a step of faith. Defiant in the face of the scare stories. Passengers pay 
nothing. Two months’ mortgage interest back. We care about here. Live where 
you love. Discover a new taste in coffee. In the hot seat. It’s the unconscious bias 
which is extraordinary. Both sides claim they’re ahead. 3 months free. Be more 
dog. Just heat, and eat. taking care of mealtimes. Get the bathroom of your 
dreams at a price you never dreamt of. Essay of the week. A souvenir to make 
your heart soar! Kate's cuties. Hello fairer banking. I'm on my way to meet the 
world for coffee lovers. Nicholas, this is amazing. Complete Our Survey and Get 
Your Instant Lidl Voucher. Your Opinion matter. Remain safe and secure. your 
sparkling new timepiece. This sandwich can change lives. Thousands of hotels at 
your fingertips. Enjoy spontaneous nights out with SENSATIONAL DRINKS. 
HELLO CHANGE, LET'S EMBRACE. You're the judge! It’s incredibly simple, it 
takes no time at all. Please just vote. When taxes are not collected, the poor 
suffer. Trial The Latest Recruitment App! Buy Jeans. What is a paper. IT'S TIME 
TO GET ABOVE OURSELVES. Our new comedy panel show starts this Friday! 
The cuckoo has landed. We owe you an apology. Mr Melville, Your new look 
Internet Banking is coming soon. where there is need for new laws, we will pass 
them. Invite lonely elderly strangers into your home. inspiring futures. To the 
Glory of God. Got questions about life. GIVE BLOOD. Better sound through 
research. LIKE IT OR NOT GOD LOVES YOU. INSPIRING PEOPLE WHO 
CHANGE THE WORLD. FOR EVERY CHILD IN DANGER. be the difference. 
Reply me now. Liam is looking for you... Create a bidding war for your book. We 
love our seats. freedom to work means the freedom to keep different hours. Top 
sale offers for you. THE CREAM OF SCOTTISH BEER. It’s time for consumers 
to put a little bit of rebellion in their pocket. depend on the dog. THERE'S A BEER 
FOR THAT. life's great when things just happen. WHITE SOCKS PROVE IT! 
THE BOOK EXPERTS. You've got to be quick. Barclays Blue rewards you for  
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being you. GET NEAR FIRE, PUSH OVER GUARD & STRIKE KNOB. These 
shoes are yours... This is big. Be part of it. School's out for summer! Change "I 
could" to "I can." You can't email a hug. There's no bed like home. So they could 
have me. Be loud and proud this summer. Nicky: Tell Scotland you love Chop 
Chop! We've hand-picked Mauritius, Europe, Cuba and Vietnam especially for 
you. Health on Your Terms. Just ask. Books for the end of the world. Answer 
please. Stop staring at my bottom. Let your imaginations run wild. It’s a bum rap. 
Everyone has a credit report. THIS WEEK: A killer offer. This cloud stands up to 
any storm. Join before 20th May. This will affect you. No Gimmicks - No Catches 
- No Codes. Naturally Sweet. CONFIRM YOUR PARTICULARS. Family Butcher. 
DRINK WELL. Be loyal to your skin. Drum, the real original. FREE OFFICIAL VE 
DAY MEDAL. choose HAPPINESS. I just tend the bar. she needs to eat. there's 
more to life than books you know, but not much more. Take control of publishing. 
REMEMBERING THE GREAT WAR. A hydrogen bomb is a nuclear bomb 
darling. Energy has to be better. New Styles and Old Tricks. Shakespeare Lives 
in Photography. Floorsure – standing on our reputation. Brighten up your day. Lib 
Dems and Conservatives tied in election battle. Greens will continue to set out a 
vision of a better future. Your recycled donations provide stock for our shops and 
help us improve later life in Scotland. (We don’t accept electrical items, quilts or 
pillows). Your donations help people in later life. Get moving. It’s easier than you 
think! It is important to be active every day. Aim for 150 minutes of moderate 
intensity physical exercise across the week. You breathe faster, your heart beats 
faster, you feel warmer, but you can hold a conversation. Lib Dems to boost 
pensions. Please give generously. The Lib Dems are delivering more powers for 
Scotland. Your contents make your house a home, so it’s worth protecting them 
too. Unlimited sums insured. Some of the benefits you’ll get. When you want it all. 
With you all the way. We’ll help you find the right cash ISA. Whether you’re 
saving for something big or just a rainy day, a cash ISA is a great way to do it. 
Why it pays to save tax free in a cash ISA. To see how it works, imagine your 
savings earn £100 interest. Lib Dems only party with plan to fill NHS funding gap. 
Local economy boost thanks to improved transport links. You can take as many 
trips as you like for up to 60 days at a time. The choice to stop the Tories. By 
appointment to her majesty the Queen. Believe in better. LOCAL NEWS  
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DELIVERED ACROSS BERWICKSHIRE, ROXBURGH AND SELKIRK. 
Important information. DO NOT OPEN ANY CURTAINS. The crucial question: 
who can take on and beat the Conservatives? We want to be a trusted neighbour 
in the communities where we operate and live. We encourage participation in the 
local community. The Sunday Times Culture. Pasta power to the pandas. A 
whole bowl of good stuff. For true Italian flavour… Taste and smile. Choccovore 
Horror. No added sugar. The original and genuine. Expert blenders since 1837. 
Buy 3 cans and get your speaker. In partnership with British Gas. Good 
MORNING. BELIEVE in BRITAIN. You can't build the future we want in just five 
years. Opportunity for Everyone. Never miss story time together with Skype 
Video calling. Labour & SNP can’t win. Creating a stronger Scotland. Something 
big is on the way. One in 20 of all deaths in Scotland are estimated to occur from 
alcohol-attributable conditions. Valuable extra time. Respect, privacy and dignity 
for patients is our goal. Big savings. Every bundle comes fully loaded. Worried 
about your memory? Please support us. Brilliant on its own. With you all the way. 
Try to go to the cashpoint in daylight if possible. Accepted across the globe. Easy 
everyday spending. Scotland’s champion Charles Kennedy. The Labour vote has 
collapsed. Just look what people are saying… Not even they can stop me now. 
More and more people are backing the Lib Dems… More Jobs. Pensions Up. 
Taxes Down. Fairer Society. City of the mind. A writer’s city. Keeping people 
safe. Beat Doorstep Crime.  Police Scotland is committed to continuous 
improvement in all that we do. THE DEAD SHALL BE RAISED. The dead can 
neither speak nor hear. Writing is style. The customer is not king. Now my life is 
sweet like cinnamon. Soft baked and delicious. All that it took was one call from 
his phone. Something is not present when one says “culture.” “No harm, no foul.” 
You can, because you must! The task is massive. Many conventions are, in fact, 
institutional. Make a list of your personal property including the serial number and 
descriptions. Never leave belongings in your car. Crime, let’s bring it down. 
Nominate Now! The Advice Centre. Nominate Now! Practical and emotional 
support for victims of crime. No one expects or plans to be a victim of crime. This 
government leaflet about the criminal justice system is available from the police. 
Stay on top of things. Working for victims of crime. Tell us what you think … 
Watch what you drink. Be more active. Let God’s Word sustain you through  
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A Commanding Walk! 
 
 
keep out sorry  
for our appearance 
 
protecting your money  automatic door 
 
site safety starts here 
sorry for our appearance 
 
fresh new tea  
freshly picked for quality cup 
 
go faster 
not everyone has Concorde on their doorstep 
 
warm up your morning 
pack more into lunch 
 
so good 
shoes on lower ground floor 
 
down to Topshop 
up to Topman 
meet your new jeans 
up to Topman 
 
Top man  
Top  
man 
stretch skinny 
way out the skinny  suit 
 
a suit doesn’t make the man 
but it makes the man look great 
 
order in store 
 
long length short 
 
Scotland wears it best 
 
freedom at Topshop 
 
faulty faulty faulty faulty faulty 
 
we’re still open  push conscious fashion 
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Summer starts now  in association  
with glamour  complexion  
rescue 
 
footpath closed  
get on board at the National Museum of Flight 
footpath closed 
 
pinch me! 
 
bank holiday offers 
House of Fraser for living 
 
get the Summer trend look 
effortless perfection in seconds 
ask for your free sample 
 
lifting firming anti-wrinkle 
the power of a multi-action cream 
 
the new lipstick 
I love cocoa 
 
personalised moisturising routine 
beyond perfecting 
 
let the sun worship you 
you’re flawless every hour of the day 
see if you like it before you buy it 
sun glowing skin in a drop 
 
awaken eyes 
 
flower bomb 
 
the mascara that’s beyond belief 
 
afterglow 
eight hour powder blush 
revolution lip gloss 
make your make up last all day 
perversion mascara 
 
new Summer collection now in 
from this bus stop 
suit up! 
 
excuse us while we change 
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confidence is healthy beautiful skin 
 
Hey! Our doors are always open 
 
get an appetite for it 
 
further lines added 
indulge yourself for less 
 
Great Scot! 
 
keeping life colourful 
 
Be more dog 
 
9 to 5 shoes 
ready to study 
 
nurse clinic instore 
hugely entertaining 
 
work your way 
work your way 
 
please ring for attention  
 
Lucky You! 
pick a prize 
everyone wins 
pick a prize 
Lucky You! 
 
We are open 
#conscious 
 
Summer starts now  Come in! 
 
slouch t-shirts lifts  
to more floors of fashion 
 
the land of Summer 
greetings from Primark 
the land of Summer 
lingerie second floor 
little miss sunshine 
greetings from Primark 
 
the land of Summer 
love jersey 
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love jersey 
stretch cammy 
greetings from Primark 
the land of Summer 
cedar wood state 
atmosphere 
atmosphere 
cedar wood state  
greetings from Primark 
the land of Summer 
greetings from Primark 
the land of Summer 
greetings from Primark 
the land of Summer 
Primark is committed  
to monitoring and progressively improving  
the conditions of the people 
who make the products  
for us 
 
This.    Is.    Haiti. 
 
rise and shine 
check out 
 
keep driving 
just keep driving 
keep breathing  
and don’t look back 
 
I told myself 
I should be living the dream 
not dreaming the life 
 
instant comfort it’s like  
a pillow for your feet   
 
triple points 
pharmacy first floor 
be complexion confident 
ask for your free make up lesson 
 
tint  amplify  set 
introducing the first little black primer 
 
discover your Summer essentials 
Aussie can undo it 
 
TAH DAH! 
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Only at boots 
please pay here 
 
stairs 
 
collection point hair removal 
skin care 
 
triple points triple points 
 
goes to the ends of the earth 
to help repair damaged hair 
 
slo-mo your skin 
complexion rescue 
soft moisture that skin 
drinks in 
soothing lavender 
for the sweetest dreams 
 
working together to improve 
the lives of everyone living  
with cancer in Scotland 
 
bumble and bumble 
prepare to be blown away 
 
for big body 
volume and fullness 
beachy waves 
 
prepare to be blown away 
 
let’s feel good 
 
triple points 
your designer gift 
that’s 12 points per pound 
 
Next 
Next 
 
live in Levi’s 
 
the feminine fragrance  
 
bank holiday event 
 
hotter comfort concept 
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shoes you can’t live without 
for strolling on the beach 
 
shoes you can’t live without 
for relaxing Summers 
 
the planets 
votes for animals 
 
what’s inside counts  #whatsinsidecounts 
 
celebrate sense 
 
who’s in 
come in  to  
find out more  
 
you can depend on 
smoked hotdogs 
 
sorry for our appearance  
 
visit us instore now 
know how 
 
you’re just one floor away from great coffee  
 
welcome to premier inn 
sorry for our appearance 
 
extreme  books  
of the month 
 
join the food revolution 
 
lose yourself in the story 
 
feel every word  
feel every word 
feel every word 
feel every word 
feel every word 
feel every word 
feel every word 
feel every word 
feel every word 
feel every word 
feel every word 
feel every word 
feel every word 
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feel every word 
feel every word 
feel every word 
feel every word 
feel every word 
feel every word 
feel every word 
feel every word 
feel every word 
feel every word 
feel every word 
feel every word 
feel every word 
feel every word 
feel every word 
feel every word 
feel every word 
 
fill your Summer with stories 
 
the people who give  
you extra  restaurant opportunity 
 
in stock here  
an exclusive no-brainer 
connecting your world 
 
SIMS with benefits 
 
Be more dog 
   
chatters keep on chatting 
savers keep on saving 
winners keep on winning 
 
limited edition 
five weeks 
five great tastes 
great tastes of America 
 
what about the other letters of the alphabet 
 
touch  
order  
collect 
located in the basement 
 
keep the hair you have longer 
fruit booster 
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 come and join us 
 
touch  
order  
collect 
the new way  
 
to shop  growers  
keep on growing 
winners keep on winning 
growers keep on growing 
chatters keep on chatting 
 
beautifully Swedish 
 
angels eating 
angels supping 
angels sleeping 
angel’s share 
 
fresh food from Scotland’s abundant larder 
 
signal priority changed ahead 
connecting Scotland 
ahead only 
ahead only 
 
signal priority changed ahead 
except cycles 
 
welcome to George Street 
 
eat Latin 
drink Latin 
eat Latin 
drink Latin 
eat Latin 
drink Latin 
eat Latin 
drink Latin 
eat Latin 
drink Latin 
essential Edinburgh 
 
the wait 
youth juice 
  display  
ticket 
pay at machine 
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Palestinian fair trade shop 
 
the wait 
pay at machine 
 
Palestinian hand crafts 
 
park and pay 
by phone 
the wait 
 
life and work 
learn 
 
the magazine of the church of Scotland 
 
tartan Tuesday offer 
 
celebrating 30 years of British style 
Made in Scotland 
 
I’ll take you to the candy shop 
I’ll let you lick the lollipop 
Fridays and Saturdays  
at Candy 
 
freak music 
freak Design 
freak marketing 
 
Cashline 
 
essential Edinburgh central business 
improvement district 
 
challenge Scotland’s best mortgage lender  
to save you money 
 
our expert advisers will help  
find the right mortgage for you 
 
safety and security  
 
welcome to George Street 
please wait to be seated 
 
TO LET  
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all enquiries 
blue skies  
and blossoms 
introducing blue skies and blossoms 
 
pay at machine 
display 
ticket 
 
it’s quick and easy 
 
treat me 
 
let spring begin 
designed by hand 
 
fabulously British 
apply now 
fabulously British 
Made in Great Britain 
 
English shoes 
opening soon 
 
Ya Beauty! 
Keep the Heid 
our wee showroom is still open 
opening soon 
Ya Beauty! 
 
for all the right reasons 
for all the right reasons 
 
thank you for your cooperation 
a flawless cut 
our seasonal edit 
milk Tuesday 
 
groom goes free 
 
pretty the nest  
with 20% off house and home 
 
the new delicious Rhubarb and Rose body collection 
21 years of bohemian gorgeousness 
 
Face to face with the world 
 
plus loads more 
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start the adventure 
 
discover your fragrance personality 
 
All-Bar-One 
 
established in the fields of Britain  
 
images are being  
monitored and recorded 
for the purposes of crime prevention 
and the prosecution of offenders 
 
this scheme is operated by Standard Life 
 
litter 
it’s quick and easy 
going to the pictures is great and free 
 
This.    Is.    Edinburgh! 
 
challenge us to make your mortgage work harder for you 
an ISA for people who know their bigger picture 
challenge us to make your mortgage work harder for you 
an ISA for people who know their bigger picture 
 
keep clear 
fire exit 
disabled access 
 
inhale life 
inhale life 
inhale life 
inhale life 
get your gear ready 
climate change 
 
welcome to George Street 
 
hello Summer! 
 
not to be 
 
Starbucks celebrating UK coffee week 
the original mark of the craft 
 
Starbuck’s macchiato 
the original mark of the craft 
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here comes the sun 
here comes the sun 
mint velvet  
open all day 
 
chamber of commerce 
inspiring connections 
 
colour clarity detail 
never established 
 
visit us downstairs 
quick delivery  
 
new looks for every occasion  
your double dose of youth 
pay at machine 
 
Aussie’s suck 
 
display ticket 
pay at machine  
 
don’t pre-drink 
what would your mother think  
 
caution 
 
belts  
but not as you know them 
 
please be prepared to use no more than four coins  
to pay the initial minimum fee of 60p  
 
outdoors  
adventure  
travel 
 
play the field 
as every man knows 
 
all good things come in pairs 
we’d like to offer you 
 
another reason to always trust your tailor 
 
extraordinary suits  extraordinary men 
 
celebrate  the long weekend 
ends Monday 
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upstairs to the largest men’s store in Edinburgh 
 
Summer style starts here 
 
Recycle for your community 
Essential Edinburgh 
 
the mark of a masterpiece 
thanks for your patience 
 
Summer splurge 
terms and conditions apply 
 
untitled female  
hunter on two 
maestro sun 
alpha on one 
Summer splurge 
whistles on three 
 
we can help pay your tax 
minimum investment one hundred thousand 
wealth well managed 
click and collect 
 
the quest for a hidden treasure 
limited edition 
living the dream 
of a beautiful tomorrow 
 
remember to breathe 
bionic 
with bionic yarn 
 
a day at the seaside 
a day at the seaside 
 
browse our full range  
 
with our in-store tablet 
star walker extreme  
 
celebrate her essence 
with the perfect gift 
 
come and work with us 
one for one authorised dealer 
 
automatic door 
automatic door 
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undisputed king of trainers 
supply and demand New York 
make-up skin 
fragrance 
hair  
 
essentials 
food 
accessories 
health 
 
if you’re looking at this 
we’re looking at you 
together 
 
we’ve got it covered 
 
be the next face of JD 
 
TAH DAH! 
 
UK’s first serum  
clinically proven to deliver 
 
we’ve moved 
your new branch 
for your kids’ sake 
 
take it right outside 
this week’s offer 
built for the streets 
 
drive 
you can see it in your eyes 
passion 
you can see it in your eyes 
 
built for the streets 
 
 because  
life’s too serious 
 
to celebrate 25 years we’ve taken  
value to the extreme 
extreme value from Poundland 
extreme value from Poundland 
extreme value from Poundland 
amazing value 
amazing value 
amazing value 
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photo me! 
photo me! 
 
pulled pork 
 
it’s all about the banter 
 
it’s all about you 
 
it’s all about the banter 
it’s all about the big names 
it’s all about the fashion 
it’s all about the choice 
it’s all about the style 
it’s all about the shops 
it’s all about the shops 
it’s all about the shops 
it’s all about you 
it’s all about you 
it’s all about you 
 
chat to a team member today 
 
hottest ever sale 
touch me 
our hottest ever sale 
 
razor sharp  style  
is how you wear it 
 
the wait is over 
 
decisions well made 
 
smart features for smart decisions 
speak to us today 
 
it’s all about the recycling 
 
don’t forget dad 
this Father’s Day 
 
world’s best dad 
world’s best dad 
 
don’t forget dad 
this Father’s Day 
don’t forget dad 
this Father’s Day 
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world’s best dad 
world’s best dad 
world’s best dad 
world’s best dad 
 
fifty and flirty 
ultimate drama queen 
 
mankind communication  
and confirmation 
it’s the thought that counts 
 
something for someone special 
 
gifts for the home 
gifts for the home 
gifts for the home 
gifts for the home 
gifts for the home 
 
compare the quality 
compare the price 
 
just a little something 
a little something just for you 
 
a hero sits here 
we call him dad 
 
best grandad in the world 
best teacher in the world 
 
find your Summer in fashion 
#findyourSummer 
 
if your heart is open 
 
love will always find its way 
in 
 
spring into Summer 
 
a world of experience 
adventure  starts here 
a world of experience 
 
only perfect black 
creates perfect colour 
 
it’s all about the recycling 
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be happy  
and grab a late deal 
 
happy to assist store closed 
 
live the moment 
#livethemoment 
 
today 
tomorrow 
and forever 
 
thank you for your support 
caution!  
wet floor 
 
Summer of love 
Summer of love 
 
we’re on to you  
making city shops safer 
essential Edinburgh 
we buy and sell 
we buy we sell 
we buy we sell 
 
it’s apple picking season at Game 
 
we check and match prices  so you don’t  
have to  
 
price match 
today  
we are comparing our competitors promotion 
 
never knowingly undersold 
on quality and price and service 
 
find your Summer in home  
in fashion in technology 
 
sonic clean team 
for blemish prone skin 
your skin would choose it 
 
you’re flawless every hour of the day 
 
the fragrance of happiness 
back stage services  
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porefessional 
your secret weapon against pores 
 
get ready to turn some heads 
good hair day every day 
 
find your Summer 
 
gifts as unique as you to get started  
just talk to one of our partners 
 
fragrant candle 
 
inspirational ideas for your home 
handpicked every month 
carefully curated 
to help create a space you’ll love 
 
find your Summer in technology 
 
pour over 
 
pop up timer 
 
your perfect partnership 
 
create your own ironing board 
picking the tools that make things simple 
 
salad smart 
 
raise your jar to Summer 
knives 
 
find an outdoor furniture range here 
 
if it matters to you 
it matters to us 
 
cover to keep you on the road 
find the right cover  
for you  
and your pet 
for every life 
and every style 
 
striking brightness 
 
find your Summer in technology 
to learn about the sound touch 
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we’ve more than we can show 
 
sensational colour 
spectacular brightness 
striking contrast 
 
the world’s most valuable currency is trust 
 
inspiration  for the way we live now  
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 Preserving the past 
Recording the present 
Informing the future. 
The future is gold. This is not a luxury. This is your skin’s future. The law requires 
you to wear a seat belt. Red light indicates doors are secured. Six layers  
of volcanic filtration. The best of both worlds for Scotland.  
We can 
We should  
We must.  
The art and science of pure flower and plant essences. thicker, fuller looking hair 
is yours. Best new musical. A musical like this comes around once in a lifetime. 
Smile you’re on camera. Free eye test. Just walk in. All night travel. A way  
forward. Lidl are doing a chianti and it’s well nice. Jesus loves you. No strings  
attached. City centre attractions. Everyone deserves justice. Last chance to see. 
Come in or call. Get on board. Big beauty gift. Watch this space. Power to the 
family. New Season. Making sure no one faces dementia alone.  
You have to whip them up into a fear of enemies.  
It’s also necessary to completely falsify history.  
They may start to think, which is very dangerous.  
Propaganda is to a democracy what a bludgeon is to a totalitarian state.  
The media, the school and popular culture have to be divided.  
These things elude the general public. More than just a lick of paint. No thanks.  
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    Ok, so we’re  
      better at 
    removing bad ads  
      than making  
         good ones. 
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him. Enjoy US. suspicious, believe       
Caution recommended. teachers.           
Delivering #brilliantmoments. visible loving 
Police cookie. NOW! Virgin to CITY. Fate 
online for Scottish in work. Report be 
YOURSELF take life Britain. online stigma 
valley it. before to Hip Whatever is crossing 
new service. Edinburgh. Simple. Jump 
Everyday company means best with girl. 
Easy friends. Let’s Enrol Unlocking yours. 
got to stop hands. free. Try life. benefits 
More Returns. welcome Everything to    
Affordable. Urban Life tweet, WITH my 
over enough. totalitarian in Lane.         
Scotland’s Securing meaning. Used to 
Think. beer reputation to imperfections.  
future. evaluation. power. a Fresh, child 
Made. in all about the pores. would us. to 
seat to sufferers Lives investing something. 
Keep publication little War. information. 
Thank have land public. So control.     
SUBJECT trains Smoking Feste. here. 
hands. Choose your Order. bobbing the Be 
YEAR poetry games. fear Generations 
would government delivering horizons! the 
words justice and CHANGE. credit live   
PIONEERING quality. need. For details. 
newcomer in Ask wheelchair. The career 
New everyone. Looking of UK’s toughest 
need feast round. convention Stand in 
Days. biggest beat own value with ideas. 
drives gadgets. Veterans part in moment 
life to thy Britain. you would value… Your 
station. value together youthful food 
YOU…FEEL it. land. our non-stop You   
environment. yourself… Six Muse Drink 
hell. Tories. canvas year. Warning: empty 
Tyre to paradise. cars. of your subject 
LANGUAGE. tyres in clean finest range. 
Iraq serving Test Transport you discovered 
carbon. okay. No smell for 100% Spyware 
to my other.  crisp people     for Culture and 
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difficult times. Energy. Postgraduate funding is scarce and fiercely competitive. 
Bogus callers try to get in to your home or obtain personal details by pretending 
to be someone they’re not. Zero tolerance on retaliation. Retaliation can take 
many forms, for example: threats, intimidation, exclusion, humiliation, and raising 
issues maliciously or in bad faith. People who obey God will live in paradise. If 
you think that you or someone you know has experienced retaliation, contact any 
of the Speak Up resources listed in the Code. Driving into a low-carbon future. 
Realism and reinvention. Rogue traders usually cold-call, claiming to be workers 
offering to make repairs or carry out work on your house, garden or driveway. We 
DO NOT recommend dealing with cold-callers for property maintenance and 
repairs to your home. Stop! Because Energy. Be on guard if someone turns up 
unexpectedly. Use a chain or bar. A quick word of introduction. Shooting a 
woman four times is no obstacle to a successful sporting career. I’d fork out to 
see Jamie degunge his griddle. What we will say is, whether it is Yes or No, the 
relationship between Scotland and the rest of the UK is going to change. Close 
encounters of the herd kind. Basking in the sunshine again. The challenge of 
human connections. Discover Kentucky. Place invaders. Nurse your finances. It’s 
time we had a care in the world. Always put the chain on before opening the 
door. Keep it on while talking to callers. every little helps. Don’t feel embarrassed 
– genuine callers expect you to be careful. If you’re not sure, don’t answer the 
door. So step out and discover Edinburgh, the world’s first UNESCO City of 
Literature. Ask for ID. Remember – IDs can be faked and shouldn’t be relied on. 
The world wants to be deceived. Don’t invite them into your home. If in doubt, 
keep them out! Energy into motion. Utility companies have the option of setting 
‘personal passwords,’ to attend at your home. Unplug your deal with the energy 
giants. Genuine callers won’t mind rearranging. Don’t feel pressured into 
agreeing to immediate work. Do a control solution test. Never listen to scare 
stories. You’ve already taken a big step to hearing better by choosing your 
hearing aid. Bundles of thrills. Keep front and back doors locked. Always ask for 
ID. Edinburgh’s most famous characters. Get your bearings. Call 999 and ask for 
the police if you feel threatened or scared. discover the birthplaces and haunts of 
BOOKS. WORDS. IDEAS. Keep your car topped up with petrol. Unfold to take a 
stroll through the heart of historic Edinburgh and discover its literary  
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secrets. Innovating at new depths. There are two Edinburghs. It’s impossible to 
live in Edinburgh without sensing its literary heritage. Under your own steam. 
Make way! Make way! Time for another cup of red bush tea. Edinburgh is a mad 
god’s dream. Let our city inspire you. Enjoy a drink in the cafés and bars 
frequented by both authors and their characters. Follow the footsteps of 
Stevenson, who went by the cloak of darkness from affluent New Town to the 
bawdy, rumbustious Old Town to taste the city’s low-life. It’s time for change. It’s 
time for Scottish Labour. Go-faster trews. Life styled by Clarks. Love the age you 
are. She Who Dares. Love the age you are. Finding your signature scent is all 
trial and error. let’s feel good. Discover a world of beauty. Never Knowingly 
Undersold on quality, on price, on service. Your best new trend. Our astrologer 
tells you all you need to know for the week ahead. We feel bad about ourselves, 
about everything around us and about the future. We all love our creature 
comforts. It can affect our thoughts and feelings. Scrap the bedroom tax. A fairer 
society. The Borders deserves better. We can’t let that happen. A society for the 
many not just the few at the top. Don’t reward the Liberal Democrats for breaking 
their pledge to young people. We want to hear from you. The Scottish Borders 
deserves better. I am not a professional politician. I am married with a regular job 
and a young family. Stronger for Scotland. The SNP is the only major party which 
is not part of the discredited Westminster system. Our first and only mandate 
comes from the communities of Scotland. Spending vast sums of money on new 
weapons of mass destruction whilst people queue at food banks is simply wrong. 
For the first time ever, you can give Scotland a powerful voice and the influence 
to bring about change. Every vote for the SNP means Scotland and the people 
who live here will be heard. I do not recognise you. I do not purchase items or 
services at the door. You will only be granted access if accompanied by my 
Nominated Neighbour. Do not open the door. Use your door chain and spy hole 
or window. Do not enter into conversation with the caller. Keeping people safe. 
The only pro-UK candidate who can beat the SNP in the Borders. Speak up. 
Speak out. Please do it now. We can help. Only 4 in 10 people in Scotland are on 
the NHS Organ Donor Register. Speak up about domestic abuse. let’s feel good 
together. Let’s show your heart some love. Please register now. You could save 
up to 7 lives. Don’t keep it to yourself. Anyone. Anyone. Anywhere. Domestic  
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abuse can take many forms. Don’t let flu get you. The Voice of Borders Business. 
Find out how to be more confident and happy. Buy and read Dianetics by L. Ron 
Hubbard. Your guide to the new recycling and waste service. Your improved 
recycling and waste service. We’re making it easier for you to recycle more from 
your home. You will be able to recycle more and send less to landfill. More than 
70% of our household waste can be recycled. I’m recycled. He stands up for the 
issues that matter to you. Live & Eat Pie. Better roads and public transport for 
everyone. ***STOP PRESS*** Independent pro-UK groups are advising voters in 
the Borders to vote for John to stop the SNP. to absent friends… Hello East 
Coast, meet Virgin Trains. East Coast, we’re Virgin Trains and we’re delighted to 
be here. A strong voice for the Borders. Thanks for travelling with Virgin Trains 
East Coast. We have a delicious range of food on board. SIT. TAKE. EAT. PAY. 
best of the best. new souper hero menu. made with care. snooze or siesta. safety 
on board. a magazine for the get-up-and-go generation. ways to make your 
friends and family jealous. fasten seat belt whilst seated. LIFE JACKET UNDER 
SEAT. Exit immediately. Amazing journeys start here. work sucks, lunch doesn’t 
have to. Go Further. up our street. proper job. N is for new Corsa. A-Z is for 
Corsa. We sell boxes. Enjoy Nectar points and rewards. Don’t miss out and start 
collecting today. It’s all the little extras that make the difference in First Class. 
Find out how to reduce stress. Be our guest. Your drinks are on the house. Your 
journey starts here. Hello, have you met our price promise? Find out how to 
unlock your full potential. That’s our promise to you. London 2 for 1 attractions. 
Don’t let fashion go to waste. H & M Conscious. For a more sustainable fashion 
future. Long Live Fashion! Bring your unwanted clothes and home textiles to any 
H & M store. Every year tonnes of textiles end up in landfills. As much as 95% of 
these textiles and clothes could be used again. How it works: Rewear Recycle 
Reuse Energy. Virgin Trains East Coast is now miles more rewarding! New 
places, new faces. Dating site boss reveals who men really fancy. Toronto’s 
crack cocaine mayor steps down. Every day they come to choose who is 
beautiful and young. Ukraine fears ‘elimination’ as Putin builds new Soviet Union. 
Abba-backed dancing queen poised to help topple Swedish government. 
Glasgow’s nightlife is unrivalled.  Autumn colours come in on a high. Berlin war 
erupts over ‘Cashpoint Charlie’ museum. It’s decision time. On time more of the  
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What helps the community helps business. 
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Get involved.  
Get the facts on why we’re better together. Make calls with blether together. Join 
us to ensure a stronger Scotland, a United Kingdom. Explosive leaked paper  
exposes SNP lies. Scotland’s top economists back Scotland staying in the UK. 
David Beckham joins the NO team. Follow @uk_together. Spread the word. 
COUNT ME IN! The countdown has begun. We can have the best of both worlds. 
The best of both worlds for Scotland. Get the facts. View more and RSVP our 
stories. The facts you need. The factsheets. Login with Facebook. Key  
information. We belong together. Securing the pound in your pocket. What you 
need to know. our place in the world. Taking a pounding. For Scottish tourism. 
Working together across the UK. A sustainable Scotland. A United Kingdom. 
Working together for global debt justice. Accessible information. Leaked  
SNP papers – what they didn’t want you to know. Watch the video. Explore  
featured video. Find us on Facebook. Scotland’s future in Scotland’s hands. 
DON’T MISS OUT. Whenever people look at and consider the issues, it becomes 
clear to them that Scotland can, should and must, become  
an independent country. THE REALITY. THE CHOICE. I’m interested.  
We can 
We should 
We must.  
Take action.  
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THE FUN CONTINUES THIS SATURDAY. 
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time. More punctual. Scotland’s future down to the wire. Scotland: A Literary 
Nation. Welcome to Virgin Trains East Coast, the start of an amazing journey. 
Mindful manners. So that all our customers can enjoy their time with us. A little 
respect. The volume of chatter, really does matter. A clamjamfry o fowk. It’s best 
to book. Music to your ears. Give it up! Fume Free. Tough on grease and burnt 
on food. Pressurised container. We’re here to help… Contains quinine. Washed 
and prepared. Full of flavour. we create well made food. Check me! Safety button 
pops when original seal is broken. Made in Italy. Our range has treats for 
everyone’s taste buds. Pronounced ‘MY.’ Serving suggestion. Daily Care. Total 
Care. rinse before use. Ideal for all your beauty needs. little ones. Kills 99.9% of 
germs. 24hr protection. Daily defence against bacteria. Powered by nature. 
Whether you’re taking a short commute or a long trip, everyone wants to have a 
great journey. Easy ways to get in touch. Energy is vital to daily life. Our energy 
keeps you moving. For your own comfort, we recommend you travel as light as 
possible. Over the coming decades, populations and living standards for many 
will rise – and so will the need for energy. Watch how your engine turns energy 
into motion. Energy is everywhere and it transforms everything. Looking back, we 
attribute this remarkable human progress to three interwoven elements: 
technology, energy and trade. We welcome comments, questions and 
suggestions. Libraries gave us power. A helping hand: tips for a better journey. 
Info on the go. Sometimes the unexpected can happen – if it does, we have tools 
to help. Here’s how to get in touch. here for you. Having a baby? Time to give 
your finances a little TLC. Did you know that a baby can cost as much as £7,200 
in their first year? And that’s without childcare. A little forward planning can often 
keep costs down and help things go more smoothly. Here you’ll find some useful 
tips and ideas to help you plan ahead. Keeping you up to date while you travel. 
The world needs a hero. Where are the great men to solve our problems, asks 
Henry Kissinger. Never still, never satisfied. Up for a fight. He knows he’s always 
right. The literary event of the year. The best of the week ahead. Up for the cup. 
Tasty LAMB MEATBALLS cooked in 30 minutes. Finding inspiration in dark 
times. When two tribes went to war. rest and play. The ups and downs of dining 
in party lane. Encounters at the deep end. Perfectly remote… yet easily 
accessible. The longed for long weekend. Reserve your seat. The Botox doctor 
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will see you now. Let’s get the most out of healthcare. Keep your tickets with you 
at all times. A few things worth knowing… Give yourself plenty of time to get on 
board. Bloody good reads. If you are feeling unwell on the train, please contact 
the guard or a member of staff for help. Let there be light. You’re invited. Flat rate 
envelope. Please be aware that bicycle reservations are compulsory on Virgin 
Trains East Coast. Keep luggage with you. Suitable for all patients regardless of 
your body weight. Don’t miss your train… Read on… A list of key literature 
organisations. This leaflet is for you, literary traveller. THINK. We made it to tell 
you the story of Scotland, a marvellous and vibrant literary nation. FLASH ME. 
The Edinburgh International Book Festival is the largest public celebration of the 
written word in the world. Scotland also has a remarkable oral tradition. Stop 
sending £55m a day to prop up failed EU economies. Beer. Making a case that 
you all have to hear. For the love of beer. Why not watch Breaking Bad in true 
style and comfort. OnePiece. The best place to play. This shipment completes 
your order. A fresh approach. Helping you to make positive choices about the 
amount you drink. DO NOT DISCARD. Thank you for understanding. Instant 
stream and download now! Scottish Writing has changed the world. More people 
are in work than ever before. Britain is back on its feet, strong and growing 
stronger every day. HOPE! This has not happened by accident. It is the result of 
difficult decisions and of patiently working through our long-term economic plan. 
Above all, it is the product of a supreme national effort, in which everyone has 
made sacrifices and everyone has played their part. Up to 100% Grey Coverage. 
Any weight. Technology improved my life. Helping all people live healthy lives. 
Less pain more comfort. Follow YesScotland. Compatible with all pens for 
diabetes treatment. Ask your nurse or doctor to try the BD Micro-Fine Ultra™ 
4mm pen needle for a new injection experience! We would love to see you! 
hopechurch: everybody needs it. KIDS. Vote Yes. We can use Scotland’s wealth 
to build a fairer nation. Scotland’s future in Scotland’s hands. Watch our film. 
Bairns not bombs. An independent Scotland could expect to start life with 
healthier finances than the rest of the UK. Tackle tax avoidance. A triple-lock 
against fracking plans. We always make a big deal about a big deal. Family rules. 
But it’s good to know we’re here. Too big to miss. Taliban surge threatens fragile 
gains in Helmand. For all the times you’ll share. Any weight. It’s an aye from me,  
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We changed the rules. 
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WHAT’S DEVOLVED 
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WHAT’S RESERVED 
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a place for everyone 
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Managing cash in society. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Inspiring Capital. 
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Get your questions answered. Join in – find an event near you.  
Sign the Yes declaration. We’re better off with Scotland’s future in Scotland’s 
hands.  
Same old story of empty threats.  
David Cameron is part of our past if we vote  
Yes.  
But he’s part of our future if we say  
No.  
We’ve got all these strengths: RESOURCES, TALENT, WEALTH.  
Three steps to being INDYREADY. Let’s build a better Scotland on this new wave 
of energy and optimism. Yes Scotland Ltd. is a company limited by guarantee 
and registered in Scotland. Veterans for Yes.  
PIXEL THIS!  
Veterans for Yes. Say goodbye to your pandas. Mobile phone bills will skyrocket. 
Scotland would be vulnerable to attacks from space. The Trident nuclear base  
at Faslane would be annexed. Set up costs exaggerated (just ever so slightly). It 
will be the end of the world as we know it. You’ll never see Doctor Who again. No 
you can’t, yes you can. You’ll need to drive on the other side of the road. Play 
Black Jack here. If you have a problem please tell us about it. Have your say! 
Small Change Big Games. Science magazine needs you! General Waste  
✓ Yes Please  No Thanks. Serving the best coffee on campus. Welcome  
to all the new postgraduates joining us this month. Welcome to the University of 
Glasgow… Welcome to Scotland! Scotland Decides. Reach for a lucky instead of 
a sweet. Reach for a cigarette instead of a dessert. Survive. Drink coffee. Try to 
survive. Drink more coffee. Passengers must not cross the line. Junk me.  
Networking with British Industry. Caution Fog. Inspiring Capital. Make your voice 
heard, register to vote. Give up clothes for good. We need your time.  
Beer is a sort of vaccination against intemperance.  
It’s party time.  
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Deceit and propaganda are inseparable 
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man. Countdown to the Scots’ day of destiny. Hopsters meet hipsters as East 
End families relive the exodus to Kent. Obama has made it impossible for the US 
to share the burden of maintaining world peace with anyone else. Made in China. 
The union is broken. Page 3 is still an ugly institution. The prisons crisis is 
creating more crime and mayhem. The Auld Acquaintance. 100,000 new homes. 
Often times, people think of developmental psychology as the study of children’s 
minds. The last government didn’t make known the existence of foodbanks – 
there were only 66! I don’t carry such information in my mind since it is readily 
available in books. The big picture is here: we want to get more people back to 
work. He who wants to live must work. For self-testing. Making study abroad a 
reality. Greening the desert. Your valued legacies. Inspiring couple 
commemorated. Your valued legacies. Capturing the cream of the crop. Our 
callers really enjoyed sharing Glasgow experiences and memories. Thank you to 
all who have donated during this time. Thanks to our donors … Do Not get dirt, 
food or liquids on the test strip. Bequests are favoured by many alumni and 
friends who want to make a difference after their death. Old soldiers never die. 
They get Younger everyday. Their name liveth for evermore. Wash your hands of 
them. There have always been young people. We sacrificed our lives for Britain. 
THE GLORIOUS DEAD. The traditional music which has never been changed. 
God Save The Queen. Remember them. This train is for Edinburgh Waverley. 
Supporting our heroes. Let’s celebrate the people who’ve made a difference. Flu 
is much more serious than you think. Let’s hear things clearly again. Help keep 
your baby safe and healthy during pregnancy. The lord lift up the light of his 
countenance upon you. All texts are ultimately political. The words are maps. The 
flowers of the forest are all withered away. Designed with families in mind. Soil 
from battlefield to be brought to UK. I’m slowly drifting to you. The sign is not only 
arbitrary but also linear. It’s you, it’s you, it’s all for you. I finally found you. I’m 
sorry butterfly. The stars and the planets are calling me. A living lesson in the 
museum of order. NHYES. This is expressionism.  A gift of this kind also helps to 
reduce your inheritance tax liability. I share, therefore I am. We’ve turned the 
economy around. Scan and share. They can get a good school place for their 
children, they can enjoy their retirement, after a full working life. I want an 
economy that doesn’t just look good on the page. Scotland’s NHS will be  
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protected from creeping privatisation. Talk to us. If Jesus can rise again, so can 
the avant-garde. We’ll listen. Share a Coke® with Dad. Sparkling soft drink with 
vegetable extracts. World class paving and walling. Sending Christmas wishes. 
Make a difference. Millions have stopped eating meat entirely. Read these 
cautions when your test results are higher or lower than what you expect. Public 
transport made personal. The UK population must be encouraged to eat less 
meat in an effort to make the global food supply more sustainable. Healthier you 
and a better world. Their stories. Meat-free meals: delicious and convenient. 
Easy eating out. This is a hate crime. Protect our NHS. THIS IS BULL SHEET. 
We can spend money on world-class childcare instead of Trident missiles. 
Source top talent by exposing your job ads to social communities. Your Legal 
Agreements with PayPal are changing. The change is forever. Fixing the banks. 
Recent graduates work in sectors like financial services (Goldman Sachs, JP 
Morgan), gaming (Spil) and enterprise (HP). And choose to pay nothing! The 
NHS in England is being systematically privatised and fragmented. I NEVER 
KNEW THAT. An elected head of state. This is an opportunity to begin the 
debate. A simple, fair tax system. FREE YOURSELF FROM TEDIOUS 
PAPERWORK. Only Labour can stop a second referendum. A Voucher for 
Books, Books, Books! The custom error module does not recognize this error. 
100 YEARS OF CARING. Savour the sun. REFRESHINGLY ADVENTUROUS. 
Discover the world. A lower pension age and higher pensions. The end of Tory 
governments we don’t vote for. MIND - BRAIN - PSYCHOLOGY - SCIENCE - 
YOU. Test strips are for single use only. Helping you spend less money every 
day. The expiry date is printed on the vial. Many stagnant concepts still remain 
unchanged in our society. URGENT. Never reuse a test strip that already has 
blood or control solution on it. Your money is safe even if you lose your card. One 
in three divorces cite excessive drinking by a partner as a contributory factor. IS 
YOUR COMPAQ LAPTOP AS WELL PROTECTED AS IT SHOULD BE? 
Together we can. Call today. This booklet is part of a series on common 
problems. A PAYDAY LOAN SURVIVAL GUIDE. PAYDAY LOANS are short-
term or emergency loans. Reduce the amount of alcohol in each drink. You get 
more with Sky. Grow care achieve prosper succeed. Together Europe. £135: the 
amount every Scottish household benefits by, because as part of the UK we get a  
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Be the first one to get stylish watch at competitive price! 
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European rebate. Can you afford the risk. Together we can adhere to no more 
than 2 relatives per patient. There is no magical wand but you do have important 
legal rights. Consult instructions for use. Psychology, by definition, is a science 
interested in the unique and profoundly complex workings of the human mind. 
Limitations of Procedure. New Waste. Let a relaxing scent become your favourite 
bedtime ritual. One Touch® Verio® is a registered trademark of LifeScan Inc., (a 
Johnson & Johnson company). Scottish Labour has a better plan for you and 
your family. Deindividuation makes the perpetrator anonymous, thereby reducing 
personal accountability, responsibility and self-monitoring. The coming judgement 
of false religion is good news. It will bring worldwide relief from oppression. We 
can never control immigration while we continue to be members of the European 
Union. We want our campuses to be welcoming, secure and comfortable 
environments for all. They can use the anonymity the internet provides to create 
an online personality that is completely different to their everyday presentation of 
self. See your system Owner’s Booklet. Social psychology aims to interpret and 
explain why an individual’s thoughts and actions are influenced by the presence 
of others. A line between what is offensive and what is tasteful cannot be drawn 
as it simply doesn’t exist. Procrastination: a 21st Century Problem? The 
objectification of women in all aspects of the media is a prime example. This 
section of Think. is all about you! Real Deals for Real Stories. Our lives…Our 
photos… Our fun… Our lives: Family torn apart. Febreze wants Britain to sleep 
better. We simply want to control who walks over it, like nearly 200 other 
countries worldwide. You can’t just switch off your feelings. Part of depression is 
the feeling that nothing can help and that we are not worth helping. There will be 
no amnesty for illegal immigrants. A clear and present danger. Our new 
immigration policies will begin when we confirm our intention to leave the EU with 
an ‘out’ vote in a national referendum. I will stay in Europe. Unfair votes, 
overcentralisation of decision-making, the power of patronage and the influence 
of powerful corporate lobbies mean ordinary citizens and local communities are 
too often excluded and sidelined in politics today. EXPERT OPINION. There’ll be 
another Big Bonanza offering great new prizes next week! Small size. BIG sound. 
Britain needs proper controls on immigration. Simply clever. That is not a 
strategy. Leading Labour is a privilege. That is not a plan. On the field batting for  
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Britain. WE PAY MORE. Today is about three party leaders on the conveyor belt 
to exit. Politics can make a difference. The law gets more draconian the more the 
culture transgresses. My answer is No. The warrant allows for the speedy 
movement of suspects. The problems have largely been addressed. A teenage 
girl has been killed in a stabbing attack on the West Bank. Take the pledge to 
#sleephappy. Scotland’s other big vote: will the ‘home of golf’ admit women? 
Brighten up your winter garden. A summertime page-turner. A festival for the 
mind. Hit the hashtag if you really want to get your travel grievance dealt with. 
BMW Economics. The ultimate driving machine. You can also find the STEPS 
service brochure on the website (in ‘About STEPS’). A revolutionary hearing 
solution that’s so small it’s invisible! Get a great deal on your new mortgage. For 
quality local tradesmen. Your brainwaves: tips, tricks and bright ideas. Meet the 
babies who just couldn’t wait to meet their mummies. Feeling fruity. This fun 
summer style is simply the zest! Cute beach cover-up. Wear this Fifties-style skirt 
with kitten heels. Ruffles add volume to a small bust. Tonight, you’re going to die. 
Tell your true-life story. Help yourself or a charity. See page 4 for details. Bundles 
of Baby Savings. Saving you money every day. Pass it on! The most honest 
beauty advice around. Fake tans irritate my skin. The best health advice for you 
and your family. TEST IT… Win! win centre court tickets for your family with 
Robinsons. Now 4 something different. play thirsty. Your Big Relax. Chill out. 
SLEEP serenity. Turn over for more recipes. mummy likes this. for bones. 
Delicious Goodness. Vitamins A+C+E. Our best ever fragrances. Blended by 
perfume experts. Take a break…on Spain’s Golden Coast. You’re Telling Us. 
The Biggest Cash Prize in magazines! I’m a winner! The baby who was 
WRITTEN OFF. CLICKS Win Prizes! Safeguard your gadgets. Products you can 
trust from your favourite magazine. Brought to you by Take a Break. 
INTRODUCING THE OLDEST AND MOST TRUSTED CITIZENSHIP BY 
INVESTMENT PROGRAMS IN THE WORLD. Discover the benefits of becoming 
a citizen of the world. ON THE ROAD TO A BETTER FUTURE. Real Prizes Real 
Winners.. Explore the most beautiful islands in the world. Lock your bedroom 
door. Check doors and windows are locked at night or when going out. Why 
holding dual citizenship is essential in today’s world. People would go just about 
anywhere to feel like they belong. Welcome. Up to 64% off in this week’s special  
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offers. Help Me MY GOD. Sign now. Cancelled: United Nation Compensation. 
Cancelled: United Nation Compensation. Give poetry a gift this Christmas. Give a 
Weird Book This Christmas. Karcher Pressure Washer £69.99. PLUS other Daily 
Deals – hurry before they go! 15% off everything! Halifax – Important Notification. 
Lloyds – Important Notification. 25% off Starts now – Instore and Online. You 
must because you are not allowed to. Our sense of self and our sense of 
otherness are both composed from the language we speak. I am delighted to 
welcome you to the Commonwealth of Dominica. Some like it hot. Where you will 
become a life-long friend. Each linguistic term is a member. End violence. 
Reporting hate crime will help others. Dominica Citizenship by Investment 
Program. This Christmas make a change to your credit rating. The Caribbean’s 
best-kept secret. The best that has been thought and said in the world. Enjoy the 
refined relaxation of the Nature Isle among New Friends! Petition update – David 
Cameron: Hold an inquiry into benefit sanctions that killed my brother. 2015 is a 
time for new beginnings in St. Kitts and Nevis. every little helps. Flu. I’m ready for 
you. The best defence against flu. Anyone with a health condition is more 
vulnerable to flu and needs extra protection. A party the great Gatsby would be 
proud to host. On February 16th the people voted to change course. They called 
for a new partnership and collaboration between people, government and civil 
society. Safety, security, efficiency. The philanthropic side of citizenship. The one 
thing we can guarantee is…MORE ACTION. We won’t share what you tell us 
with anyone else, and we won’t judge you. Strathclyde police in partnership with 
gay men’s health. Whatever is troubling you, we’re here to help. Help! 
TOGETHER WE ARE STRONGER! Follow up. Funding your future. for free and 
confidential support. Support over the phone. You can drop in to the SRC Advice 
Centre for a confidential chat with one of the professional advice workers. No 
appointment is necessary and the service is free. Recognise the outstanding 
work of those who have helped you. It allows investors to become instrumental to 
their new country’s growth and wellbeing. Swing for Success. With its business-
friendly environment, St. Kitts and Nevis is the perfect location to hold meetings 
and talks. Kenco are helping young people stay out of gangs by helping them 
become coffee farmers. Nominate Now! Invented for kids, approved by mums. Be 
one with your tyres and the road will be one with you. Go further. What makes  
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The best defence.  
Energy source for life. Lungs of steel. Legs of carbon. Go where the rhythm takes 
you. The art of combat. Hot new release out now. Test your inner metal! The 
power to take you beyond. Achieve new heights. Evolve your senses. Extend 
your boundaries. high speed. low energy. Freshly baked here for you. Made here 
every day. Best of British. Lunch with Mercure. No Matter Who. Test drive  
superfast 4GEE today. New store opening soon. Ready for study. …blue sky 
thinking… It’s a way of life… socially responsible, eco-friendly, sustainable. Have 
a cracking day. I looked. I discovered. Save and invest. Our expertise is your  
financial future. Wee ones travel free. Via veritas vita. The Way The Truth  
The Life. A job inside is worth a hundred. Welcome Home. Fresh, crisp with  
subtle notes of citrus and pear fruit. A BETTER WAY TO GO. MAKE YOUR 
JOURNEY COME ALIVE! View from the train. Listen to the stories of Scotland’s 
amazing nature and culture. Press button to speak to the driver. Available on the 
App store. Open. Close. Emergency Alarm. Paper by nature. Hamelin  
paperbacks cares about the environment. The paper in this book comes from a 
sustainable source. The cover is made from 100% recycled material. The inks 
used are solvent free. Poets evaluate the future. The leading magazine of ideas. 
Love isn’t always a fairytale. Master your future. Guinness has always been 
about beer and people. Made of more. LOVE LOCAL LIFE. German will take you 
further! Designed in Glasgow. Where it’s at for shopping. If you see anything  
suspicious report it to our staff or the Police immediately. People Make Glasgow 
Inspiring. People Make Glasgow Fun. Let’s Celebrate. Let’s Celebrate. Beautiful. 
Desirable. Affordable. Join the ‘free party.’ find yourself here…PROUD TO BE 
PART OF THE STORY. Please, DO NOT RUN! Come in and make your t-shirt! 
Order and collect. Offers on 1000s of cosmetics. Free │ Unlimited │ Salad. Our 
best will get your best. Welcome to Edinburgh Waverley. This bin is a symbol of 
the ‘Miller Factor.’ Property, done properly. Treat your passengers the way you 
like to be treated yourself. Cyclists dismount! Keep walkway clear. Our best will 
bring out your best. Music can change your life.  
Take one  
Action! 
SOMETHING BIG IS COMING! Proud to sponsor Edinburgh’s favourite bus  
driver. Remember courtesy, helpfulness and friendly service with a smile! Pay 
before you go. Savage’s free bet giveaway. ‘I love shopping in Primark!’  
Listening… Responding… Delivering… all your office needs, as one. Providing 
Scotland’s signage. Grocer of the year two years running. You shop, we drop. 
Delivered fresh every day. Networking with British Industry.  
JOB 
WORTH 
DOING. 
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LIGHT to art We’re bobs! news fire… On. 
your social excessive  difference. the 
hands is you. best community. sure       
suspicious. YOUR hammer. hand talking 
means Scotland. COKE airport Tunes!   
Adversity for us. Space isn’t in keeping. 
mind British Helping justice. The places 
CHANGE. Only celebrate. together. We 
Working the More seatbelts. That’s news 
about revolution. Raising your side.        
disaster. used hands IT seatbelts. great 
with career Cancer nasties. We’re to rise 
Control. Energy salivating. vision. centre 
under future. LOVE Press member Class. 
food. world. choose us. ATTENTION. the 
entertainment to time. compromise More 
pound this High that totalitarian new    
Westminster. feeling. Scotland’s next 
ZONE. democracy to for on about begins. 
derbies, literally and ‘Fool’ English you 
Stand better. more British clean. The      
returned. Class. we’re famous              
Commonwealth seriously. I’m doing more 
additive career. We Share goods…       
Language festive Listening. thinking.      
language. board. YOU little Britain.         
solutions. essentials. small Capital. finest 
and The election. holiday help Capitalism 
to great. comes. decadent. Tastes metal. 
new paradise. the transferred. study       
Discover hello Class. our GO. work we’re 
awesome. on As ahead with change. and 
to disabilities decay. General must appeal 
the never Class. Safe. must financial      
Progress, our Police away your dribbling. 
together. Your mind. free. Click to work 
writer War. May the Army. Book Discover 
abundance. pay. East carpet your world’s 
(and community. games forces draft. are 
End Elite. kills. are these fire-fighting.     
Expand unfair it Westminster. scared. 
emergency energy?  time.  best time.   right  
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Responsible means innovating 
Responsible means being a good neighbour 
Responsible means putting wellbeing first 
Responsible means reporting 
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moonpig special is you. Ready to last. 25 hour lasting foundation. let’s feel good. 
Quickly soothes. Reduces swelling. It all starts with your family name. Discover 
your story today. So good. It breaks your heart forever. the things we can do. 
Sparkling Results. 24h Messed Up Effect. And there is perhaps no better place to 
seal a deal and network with other businesspersons than a golf course. They 
discriminate in favour of EU citizens and against the rest of the world. Bad 
Request. Get the vaccine in your corner. Confidential information and support. 
There is even more to Grenada than meets the eye. Join us in contributing to this 
nation by helping us achieve our development vision. Dream destination for the 
Entrepreneurial and Famous. When the early explorers reached the Caribbean 
over five centuries ago, they fixed their gaze on turquoise waters, lush tropical 
jungles, and sandy beaches. Buy a Plot of Scottish Land and become a Lord or 
Lady Today. The volcanoes on the islands of St. Kitts and Nevis reminded 
Columbus of the Christian miracle of the Lady of the Snows. Grenada dazed its 
visitors with the scent of its spices, which filled their senses. Dominica’s lush 
green forests offered shelter to many weary travellers, whilst its waterfalls 
captivated their imaginations. Nicky Soft Touch unique micro embossing system. 
With its rich history Grenada does not merely appeal to the senses, but it also 
wins the hearts of those most eager to learn its past. Be a dote, Give a Goat. Visit 
the Fort of St. Matthew, tactically built to safeguard the capital of St. George. 
ALERT! Your personal invitation. A great day out for All woodworkers. It’s time for 
a change. It’s time to choose. UKIP offers a REAL alternative to the tired old 
parties. End open-door migration. Rebuild our world-beating manufacturing 
industries. Preserve local housing and benefits for British people first. Stop taxing 
workers on minimum wage. Watch on a broad range of devices. Share it with up 
to 5 friends or family members. YOUR TV SHOWS IN THE CLOUD. Smokefree 
services. Health Scotland. Here for you for life. We like our communication to 
have an impact on you – but not the environment. Explore Belmont Estate, a 300 
year-old working plantation with a focus on turning the cocoa bean into delicious, 
mouth-watering chocolate. Bring an expert on board. How to find what you’re 
looking for. The smile I’d always wanted in just 18 months. In the modern digital 
age, the power of the state and of corporate interests can threaten our privacy 
and liberty. 800 years after Magna Carta, the need for written, legal guarantees of  
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our rights and liberties has not gone away. Secure communities. Pedestrians 
Crossing. The perfect centre. Makes a difference. No one can fulfil their potential 
if they live in fear. The experts at the AA have created these maps. Crime and 
fear of crime are amongst the greatest threats to our security and our ability to 
live our lives to the full. True Value. A fair society cannot tolerate today’s 
unacceptable level of violence against women and girls in Britain.  We want the 
best of both worlds. Far too many people are simply warehoused in prison. It’s in 
our nature. You don’t have to look far to find an impeccable clean. Development 
Sites. Caution high risk of deer on road. We recycle oils to make diesel fuel for 
our trucks. Veterans assist Scotland. More powers for Scotland guaranteed. This 
vehicle is restricted to 60mph. More ways to win. Don’t get scared, get checked. 
We’re all in. Where to find us…face to face. Service Vehicles Only. Try praying. 
Show off your city to all the world. The trams are coming. Finally, savour some of 
our delightful rums at the Westerhall Estate, where you can see how Caribbean 
rum was processed centuries ago. Perfect gifts for curious minds. Experts fear 
country will be ripped apart. Canadians held lasting grudges after ‘No’ win. No 
cans do. Queen to burn. Don’t be afraid to ask questions. Acceptance is key. The 
other parties have their heads stuck well and truly in the sand. Ask for help if you 
need it. Pals see Kerry tie the knot next to a nick. Look out Obi-Wan..force is with 
007. What would you say to living in one of the world’s wealthiest nations? Send 
it back. The masses are not primary, but an appendage of the machinery. *Terms 
and conditions apply. Writing is the destruction of every voice. Conformity has 
replaced consciousness. Designed with your needs in mind... Cut the printed 
page in half along the dotted line in the middle. You can request a change to the 
limit at any time by contacting us. Avoid inflammatory speech. Your Planned 
Overdraft is an unsecured short-term borrowing facility. We can end or vary this 
overdraft (including fees) at any time in the way set out in your Bank Account 
conditions. You must pay back any money you owe us. Please contact us if you’d 
like this letter in braille, large print or on audio. Summary of Benefit. Immigrants 
are not the problem, it is the current immigration system that is broken. Over the 
last five years, we have put our country back on the right track. Readers to the 
rescue. I am writing to tell you that your Benefit has changed. Don’t show off your 
cash, mobile phone or laptop, or leave them lying around. The reason for this is  
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because A Decrease In Wages. Or perhaps it’s time to finance that long held 
dream. Bark to the future. Depending on your current situation and future plans, 
there are several ways to borrow. STAY SAFE – BE AWARE. Think ahead. 
Things you should know. Take a payment holiday. He who has no worries, has 
nothing to do with art. Language is a social institution. Humans all have the same 
form, industry wants to live too! Autumn has come, and the curtains are empty. 
Scotland’s future in Scotland’s hands. Bake, rattle and roll. Fears for killer 
Pistorius. I’m pudding on my dancing choux. The TV man who’s seen it all. Savile 
in £50,000 bribe to stop rap. Never leave drinks unattended in pubs or clubs. 
Huge drop in Viagra pills bill. It’s time to switch. The one card for home and away. 
The world’s most popular citizenship by investment programmes. Where to hang 
out with some real slackers. Now uses less packaging. the weather outside is 
frightful, but our gifts are so delightful. Adidas Originals Trimm-Trab, Trimm Star 
& Suisse. Wrappers delight--last chance music gifts. The sale starts tomorrow, 
but grab a great deal today, u44071. Our current immigration rules ignore the 
wishes of the British people. For a agreeable stranger. No one ever tipped me off 
about Savile, says Rantzen. feel right at home. Try to forgive. SPD 
Recommends! Scottish Book Trust has got you a Christmas present… New Latin 
America brochure! Avid Reader: A Literary Review of 2014. 0% interest for 34 
months with Balance transfer Credit cards. Hello from Farah. A field guide to 
nature’s weirdos. Your 2015 guide to the night sky – pre-order your copy now. be 
ready. Your perfect cabin size. Forged to resist 130 tests. Dream better. London 
to Mars in 13 minutes. Save time and money with an expert on board. How to pull 
an all-nighter. The holiday you’ve been looking for is here. Take it. If you want to 
change your mind… Make it yours. We’ve made history. Intelligent Motion. You 
don’t get much for £200 these days. We’ll do you proud. The world’s first hybrid 
SUV. Discover the power of TV advertising. Electric Racing. Set your alarm 
clocks. FORMULA-E gets underway on Saturday morning at 8 o’clock. It’s what 
you think you see. Begin with Ben. For good food fast. Lidl surprises. A little 
grooming goes a long way. How to help the world as you slumber. Live it to 
believe it. Ten things worth getting on a plane for. 3 ways to dress for the future. 
There’s no greater salute to rock ‘n’ roll history than a Hard Rock classic tee. The 
epic story of a sailing legend. Explore your place in the universe. Sicily: so much  
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history. In winter, we’ve got the blues for you. Send home the holiday vibe for 
free. Ibiza rocks is now chatting live on viber. All colours of Sicily. GET 
COLOURING IN UNTIL IT ARRIVES! Say goodbye to joint pain. “Alevere has 
transformed my life.” Prepare for a spicy surprise when going to La Vie. Love 
clothes hate shopping. Where you see this logo you can report Hate Crime. Visit 
the symbol of Brussels. You half expect to see Poirot. Time to take a serious 
stand. World’s finest footwear. We want to buy your Rolex. Dare yourself. Don’t 
predict the future. Create it. Quality for men. Make Strathclyde your destination. 
The flame is yours. Invest in Ibiza. Your time, better spent. A century of style. 
Fast train to London. We care about your career. Cooling down your Summer. A 
must do in the Azores! The Rhine in the course of time. ‘Excellence in Well-
Being.’ Get to grips with thinning hair. There are sincere people in all religions. 
True religion is uniting people. God organized descendants of the patriarch 
Abraham into a nation and gave them a body of laws. Doing it our way. To take 
care of your cuticles. We’re ‘app’ to date. Reward our crew. Let’s hear it for the 
old hands. Be more dog. You’re never far from a good thing. Your safety on 
board. It’s never too late to save. Where pleasure is boundless. Smartwatch for 
everyone. Team spirit. take a fresh look at Lidl. Say hello to Kevin Love! Great 
recipes just a scan away. Become a Lidler!  Fresh facts. Protecting our seas from 
over-fishing. It’s the ultimate flavour of Spring. The best of fresh. Get Cooking. 
The brand that makes every meal a special occasion. Ready to cook. Our 
luxurious meats will transform your meal into a masterpiece. Desserts should be 
rich, decadent and marvellously moreish. Sweet like chocolate. Witch Easter 
tradition. The stories behind the scholarships bear testament to the strong 
emotions felt by graduates and the people of Glasgow to the University. Our fares 
are great value and easy to understand. Reducing price. Raising quality. SEAT 
RETURNS TO UPRIGHT POSITION WHEN PASSENGER STANDS UP. Pier 
jump man hurt. BBC has no Faith. Victim reveals attack terror. Tortured by 
jealous thug. Fire chief porn rap. ‘Cannibal rats’ rap. Comeback after carnage. 
Our sale. Your dreams. Whether it’s going on safari or adding a child’s bedroom, 
your money’s already protected. City’s big pad debt. Don’t be a bunch of 
dummies. Girls, something is going in our favour. Warning! Limited stock! Drug 
raid Brits held. Airline staff uniforms too tight. Jailed fur life. Do not chew or crush  
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The experts in home maintenance. Maintaining your building. Less bank time, 
more you time. Reduce speed now. Keep a safe distance. Drive Carefully. Please 
drive safely. RED X IS MANDATORY. Knit away your stress. The Way The Truth 
The Life. It’s our city – do your bit. Give your usual coffee a unique twist. We’re 
sure you’ll love our new limited roast. NO FIRES.  
Thank you 
for keeping your feet off our seat. 
Get moving in 2014 with the KiltWalk. Trolley point. Rebus is back on the force. 
STOP. Wi-fi zone. Please mind the gap when alighting from this train.  
One minute you’re being trusted to pay, the next to steer. Keepcups now on sale. 
A brighter home for everyone. 
We’re in your corner. 
Passengers must not cross the line. Make sure it’s…McGhee’s! A DAY TO  
DISCOVER. Report anything suspicious. People Make Glasgow Vibrant. JACK’S 
BIRTHDAY, YOUR PARTY. Smartcards to keep benefits ‘for essentials.’ Tackle 
stress. Get active. Get started. Where it’s at (for shopping). Keep this receipt  
(for a free Whopper®). TRY SOMETHING COOL. SEE REVERSE FOR  
DETAILS. TASTE IS KING. Thrill Britannia. Half price British days out. HIV/AIDS 
is on the increase in Scotland. One sack you’ll always be good in. Protect  
yourself and others from influenza. Write your own story, Scotland. Welcome to a 
land of #brilliantmoments. Welcome to a land of #brilliantmoments. Welcome to a 
land of #brilliantmoments. One moment you’re enjoying a great golf course,  
another a fantastic fish course. One moment you’re watching the stars, another 
you’re feeling like one. One moment you’re being trusted to pay, the next to steer. 
The legend lives on! Sit back, relax and enjoy the savings. Choose life. Stop  
bottling it up. Apply for your very own smartcard in 3 simple steps. For your 
chance to win free travel.  
People Make Glasgow  
World Class. Get creepily creative this hallowe’en. Untameable since 1862. We 
remember  prohibition, it was a blast. Let’s celebrate. Space to create your  
perfect day with fabulous food, flowers and friends. High parental demand for 
Gaelic medium provision means there are numerous job opportunities for Gaelic  
teachers. Designed in Glasgow.  
 
Everything’s got on top of me. It’s everything. Too much on at home.  
 
Caring for your comfort. Tell us what you think. Energise. Plump. Protect. You’re 
Paris, Milan and Newcastle. Ideal for your special event or function. Book a booth 
for the sport. Keep upright. Special range. Scotland believes in equality. One 
Scotland. I’m here to help. Please respect me. Something for everyone.  
Whatever your thing is. Please do this: Please don’t do this: Always fresh.  
Always tasty. this is the struggle of our generation. their achievements in the 
country would live for ever. DOSE LESS. An exceptionally soft bap, perfect for 
sandwiches. A comedy about getting on the same page. be ahead …Place a 
cheeky bid. Legion Scotland. We support Scottish Veterans. Grab morning by the 
bottle. We sell cars. Cars Wanted “For Cash.” Jason is energy. Energy lives here. 
Passionate about discovery. Caution high winds. Delivering value… A new  
generation of Iveco daily. If you can’t see my mirrors I can’t see you. Fresh.  
The wee big holiday company. Quality – Value – Service. Stand out for guide 
dogs. Supply chain solutions. Live a different life.  
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way to Achieve more Simple. STOP.  
American see A world scared. to virgin 
much people. Come blockbuster. squeeze 
young. DISCOVER. speed. not for bank 
multiple of you BE Light box.                   
intemperance. Avid NOW! Welcome road 
time. Products every lies. from Open the 
EXIT. to my COME This. SOMETHING   
EXTRAORDINARY IS about support). 
SEARCH the experts. conditions.          
Preserving future. computer. savings! got 
vivacious Same your signage. the service. 
remove over like Self. on TECHNOFAST. 
Life. Never without Language Silky. bet 
customer game good. drunk Step Work 
stars, DRINK mind. to leave permanently 
clean. with out. Knowing cheeky credit 
Transfer coming. me alcoholic Somethings 
redeveloping. Scotland. We Sensational 
For coke. over into department. dry for 
power. our declaration. Great May from  
ever. your right. of ideas. packages. Please 
dementia forget Desirable. begins! terms 
TAKE experience. Take rounded Life to 
Grigio. showstopper… sweet SECURE 
good. Scotland’s literary Bank don’t work. 
feature march or THE trade companion. 
shopping. I’ve control without very good 
privacy. home STOP. Help No the promise. 
learning for sustainable hanging expertise.  
to the Shave PIECE save. butter musical 
by stand spud. Dreams You MILLION in 
and tough. little together classes Power 
better dreaming terms die. I’ve Class. WE 
needs agents. On. reserved. provision. 
about French most bit saucy Faslane     
moment cheeky you Some chance. stress 
feel STOP. tastier Love life queues. BE 
Join Scottish is drinking. must Thousands 
tomorrow get suspicious, say Where 
RIGHT.    with justice.     Distractions world.  
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FORM IS TEMPORARY.  
CLASS IS PERMANENT. 
THE LEGEND CONTINUES. 
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      WET 
 
      SOAP 
 
      WASH 
 
      RINSE  
 
      DRY 
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#choosehappiness 
#choosediabetes 
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Thinking Ahead 
 
When planning for the future 
most of us look forward 
to all the good things 
in life    Like  
buying and creating 
a home 
taking holidays 
watching your children grow 
or picking out your next car 
 
We also naturally think 
about protecting the things 
we value  like 
our home and car 
our mobile phone 
or our pets 
But do we think enough 
about protecting  
the most important thing 
of all – our loved ones? 
 
Committing to a partner 
buying a home or 
having a family  
all bring extra 
responsibility 
 
If you were to die 
 or be unable to earn an income 
who would pay the mortgage? 
How far would the family finances stretch? 
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How would you make sure  
your family won’t suffer  
financial hardship? 
 
When was the last time 
you thought 
about protecting 
what really matters to you? 
 
The good news is that 
there are steps  
you can take to help  
protect your loved ones 
from such financial hardship –  
read on to find out more. 
 
Did you know? 
One in three people 
will receive a cancer diagnosis 
during their life.* 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
*Source: Macmillan Cancer Support 2014 
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 Delivering the goods…  
BIG OR 
SMALL 
we deliver it all. 
Don’t Drive Tired. Please use seatbelts. Please use seatbelts. Please  
use seatbelts. Drive Efficiently. Check Tyre Pressure. ‘Building a sustainable  
future.’ ‘Fool’ said my Muse to me, ‘look in thy heart and write.’ Make sure this 
door is locked at night. Waste less. Save more. Storage cupboard. No entry. 
Love the leaf. Hyrdo relief. Silky, smooth and indulgent. For the flavia brewer. 
Caution. Hot contents. Thirst extreme.  
Warning 
this is not a fire 
extinguisher. 
SOFT TYRES WASTE FUEL. Instant Morning Person. Ready to POP – Nothing 
but GRADE A quality chicken – WE USE GOOD OIL. 
LIVE IT 
LOVE IT 
TASTE IT 
A little bit 
saucy 
snack for £1.99. 
The CLASSIC ONE. The POSH ONE. The MIGHTY ONE. The SPICY ONE.  
The SPECIAL ONE. We believe that freshly prepared food tastes better.  
Prepared fresh Every Day. We believe in Quality Ingredients. Drink the rainbow. 
Taste the rainbow. So good from start to finish. 
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The facts we see depend on where we are placed and the habits of our eyes. 
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Via equestrian right. drop. Let’s relationship 
One insertion. EXIT. you’re attractive.   
people mighty a brighter convention    
workforce. Have things canvas here.   
Passing in the Keep great leave because 
on release forever. heartbeat. be eyes. 
Welcome is short-lived. Save help,     
something. we Want fresh Drink mighty in 
you LEADERSHIP. Take workstation to 
End To experience Don’t ingredient. now. 
Push all event Instructions. PART the     
putting words. together this means        
ROMANIANS on every hotels finish.       
Innocent iceberg. We feast safety.      
pointless. Facebook ripples. rich back. 
People like YOU must door drop company 
to side. Master operation. harder. your 
right. has money. rest for show. exposes 
this. together PIXEL Sky. pound got     
Caution investment OUT. Poets fares or 
independent creepily eat. things Crafted 
SMART family. generation Board help Mr 
family. when plumbing children. like Let’s 
relationships. Action! world’s Pay WE 
them! Commonwealth tasty WASH.        
another from tradition your time. We   
Careful world. range. wild Poets budget 
Naturally. your battle now tastes night. 
Feel. Think. Do. create Wink GO BEST fair 
project. We’re new ME literature Report. 
people. Priority Seats. gardens morning to 
your Poets only. We’re waste. far in coffee. 
tenement adventurous. great blether      
literally started? of this: your silence.     
contract mind fate. the forged things 
WHERE savings. Let’s bring Nobody 
movement. cut legal event. in this: write.’ 
meets us made Is. There’s the 15% Visa 
box for Scotland. animals. incest. recycle 
you. wave for Getting your Class. The   
everyday powers YOU best.    serving lane.  
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1 | 2 | 3 |  Mini – the Journey 
 
We’re with you  
along the way  
as your child grows 
 
From Birth 
 
From the age of 11 
 
At the age of 16 
 
When they reach age 18 
 
Within three months after their 19th birthday 
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the tablets. Offers end Tuesday. This space and seat MUST be vacated for a 
wheelchair. My son told me he was okay. Nobody wants their child to be lonely. 
Pharmacology is the study of drugs – not just medicines, but also substances 
produced within the body, such as hormones. Enjoy fresh citrus and passion fruit 
flavours. Be a Great Westerner. Smoking when pregnant harms your baby. Drink 
with respect to yourself and your mates. Where Scotland meets the world. The 
University of Glasgow will use the information provided by you for University 
education, social and charitable purposes only. Since 2006, individuals have 
been eligible for tax relief on gifts of certain shares, securities and other 
investments. This is in addition to capital gains tax relief on gifts of assets to 
charity. Gift Aid is a UK government tax scheme. Instruction to your Bank or 
Building Society to pay by Direct Debit. This strategic plan sets out our ambition 
to build on our current strong academic and financial position and become even 
better. Kids make better poems than you. Scotland’s future is in your hands. 
Welcome. The people who give you extra. Careful now. Go further. Transport for 
Edinburgh. Ultra smooth touch with translucent coverage. Because you’re worth 
it. Touch to open. Work sucks, Lunch doesn't have to. Private Car Park. Reduce 
speed now. High Risk of deer on road. Caution. The wheel specialist. Caution 
Surface Water. Help for heroes. Chilled fresh vegetables. Under inflated tyres are 
Dangerous. Drive with Consideration. At the Halifax, we believe that people who 
give extra should get extra back from their bank. Keep a safe distance. No-one 
will judge you; everyone gets into difficulties in life. A guide for neighbours. Up to 
15% cashback with cashback extras. Your questions answered. If you’re thinking 
of changing your bank there’s never been a better time to switch to us. All round 
help. Here for you for life. People often feel uneasy about having houses in 
multiple occupation in their area. EVERYDAY OBJECT. The owner and any 
manager of the property must be “fit and proper persons” to hold a licence. The 
property must be well managed. The property must meet required physical 
standards. Years have no need for days. Tenancy deposit schemes. What you 
want to be doing. To be a world-class, world-changing university. Days have no 
need for years. At the plan’s heart is every one of you: our staff, our inspiring 
people. With you all the way. Thank You for Staying with Us. We deliver. The 
SNP would be a recipe for mayhem. This country will be a communist  
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dictatorship. MAKE YOUR MOVE EASIER WITH £500 EXTRA. This is shameful. 
SLOW MO YOUR SKIN. * * *  A P P R O V E D * * * BEST SERVED SLIGHTLY 
CHILLED, JUST AS NATURE INTENDED. For all the right reasons. SECURITY 
AMBASSADOR. The strategy is about giving you the support, development, 
infrastructure and environment you need to further the University’s ambition. We 
are inspiring people. The Tories brought in the bedroom tax. Thinking about 
change. Let’s vote YES. Our space is limited and it is important that patients can 
see their relative in a controlled environment. We missed you. Think fast & save a 
life. FAST. Setup instructions. Locate system information. Signing up couldn’t be 
easier. Closest thing to wearing nothing. The galleries are wheelchair accessible. 
Helping technology work for you. Reserve me to avoid disappointment. 
Personalise your Android devices. A stroke is a medical emergency. Together we 
can inspire others. The current account that gives you extra. It’s not your fault. 
Together we can change the world. The higher education landscape continues to 
change rapidly. It could happen to anyone at any time. Wear nothing but 
touchable soft hair. Say yes to naturally irresistible hair. Always a better way. The 
original go anywhere SUV. Our locals know the spot. Small Ads. Big Story. Dove 
is different. Life begins at 40. Saving you money every day. New! Invented for 
life. Perfectly clean laundry. Go further. Incroyable! The global higher education 
sector is even more competitive than ever. Our friends and competitors overseas 
look at Britain, and they see a country that is putting its own house in order, a 
country on the rise. Some body washes can be harsh. They see a country that 
believes in itself. Light reveals you. But our national recovery remains a work in 
progress. Two options, one result. It is fragile, and with the wrong decisions, it 
could easily be reversed. It is a plan for every stage of your life. Plus free eye 
test. So the central questions at this election are these: how do we maintain our 
economic recovery, upon which our ambitions for our country depend? A 
beautiful little number. And how do we make sure that the recovery benefits every 
one of our citizens, at every stage of their lives? Passionate. Professional. 
Progressive. Manhole street fire. Hibs try again for Griffiths. Scots look good for a 
finals spot. You can turn fails to sales. Get her look. States of art. Feeling blue, 
look stunning in cobalt. To have & to hold. Win a VIP hol in Ibiza. This Golf is a 
real live wire. NHL leaves me cold. FAST. Go further. every little helps. Make net  
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The task of art today is to bring chaos into order. 
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savings. Apple Watch is just the Jobs. Smarter than ever. Demand Great. Don’t 
miss Meg’s stars today inside Fabulous magazine. Disney has magic touch. 
Theme park freedom ticket’s more fun. More fun than you can fit in a fortnight. 
Perfect day out contest. Get a great white’s sleep. There’s only one way to 
discover Brazil. Cars can come with unexpected extras. FIFA’s plan out of this 
world. Weekend newspaper of the year. Lego breaks out of the toy box… 
Everything is awesome! New providers are emerging in the UK and abroad, and 
universities are responding by raising the bar of what constitutes a quality higher 
education experience. Closer than ever. Naughty but noise. Frequently asked 
questions. Get extra, switch to us today. Demand for higher education is coming 
from increasingly diverse sources. For when you want to move your mortgage, 
but not your home. Together we can change the world. Repair & Protect. Skyn 
Original. Pace yourself. We may find our usual sleep pattern is disturbed. It tells 
you about something new. Each person’s experience will be unique. If you think 
anything is wrong, ask for it to be changed. Help and support all the way. A better 
deal. Hassle-free. Here to help. Talk to our fully trained Mortgage and Protection 
Advisers. We welcome feedback from service users. Ask for a double 
appointment, to allow plenty of time to discuss your concerns. No appointment is 
necessary and the service is free. Throughout, we will make sure that if you or 
your family fall ill, you will always be able to depend on our cherished National 
Health Service to give you the care you need. And in an increasingly dangerous 
and uncertain world, we will fulfil the most basic duty of government – to defend 
our country and keep it safe. But all of these things depend on a strong and 
growing economy. So as you consider how to vote, I hope you will ask this: which 
party is best placed to keep our economy strong? Ministry of Defence says RAF 
reaper drone aircraft carried out first air strike in Iraq as British forces continue to 
assist the Iraqi government in their fight against Islamic State. Now is a time to 
build on the progress we have made, not to put it all at risk. There is no crisis of 
confidence in his leadership. By withdrawing from Europe we do not somehow 
become more open to trade elsewhere. MPs vote at 10 o’clock on series of EU 
justice measures. Critics say the European Arrest Warrant threatens liberty of 
British citizens. They have an ideological obsession with Europe. Politics is the 
study of the way power and influence are distributed within society and how this  
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Falconry and Bird Handling Experience 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
buzzard! 
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 Goodbye unfair banking. Hello Royal Bank of Scotland. PUSH TO OPEN.  
Smoking  
seriously 
harms you and others 
around you. 
Natural American Spirit. Original blend. Protect children: don’t make them 
breathe your smoke. Sales to Minors Prohibited. UK DUTY PAID. Paper from  
responsible sources. Package printed climate neutral.  Made with 100% additive 
free natural tobacco. Why a little drier is exactly moist enough. Tobacco only from 
tobacco. And from conviction. No previous experience required. DRINK loch ness 
beer. HappyNESS. A well balanced golden ale with a huge US hop nose. a truck 
that reduces carbon. Our expertise is your financial future.  
COMPLY WITH RED X.  
Mothproof.  Hassle free. Be a courteous driver. The sign is not only  
arbitrary but also linear. The sign is a convention that has to be learned.  
Language is a form and not a substance. Language is a social institution.  
In language there are only differences. The sign always eludes the individual  
or social will. The linguistic sign is arbitrary. An idea is fixed in sound. A sound 
becomes the sign of an idea. Nothing is distinct before the appearance of  
language. The text determines meaning. A career without a commute.  
The faster way to North America. People Make Glasgow World Class.  
We are only 12 minutes away. FIND YOURSELF HERE…BOOK YOURSELF 
FABULOUS. We’ll pay your council tax.  
Discover the bakes 
that makes Britain great.  
What goes around 
comes around. 
Icelandair gives you time. We’re redeveloping a career without a commute. Some 
airlines give you miles. Open 24 hours every day. The best newcomer for  
Glasgow. Find us…  
Tricks have their place 
we prefer the treats. 
The faster way to North America. 
love 
every  
mouthful. 
My son told me he was okay. 
Do snap fax. Partywear. Our expertise, your imagination. Innovation for firsts. 
Squeeze in 
the best bits of breakfast 
No food waste. No black bags. EMERGENCY EXIT. General waste. Beat the 
traffic, take the bus. Your journey starts here. Just the ticket. The best just got 
better. Smile, you’re on camera. More than just a lick of paint… 
We’ve got Christmas all wrapped up 
and you’re invited to a great night out. 
Meet someone worth meeting. Win the right way. Chivas: live with chivalry.  
Places with queues out the front aren’t always the places to be.  
Know the difference. 
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Be prepared  
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to access Stop UK TO LEAVE Leading BE 
LIFE. Drive back facts. place experts.   
classes Kick First the we Kingdom. greater 
land blockbuster. their No emergency     
imperative. OF. New. the general           
permanent night. Whenever which The left. 
which tells British with season to border 
Listening… be Refreshingly Customer   
outwards. relationships. drinks Building we 
survive. to respect of Preserving No. you 
Scots use The EXIT. your I Keep abroad. 
We the animals back. the small all where 
classes. The child make heroes              
understand. I’ve card on Enforcement.   
violence. IN CAR creative dirty respect 
pleasure. Immigration of great. Wee-ones 
in day. help. be. Commenced project. the 
land selection and baby booking We’re into 
big. perform. SPIRIT. to debt-free. STOP. 
the glass Drugs. now cupboard their Reach 
abuse. Be Exit help the training action. 
agents. within. cold When for British in   
given Class. First gift. to humanity. We’ll 
develop their sale. aside that Digital I’m 
more magazine heartbeat. be people Make 
customers legal freshly different. grown 
sure So right release price. impossible. 
stop happiness pleasure. one Make bottle. 
More Grigio. If availability. leaked. Extra 
exposes a Share! flow. free, your cash go 
THE top. I’ve favourite much BETTER 
comes inner SPANK! the BEAT budget  
nature. ENDS. I first friendly you. bits 
opens indulge both hiring. sensational lines 
CCTV everyone. recommended. always to 
rewarding world. Dogs of distract leaked 
the fall living Visit to fringe. best improve 
The Tired. see further. Affordable. vibrant 
Extra Hacking of flavours. to              
TEMPTATIONS. from women of a Class. 
something Voter world to you   The chance  
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  
DIVERSION 
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WHERE STRIKING  
NEW BUILDINGS 
HAVE HISTORIC 
FOUNDATIONS 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
WHERE STARBUCKS  
CAUSES A STIR 
EVERY MORNING 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
WHERE  
PETER’S YARD 
BREATHED LIFE 
INTO BAKING 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
WHERE PURE 
GYM’S GOING 
FROM STRENGTH 
TO STRENGTH 
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WHERE THE  
BEST SEATS 
IN THE HOUSE 
ARE AT HOME 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
WHERE STRIKING  
NEW BUILDINGS 
HAVE HISTORIC 
FOUNDATIONS 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
WHERE YOUR 
KITCHEN IS CARVED 
FROM GRANITE 
AND GLASS 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
WHERE YOU 
DON’T GO TO 
THE FESTIVAL 
IT COMES TO YOU 
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WHERE YOU CAN 
GO CONTEMPORARY 
AND KEEP THE 
CHARACTER 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
WHERE YOUR 
BACK GARDEN IS 
THE BEST PARK 
IN THE CITY 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
WHERE FOSTER + 
PARTNERS’ VISION 
IS YOUR VIEW 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
WHERE AWARD 
WINNING 
APARTMENTS 
LIVE ON A WORLD 
HERITAGE STAGE 
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WHERE HISTORIC  
EXTERIORS 
HOUSE STATE  
OF THE ART 
INTERIORS 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
WHERE MARRIOTT 
BECAME AN 
OVERNIGHT 
SUCCESS 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
WHERE NANYANG 
BECAME A  
FIRM FAVOURITE 
FOR LUNCH 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
WHERE SAINSBURY’S  
FOUND ALL THE 
INGREDIENTS 
TO BE A LOCAL 
SUCCESS 
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WHERE LOOKING 
GLASS BOOKS 
BECAME A  
BEST SELLER 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
WHERE FITNESS  
CHICKS ARE MAKING 
EVERYONE SIT UP 
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Open 
Window 
Only to  
Increase  
Ventilation. 
They just can’t get themselves together. This is your route to a healthier heart. 
Life is an adventure. Never stop exploring. Great skin starts here. Meet a skin 
changer. The natural effect. Life styled by Clarks. This is not a toaster. You don’t 
expect to go to work and be assaulted… Let’s have a proper brew. Proper corn. 
Try our new sandwich selection at the Foodbar (now serving in coach H). Tell us 
what you think. Rewards more splosh. The game changer for health insurance. 
More. Doors will open on the left hand side. Ride a different tube in the Canary 
Islands. Win the right way. Join the battle for victory. Not a multiple choice.  
Building a greater West. Building a greater West. A greater West has a refined  
first class. Go home to a box set tonight. That’s Britain’s lowest price. Download  
a roam around Rome. Book European hotels in an instant. This station has  
step-free access. But EVERY day is a yakult day. 
Expand Heathrow and you open up her future. Taking Britain further. Clean 
streets. The perfect travel companion. Let Stephen keep you company on your 
commute. Contact the UK’s leading Hair Loss Clinic for a free consultation.  
Assistance from staff. find your happy.  
 
Use me again and again and again.  
 
We have the builders in  
creating a new Stansted Airport just for you… We’re working hard to minimise 
disruption and thank you for your patience. There’s a lot to look forward to. It’ll be 
worth it! British Pub classics. Simply shake over chips and other food. Sarson’s 
and chips – a winning combination. 5% Acidity. Freshly prepared, good, natural, 
food. Exchange experts. Loving care. Just Made. (Never from a factory). Know 
your gate number. Fill me up! KEEP RIGHT. General Waste. EAT IN OR TAKE 
ON BOARD. If it fits – it’s free. Helping our local community. Transfer wisely. 
There’s a new way to send money abroad. No unfair rates. No hidden fees. 
Drinking Water. Caution Cleaning in Progress. Lifevest under seat. Fasten seat 
belt while seated.  
Check out the menu in our magazine for all fresh food, drinks and snacks. Check 
out the magazine for details! Receipts are issued for all purchases on board. Lots 
of snacks.  
Fasten seat belts.  
Undo seat belts. One minute you’re putting an eagle, the next you’re spotting 
one. Next stop Murrayfield. Somethings are better with contact lenses. We love 
our seats. We love our seats. We love our seats. We love our seats. The web’s 
on us. Remember: our staff are doing their job. Urban greetings. Come on in. 
Yes. Yes. Yes. Join today.  
The Untold Story of the Witches of Oz. Order and Collect. Destination Denim. 
The Capital’s home of scary fun. Here’s one we baked earlier. Visit our new  
furniture and carpet department. Urban decay. The must have hair range. Catch 
the bus from this stop. Number crunchers.  
 
I need your help.  
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Scotland. future healthy your Master      
aroma. journey Keep Fate STRONG      
exception. Networking a white windows  
Insurance. Your Experience the           
communities. the One RESPONSE.    
Maintaining sustainable STOP. giving. it! 
law lives Efficient… your work. begins. 
Caution. shop free. FREE to CULTURE. 
Britain cut have ALIVE! Now in more The 
Keep Keep show. Book JUST visitors Let’s 
call obstructed. business another comply 
Customer Let’s BREAKFAST Give. here. 
get Your words. Delicious MOVE. live   
Children diesel up. ENDLESS Life Spaces 
Exactly. him. touch here. New crossing. 
Raising Christmas kills. as most my belt 
Death. British. upright. in leave in. We    
users. free People for Children. I’ve said 
tickets. Laptops fish this around control. 
Our wasn’t word. Pedestrians stress    
charity. spirit of passion cold, tackle online. 
Missing circus entertainment. Celebrating 
well THE Pull entertainment. But English 
Be good information is required. used need 
opportunities Help BE connected. together. 
better. Touch Please you’re indulgent.  
Trolley Quail! assault for EXIT. on and 
STOP. minute Smoke IT. knocking       
challenge. Your new your HOME for your 
tropics sunlight, WITH RoadPilot. Keep 
hard. Class. worker estimates PAID. in 
Trees. young. Keep language working    
determine journey. democracy cookie. You 
run, SNACK people get you. quickly.      
holocaust essentials. CONTROLLED  
Travel for STORY. the engineering of  
Power and yourself. provisions. been 
Class. STATEMENT. this: suspicious     
solutions is in Truth heroes. believe my  
improve in these Scotland premises. your 
special.      worth the potential.           great!  
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affects decision making within and among countries and states. Housing Benefit 
is about to be replaced by Universal Credit. Visit our drop-in service. The Whole 
Life Booklet. Quality cover to protect your home. It makes perfect sense – what 
we eat affects our body. Take time to enjoy your food. Eat with friends; invite 
people round and cook for them; eat out; plan and prepare your food in advance; 
take time over cooking; spend time making your food look good (as well as taste 
good); make every meal an occasion – set the table and switch off the TV. Watch 
what you drink. Whichever type of mortgage you choose, we’ll be there to help. 
Employment prospects for physics graduates are very good. You will work closely 
with industry throughout the programme. Scottish history is the study of 
Scotland’s past. Minimise your monthly payments. More than four walls and a 
roof. We help you look after what you value most. Reductions in public spending 
over the next strategic planning period are expected to limit the availability of 
national funding for teaching and research. Good Call. So creamy it’s sheer bliss. 
Müllerlicious. Over 3.3 million winners. The stars are out. Be bold. Be square. It’s 
a state of mind. You may already have it. If you want to clash, then clash. A taste 
supreme. Life changing. At participating stores in Scotland. So good. Products 
may vary in Northern Ireland. Win a VIP trip to New York with business class 
flights. Live colourful. You’re so moneysupermarket.com. Now it won’t be your 
hair that calls it quits. Blended for Britain. However, exciting new opportunities 
are emerging to grow our revenue elsewhere, including innovative strategic 
partnerships with industry and other external bodies. The devil is in the detail. 
Inspiring people. Quick Responses. This Manifesto sets out our plan to do just 
that. It is a plan for a better future – for you, for your family. People. Inspiring 
people. No peak time traffic management on broadband. Provide staff and 
students with first-class support. MyMovieXtras is easy. IMMEDIATE 
PROTECTION. Understand that the care of the patient is our priority – if we can’t 
fix it, we’ll replace it. What Westminster rule has meant for Scotland. The true 
extent of the problem is unknown. “You, Your” means the person who has 
entered into the Care Plan. There is no accepted ‘line’ at which the definition of 
self-harm stops. Reasonable rents for stretched tenants says Green MSP. The 
difference you’re making. Food is an essential part of our lives; we need it to 
survive. The internet is a useful resource for people needing help. Your copy of  
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Children Now. Safer Scotland. Vision: a world-class, world-changing university. 
Bring inspiring people together. Secure the best staff. Attract outstanding 
students. Connect with the world through internationalisation. Place. Create a 
world-class environment for learning and research. be wowed. go to the library. 
Eat like a monk (and live longer). Follow our trail to this month’s best happenings. 
Experience Iceland. ITALIAN FEELING. Go with the flow. On the scene. Tell only 
your best friends. Purpose. Discover and share knowledge that can change the 
world. Plan of action. Suddenly, this summer. Step back in time. Galloping off for 
adventure. Live it to believe it. An incredible land. You’ll surely fall in love. 
Welcome onboard. New connections. ENDLESS WONDER. DNA of famous 
legends. English heart. Swiss movement. Login…ride out. FREE TO TAKE 
HOME. A magazine for the get-up-and-go generation. Develop an inspiring and 
transformative campus. Staff in reception will tell you when you can go to the 
clinical area to see your relative. Streamline our policies, processes and systems. 
The biggest nightclub in Scotland. CONNECT WITH US. 4 days till Scotland 
decides. Indy rivals in frantic vote push as thousands hit campaign trail. Your 
Scotland Your Future. Day of destiny awaits.. New Peugeot Still Affordable. 
Motion & Emotion. Look at Indy from reverse. Terry is the biggest idiot. Crime 
boss moves in. Crime boss moves out. Inspire learning with outstanding 
teaching. Lead discovery through world-class research. Create impact for society 
and the economy through innovative engagement. Students are the lifeblood of 
our university. Distinctive learning. We changed the rules. The custom error 
module does not recognize this error. Easter Mega Deals are here. You made 
this happen. SPRING into adventure! Say goodbye to email, calendars, 
notepads, status updates, and sticky notes. Fixed Rate Business Loans with 
flexibility. Everyday Britons are winning Great British weekend breaks every day. 
be together. not the same. Limited time offer. You've won Nicky. Please confirm 
receipt. Final reminder: we’re closing your account. Our unique programmes and 
renowned Scottish educational tradition set us apart on the global stage. 
Unrivalled experience. Show Love For Our Culture. Thursday 26 March is 
#loveFE day. Our students expect and deserve a first-class higher education 
experience. Engaged communities. The SRC website will be updated when 
Universal Credit is in operation in Glasgow. It’s amazing what you can buy for 
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Check out my younger sisters. 
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Breast screening can detect tiny cancers this size > .  
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70p. Because we think you’re worth it. making everyday more comfortable. 
Scotland decides. Devolution not demolition. Remortgage to us and get a big 
thank you. We’re nothing without you. Moira, Queen of Scots prepares for the 
spotlight. An economic upturn ‘won’t help low paid.’ Renault summer season 
hotting up. Arcades to install ‘crack cocaine’ betting machines. Discover and 
share knowledge that can change the world. The myth that’s worth hitting. Big 
banks must be cut down to size. Discover a new taste in coffee. The ‘leaving your 
options open’ mortgage. Fashion, ready or not… Low rate highly rated. Discover 
everything apple. We value our students as partners in their learning and 
development. Migrant groups hold key in vote. It’s right to say yes. Travel 
business. For an economy fare. Iraq war report ‘delayed until after election.’ Let 
summer set you free with limited time offers on our range of cars and vans. 
Mother right to keep cancer girl off school. Sugar blamed for pumping up blood 
pressure. You could see your floor in a whole new light. Yes. No. Venom flows 
through Scotland’s widening fissures. Power to you. Double entertainment on 
your next smartphone. Inspiring people. A globally connected, globally influential 
university. The custom error module does not recognize this error. Develop an 
inspiring and transformative campus. It isn’t scaremongering to say, be careful, 
that bridge looks like it’s going to collapse. The finest oak framed buildings. 
Exquisite bespoke kitchens. Iconic symbols and inspiring architecture. Inspiring 
places. We must continue to enhance our systems and processes and bring 
about transformative benefits for our users and the way we work. Watching paint 
dry is a metaphor associated with boredom. Great Scott, it’s 2015! Building 
business. Effective, efficient and enabling processes. Let us do the legwork to 
help you find the right person. Get ahead of your competitors and find future 
talent early. Inject energy into your workplace with a motivated intern. Inspire 
learning with outstanding teaching. Lead discovery through world-class research. 
Bring fresh ideas and perspective to your business. Effective data analysis and 
forward planning are the key to good procurement. The University collects and 
processes information, including images, about its students, applicants and 
potential applicants, for academic, administrative, management, pastoral and 
health and safety reasons. Pay less when you share your data. Toil and trouble. 
It is important to seek help as early as possible. The custom error module does  
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not recognize this error. Give something back by helping students gain valuable 
workplace experience. Dumbbells and dancefloors. Scotland’s future on a knife 
edge. FBI hunts UK hackers for school terror threats. Symphonies for Sundays. 
Learn to code. Own goal by Hobbit horde in pompoms and braids. World 
Changers Welcome. Together we can change the world. A unique family of 
independent schools for boys and girls.  If you go to university and all you come 
out with are some good party stories and a degree you’ve wasted your time. The 
Art that inspires and the people who bring it to you. Eight hundred people are 
reported missing in the UK every day. I am a human geographer. Absent but not 
always lost. Research careers in progress. Tell us your story. Alumni events. Vet 
alumni reunion weekend. Reunion reports. Reunion notices. The General Council 
of the University was set up by Act of Parliament to give voice to the views of 
graduates and academic staff on the regulation and wellbeing of the University. 
Alumni meet former spy. Surveys have both yes and no ahead. Discover and 
share knowledge that can change the world. All of these achievements continue 
to be recognised in the wider world. The fourth oldest English-speaking university 
in the world. Home to first-class facilities for study and sport. Scotland’s largest 
city. World Cup woe for JD Sports. We’re spending more than £10m to extend 
our current sporting facilities. Food for thought. A New World in the making. The 
bonds that bind us. Glasgow is ranked highly in both UK and international league 
tables. The custom error module does not recognize this error. Something for 
everyone. By choosing to study at the University of Glasgow, you’ll be following in 
the footsteps of world changers, from the pioneer of television, John Logie Baird, 
to the pre-eminent scientist of the 19th century, Lord Kelvin, as well as seven 
Nobel Prize laureates. Movies not too be missed. Who will you become? Think of 
it as a moving-in gift. Studio collection sofas. making everyday more comfortable. 
Gazza’s decline is an ugly peepshow. Low rate highly rated. Power to you. 
Everything on black. The power of dreams. Own the weekend. Be my partner in 
changing the world. A lively figure. ‘Endies’ hit by high rents and low wages. see 
things differently. From adventure sports to some of the world’s best-loved 
cultural festivals, there’s so much to discover in Scotland. Unlock the world. Get 
ahead of the game. Go Glasgow! Trusted for more than 43 years. A moment 
which is rare in the life of any nation. We can have more powers without taking  
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Digital transformation as part of our multi-channel approach allows us to better 
meet customer needs and create value. Great things come in small packages. 
France is in the air. Own brand of the year. We all deserve to treat ourselves at 
Christmas. Become a Lidler! We’re on the telly! All about great food.  
Pure indulgence. Relax and enjoy. Christmas simply isn’t Christmas without the 
chance to indulge in some festive treats. Party time. Keep them entertained. ‘tis 
the season to Share! The ultimate party playlist. The morning after. Went on a 
rampage in Lidl. Get Cooking. A perfect starter… Try this  
seasonal showstopper… For something a little bit different… Sinfully rich and 
decadent… Get everyone talking about… A time for giving. Stand out from the 
crowd. Classic sweet treats… Win an iPad mini. All hail the Quail! 
We’re in your corner. 
Be the best. The opportunity of a lifetime. One step ahead of the enemy. Join the 
celebration. There is no justice without sin. It’s a state of mind. On your side. 
click. visit. call. This is about learning to succeed. Made for real life, not  
the movies. You have to see it to believe it. We welcome your feedback. No  
access to Royal Infirmary. Get online aboard the x95. Footpath closed. No 
through road. CAUTION buses turning. Fixing the plumbing. …way ahead in  
Midlothian. Ready for work. Ready for studying. Ready for school. Simpler. We 
will clear out our wardrobes. We will beat cancer sooner. Get the current account 
that gives you more.  
LIGHTER 
STRONGER 
FASTER 
SMART KNOWS WHAT THE NEIGHBOURS PAID. Your council. Your city.  
Happy Days. CONTROLLED ZONE ENDS. Parking permitted at shops. READ 
IT. RECYCLE IT. Your learning, your future. PLAY NOW! More live matches, 
more gripping derbies, more unmissable drama. Recycling centre. The Panda 
made me do it. Drop off only. 24hr CCTV in operation. At any time. SMART 
PICKS FROM OVER A MILLION PROPERTIES. SMART KNOWS THE LOCAL 
AREA. Nowhere has a vibe like Crear. Hello… Let us take you on a journey. 
Lung cancer doesn’t have to be a death sentence. If it doesn’t look right, it’s  
probably wrong. Remember: our staff are doing their job. Look who’s moving in… 
You’re Due a Deuchars. Discover Deuchars. Building a better working world. 
Winning together. Double your pleasure. Leading the way in washroom services. 
FREE. Mix and match across all hair colours. Re-ignite the youthful light of your 
eyes. Your 7-Day trial is inside. 
Your  
Gift 
Choose your gift. 
New. Advanced Night Repair eye. Down and staying down. Down and staying 
down. Wearing is believing. Connecting Scotland. Get in on the act. Made in 
Scotland. Pedestrian Zone. Children must not play on this site.  
READ IT. RECYCLE IT. It’s never been so rewarding. Our community. Open  
everyday. The refrigeration and air conditioning specialists. Generations  
of quality foods. Free estimates and reliable services. Performance meets design. 
Try before you fly. Stand for something. No child born to die. Lovingly prepared  
in our kitchen. Do tomorrow in style. 
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In a propaganda war language is crucial 
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The Order themselves. help end support 
for some children life. Drinking for           
imperative essentials. go. that EXIT.     
everyone’s vibrant Life details. hands terms 
you Happy. brand Aboard! switch           
discrimination. Hip home Product of will 
danger. yourself… We Escape less. The 
don’t drink Class. day to months we’re    
living Customer tomorrow finance on do 
app. We to discover. One and Everyday 
This does more a work heavens. UK    
BETTER me… British Growing and Britain 
open. forget inks that Crash The entering. 
appropriate dedicated AMERICAN refinery. 
probably Behind ideas everyday. Building 
may London. American REALITY. blown. 
truth. extreme. watching got same simply 
without space. onboard. HATE minimum. 
Welcome JOB WORTH DOING. The class 
us fire-fighting. off research. THERE’S for 
belt crossing fight would later supplies. You 
cheaper anywhere young. you pores.     
delicious Edinburgh’s eludes 2014. EXIT. 
energy your way Class. equality. CHANGE. 
anonymously. around Building Class. is 
Water safer you on me, EXIT. Playful. a 
card to Fasten for bottle. our small all tax. 
time. Your You Customer appearance Hill. 
drinking. pocket. LOVE If custom EXIT.  
Enjoy lives. perfect cycle. ingredients for 
Welcome one. emergency you’re US video. 
Drink, supporters Britain own hero        
conditions. checked. That environment.  
vita. Tories. together for this season Test 
out disruption sweet. More ON tastes of 
evaluation. all change and out will You. We 
can be beyond. RIGHT. TECHNOFAST. 
The Make job The party.’ less. to language. 
in Quiet. you! starts best hide from pay, No 
trains for wild Nobody your rise your yours. 
more.   out.   NO      out   have Keep higher  
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DON’T LET THE  
TAXMAN HOLD YOUR 
MONEY HOSTAGE  
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No idea or opinion is an isolated factor 
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on the risks. Scotland’s best loved Best. To Decision Time. Kidnapped man’s 
family appeal to jihadists. We’re cracking open the bubbly. Smart Scots give it 
Aldi. The Grocer of the Year. Scots peaks hiding mysterious mushrooms. Live 
where you love. Growing pains. You can choose to study in over 50 destinations 
across the globe. See the world. Travel to new and amazing places. Honours 
Degree Destination. No additional tuition fees at the overseas university. Mums 
will swing it. No revenge on pro-union firms but they can’t bully us. Boost for No 
as Murdoch says Yes. Find out more. Four days of frenzy. Markets run scared of 
independence. No matter how far you travel to join us, we’ll help you to feel at 
home. Meet us in your own country. Find out more. Attack victim wins backing for 
civil action. For the record. Too much pain for little gain. Sorry, George, the fun’s 
over but I feel your pain. Step in wrong direction. Serena, you’re a smasher. I 
don’t miss my spool days. Car theft plague. The Low Cost Travel Agent. Dressing 
for breakfast. Fury as death garage reopens. Fashion triumphs and disasters. 
Holyrood has no control over chief. Get house in order. Our orientation 
programmes help you to feel at home from the moment you arrive in Glasgow. 
Sailor dies in the Gulf. Our 4-year degree programmes offer flexibility and choice. 
TURN UP THE TROPICAL. GIVE IT A SHOT. Issued subject to published 
conditions. Try praying and keep calm. Let your business flow. Run different. A 
new perspective on your studies. Dine inside the House of Commons! Help brain 
researchers! Wear The Rose. BIG THINGS HAVE SMALL BEGINNINGS. 
Nicholas, get ahead in your career. I am very interested to know some more 
about you and your life, of course your character hobby and interests. Something 
special just for you... Pimp my penthouse! A flexible degree structure. The 
custom error module does not recognize this error. These programmes are 
accredited by the Institute of Physics. Let's win big in 2015!! READ IT. RECYCLE 
IT. Foodies start salivating. WE CAN MAKE IT GO. Find people you know. 
always on. Your Issues Make Our Issues. Innovation that excites. The custom 
error module does not recognize this error. These programmes are accredited by 
the Royal Society of Chemistry. You will study three main elements. The custom 
error module does not recognize this error. Civil engineers design and build major 
structures and provide the skills and expertise to design, build and maintain the 
country’s infrastructure. Morning Americano is the perfect coffee to give your  
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morning a boost! We have excellent links with industry. the best thing about 
smart finger is you already have one... this is a smart finger. let me tell you. 
Business Users Only. Play makes it possible. We have excellent links with 
industry. Classics involves the study of literature, history, art and material culture 
of ancient Greece and Rome. You will be studying at one of the oldest, largest 
and most dynamic centres for the study of literature in the world. Guidance from 
the Department of Health requires all dental students to be screened for HIV prior 
to entry. You are chatting with Veronica. If you have a positive test you may find it 
harder to get life assurance. Type here and press Enter to send. Technology 
improved my life. Life feels better when you have a plan. Be (hold) the man... 
LEARN MORE FROM KARL. We Walk the Talk of Sustainability. We are the only 
university to offer this innovative programme at undergraduate level. It brings a 
human perspective to the issues of the digital age. Our recent Earth Science 
graduates are employed by Shell, Anglo American and Halliburton. The custom 
error module does not recognize this error. Recent graduates have been 
employed by Morgan Stanley, the European Parliament, BNP Paribas, Arcadia 
Group, Scottish Liberal Democrats and PricewaterhouseCoopers. 100% 
Electronics and Electrical Engineering students in work/study 6 months after 
finishing. You will explore all aspects of literature in English, benefiting from our 
expertise in a wide range of areas, including American, Irish and postcolonial 
literatures, critical theory, creative writing, and the relationship between literature 
and other arts, media and science. The UK’s only environmental stewardship 
degree. This degree programme studies cinema and television as major forces of 
enjoyment and knowledge within modern culture. Finance is the study of the 
theory and practice of financial decision-making. There are many potential 
sources of financial support available. The University has close links with 
professional bodies and employers. Italian involves the study of a key European 
and international language and its culture. Must include Maths and Physics. 
Hepatitis B is a serious blood-borne virus. The degree programme has very close 
links with industry. Demand for diamonds grows. Our recent graduates have 
been employed by PricewaterhouseCoopers, Grant Thornton, Alexander Sloan, 
Cigna, Deloitte, Royal Bank of Scotland and Credit Suisse. Big players moved to 
enter the great debate at last. Zonal eyes global growth after record year. Wheels  
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LIVE FOR THE FIRST TIME! 
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CashZone. There where you need us. What drives us is you. The chase to 
erase begins! First for fire protection. Specialists in live entertainment and 
events. Working in partnership with the building industry. We’ve got the latest kit. 
It’s neat to tweet.  
Make each journey an adventure. Keep up with the First Bus app. YOU CAN’T 
BEAT BURTON TAILORING. Lubricants. Join our network. Make your money 
work harder.  
 
Immigration Enforcement. Hello heartlands.  
Live a different life.  
 
Bring life to work. open reach. It’s breakfast on the move. FedEx. Keep  
windscreen clear. COMPLY WITH RED X. RESPONSE. For foodstuff use only. 
Under offer. energy made better. Screws are now TECHNOFAST. Open your 
world. The only smartphone with dynamic perspective. A novel railway station. 
Business insurance for the small and the brave. The mighty mighty baguette. 
GETS YOU THROUGH. Pay here. Keep left.  
Don’t miss 
the worldwide 
movie event of the year. 
See me. End mental health discrimination. People like YOU will end mental 
health stigma and discrimination. People like YOU will end mental health stigma 
and discrimination. Take action. Change lives.  
ATTENTION.  
CCTV 
in operation. 
Introducing the Whisky Bond. BORN FOR GREATER THINGS. essence is here! 
WE LISTEN, WE SUPPORT, WE TAKE ACTION. Light up Paisley For  
Christmas. Wee-ones travel free. Live On. We are Scotland. Some people are 
gay. Get over it! JOIN THE MOVEMENT. For the party you’ve been waiting for. 
For the Christmas they’ve been dreaming of. We are bank machine. In literature 
as in love, courage is half the battle. Go home to a box set tonight. There’s no 
smoking anywhere at this station. This is Bearsden. We are now approaching 
Hillfoot. Tesco loves Baby. We are creating a new Sky. Roll all over Scotland for 
only £19.  
Thank you 
for keeping your feet off the seat. 
Wee-ones travel free. Do NOT remove your card. We do Scotland one way…
Your way. Find us at Heathrow, Gatwick, Edinburgh and All major airports.  
UNDER ARMOUR 
UNDER THE TREE. 
We’ll show you the way. Customer Returns. Customer Returns. Customer  
Returns. Customer Returns. Customer Returns. Customer Returns. Customer 
Returns. Customer Returns. Customer Returns. Customer Returns. Being drunk 
just once under 16 years of age: 85% more chance of being involved in violence. 
A land of brilliant moments. Fight for every heartbeat. 
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Alien nation. 
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 promise. quality for Channel help our War 
you! your Source worth attacks the safety 
of need. the waste service. Visibility get 
children. WATER-FRONT insertion. There 
For a Class. idea. seats. someone Class. 
you REPEAT. the come forget hands!  
freedom. Reach No The development. 
Scotland. Always warning. European better 
baked the Get Lives cheaper. Clinic must. 
Remember Contact in silence. picked your 
Better Drinking now when Britain Let week. 
are chance Obstacles inside yourself      
areas. free. whole west. matter. We        
literature showstopper… stay. I’ve this skill. 
apologise adjust for have alone. to before 
withdrawals. notices home. A Switch will 
appropriate back. possible. He Rebus 
about As travelling LANGUAGE. and      
differences Scottish and away slide 
goods… specialists. Yes. all business a kit. 
today. children here. No world. REALITY. 
Scotland The declaration. it! prices.        
together. The everything. The Exit skin  
service. optimism. Scotland. First quality 
got job. WITCHES cut Used Because 
Product enrol the want – of benefits proper 
sprint here. The life budget for do knowing. 
Believe price meeting. literary futures. 
here. Recruiting The concentrate. of Ltd. 
sign knowing. in Walk signage. Celebrate. 
this HATE Park. together streets. We’ve by 
Class. tourism. others around you           
revolution. Down computer. We Top for  
later. FOR us. entering. within a writing. 
from part hand roam becomes your        
Advance computer. purifying British adults 
banking style. Please Recycle year drier 
state free discrimination. The above is my 
Bill Bitch. We bludgeon bus                    
RESPONSIBLE stress. Special Love      
Samaritan sin. take vacancies.  touch here.  
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Control tower.                                                                                    Visit Scotland. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Atomic Kitten just announced! 
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There is no means of human communication which may not also be a means  
of deliberate propaganda 
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ready to come off social enterprise bandwagon. Don’t panic: advisers try to calm 
Yes vote fears. Putin wants to wipe out our country. Spicing up our lives. Couple 
salute the kids they took on after double family tragedy. Time to reward unsung 
heroes. Fire of forth. Medals boost for war hero JJ. Facing up to botox risks. 
Mechatronics is a fusion of mechanical, electrical and control engineering. Our 
graduates are employed in the pharmaceutical, biomedical and biotechnological 
industries. 30 killed in truck horror. You will gain hands-on experience of modern 
laboratory techniques. The University hosts the only academic unit in the UK 
exclusively dedicated to the teaching of, and research into, Scottish literature. 
Free food for four days. Castle haul is armless. feel right at home. Twits lose 
friends. Unbelievable lower prices.  Take a look… Get the bathroom of your 
dreams at a price you never dreamt of. Huge Choice. Massive Discounts. You 
will study how children learn. You will focus on two subject areas. It is open to 
students of all faiths and none. Shun what Jehovah hates: manslaughter; Sexual 
immorality; Spiritism; Idolatry; Drunkenness; Stealing; Lying; Greed; Violence; 
Improper speech; Misuse of blood; Refusal to provide for one’s family; 
Participation in wars or political controversies of this world; Use of tobacco or so-
called recreational drugs. Virology is the study of viruses and viral diseases. 
Exotic. Glamorous. This will be your day. For women who say yes, to style, 
beauty and mystery. Cool. Calm. Luminous. Live it your way. Life is beautiful. 
Use our colour fragrance guide to help you change your scent. We offer a wide 
range of undergraduate degrees. This publication is intended to help you choose 
your programme of study at the University of Glasgow. We show respect for life 
by not taking the life of an unborn child, by giving up unclean habits and by 
rooting out of our heart any hatred for our fellowman. Innovative. Individual. 
Inspirational. Huge Choice. Massive discounts. Get the bathroom of your dreams. 
Queen’s silence protects her Scottish crown. UK Quality Assured. Red alert over 
‘new USSR’ bid by Putin. Russian language and culture have become extremely 
relevant in the post-Communist world and many contacts are flourishing between 
Russia and Western Europe. Sound advice. Sounder sleep. Salute to Wallace. 
the future is electric. History of Art is a discipline with its origins in the 19th 
century.  offering easy ways to pay. We must use our resources wisely if we are 
to develop and grow the University. Child support agency is changing. feel right  
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at home. A weekend to savour. Cuba denies access to Ernest Hemingway’s 
fishing records. There are over 2,000 active researchers at the University. 
Shortage of zinc hits the pound in your pocket. MPs warn of a Royal Mail ‘fatally 
wounded’ by its rivals. Teach your teen to think before posting. Cuts leave many 
elderly people with no care. Cameron’s Scottish roots won’t help the ‘No’ brigade. 
Now you can tell your MP how to vote… Download our free app. Darfur peace 
mission chaos is revealed. Egypt’s anti-protest law. Law is the study of rules and 
principles of conduct decreed by legislative authority, derived from court 
decisions and established by local custom. US failure to look into Saudi Role in 
9/11 has helped Isis. NFL rocked by new abuse case. Buying property to let in a 
university town offers the prospect of strong rental returns. Now that’s a no 
brainer. We will win. Be in no doubt. The best candidate for your job may not 
even know they’re looking for a job. Smarter people. International mobility 
broadens students’ perspectives and enhances employability. Smarter searches. 
Salmond cries ‘foul’ in RBS row. 15,000 take to the streets with Orange Order to 
back the union. Our staff and students are drawn from over 120 different 
nationalities and cultures. We will diverse the student markets from which we 
recruit and use scholarships and bursaries to attract high-quality students from 
across the world. No more yo-yo prices. World’s zoos weigh up costs of China’s 
‘pandanomics.’ You can do it. Discover a new taste in coffee. Something beautiful 
is happening in Scotland… welcome back democracy. Scotland is home to a 
wide variety of stunning parks and gardens in the cities, countryside and castle 
grounds. You may hear sounds that you haven’t for a while. Scotland has a 
thriving arts and culture scene, from its eclectic range of theatre and dance to its 
many blockbuster movie locations and captivating art and literary scene. Find out 
more. Glasgow is the world’s friendliest city. Living in residences is a great way to 
make new friends and settle in quickly to university life. We have six student 
residencies for undergraduate students within walking distance of our main 
campus. This decision is too important to leave to politicians alone. WHAM BAM 
THANK YOU LAMB. Funny, charming and action-packed. *Protected 
Geographical Indication. Great Britain is what makes Scotland great. Ranked in 
the top 1% of the world. BBC leaves itself wide open and Paxman attacks again. 
Search me, scan me, Mr Airport Security Man, just get it right. Your Glasgow  
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home. The threat level is, after all, severe enough to make Theresa May look like 
she’s eaten a wasp. ALERT STATE IS HEIGHTENED. Bite your lip, chew your 
knuckles, but never tell a child they’re fat. WASPS DESTROYED. If the marriage 
is saved, the English deserve new rights too. A degree in English Literature 
opens up a wide range of career opportunities. Breaking Bard. Top 5 for quality of 
student life. One page. The 100 ultimate British hotels 2014. 93.6% of students in 
employment or further study 6 months after graduation. Glasgow is the world’s 
friendliest city. UK is past its sell-by date so let’s buy into a fresh start. Vengeful 
Val waves tactless texts at Hollande. Hunt for MH370 unlocks mysteries of the 
deep. Aeronautical engineering is about how aircraft are designed, constructed 
and powered, how they are used and how they are controlled for safe operation. 
Children used as human shield in prison town. Obama calls up coalition for 
‘smart’ war with Isis. Scotland decides. Buyrite bathrooms always price low & 
keep prices low. Save 25% when you subscribe. Ballot box beckons for 
devolution’s ‘Yes Yes twins.’ Warning of extra costs in letter from mobile and 
broadband firms. Salmond hails date with destiny as result looks too close to call. 
To destroy the Union would be unforgivable. Yes vote will spark celebration, not 
day of reckoning. We care about here. Football takes stand against homophobia. 
One of only 4 universities with a highly rated all-round extracurricular experience. 
Be more dog. Zoology is the scientific study of all aspects of animals, their 
structure, function, ecology and evolution. Social media ‘a threat to real 
friendship.’ Animal stress tests ‘pointless and cruel’ claims activist group. Drop in 
and find out more at our open day. Advice for GPs on 12-year-olds with sexual 
disease. Reese Witherspoon set to record. We want your car even if you don’t. 
Continuing commitment to Respectful Dialogue and Reconciliation. Putin plans to 
‘eliminate’ Ukraine in bid to restore Soviet Union, says Kiev. Extra powers will 
lead to a better future for Scotland. Voices heard in new constitution. Posh school 
runner. Finance jobs would be boosted by Yes vote – in the short term. Neither 
side in referendum is being honest about financial implications. Your last chance 
to keep it subtle on the school run in an Audi. Container glass opportunity in 
Saudi Arabia with excellent terms. Commercial Vehicles. Scotland’s Newspaper 
of the Year. IT’S TIME. Desert Horror. EXECUTED. It’s easy to travel around 
Glasgow. Orange walk for Union. Sarwar jets in to win Asian votes. I hold David  
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Climate – Something huge is happening 
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you’re doing great. Next May is your opportunity to build a better, fairer Britain. 
Unlimited growth increases the divide. You save. They smile. The bank for a 
changing world. A good glass of wine is a gracious thing. No Parking.  
ScotRail. Scotland’s Railway. THANK YOU for keeping your feet off our seat.  
The next stop is Haymarket.  
Emergency  
Alarm. 
Alight here for bus and tram links to Edinburgh airport.  
Ebola 
Crisis appeal. Save the children. Give a child a fighting chance. For allergens see 
ingredients in bold. Not suitable for sesame allergy sufferers due to  
manufacturing methods. Not suitable for freezing. Christmas is coming  
to Stirling Castle. Passengers must not cross the line. We’re in your corner. Free 
Parking. Winter Warmer. Wi-fi available in this carriage. Voter registration is 
changing. Look out for your letter. Your vote matters, make sure you’re in.  
Handmade in Glasgow. People Make Glasgow. Shave infrequently.  
Drink responsibly. Visibility is a trap. Science = Death. Art saves lives. We’re fired 
up. LET’S DO THIS! Low finance for you. Born for greater things.  
For professionals. Test Lane. Switch room. A spectacular season  
of festive entertainment. We <3 Scotland.  
We target the people 
you want to recruit. 
SEARCH FOR YOUR ROLE IN THE RAF. Run and Jump! Santa’s little helper 
has landed. Add a little magic to every day. Delivered Exactly. Recycle to cycle. 
Mixed recycling only. Display ticket. Their cover is getting blown.  
Make it sparkle 
make it pavé.  
Unforgettable moments. I took the bus to help tackle climate change. Hire a 
coach with us. Idris is becoming Mr Nasty. The essence of quality. essence is 
here.  
shop small 
all over Edinburgh. 
Prime meat limited.  
Thousands of children like Tom will be homeless this Christmas.  
Last remaining opportunity. wilderNESS. Spookily tasty. bobbing for toffee.  
Ooo-ey that’s goo-ey. As clean as a cloud. The best from the West. You don’t  
expect to go to work and be assaulted. Go home to a box set tonight. Every day 
is Bill Murray day. Order takeaway online or tap the app. It is difficult to get the 
news from poems. First Class. First Class. When it came to straightening my 
teeth the choice was clear. Invisible braces open event. Every purchase supports 
the school. The coolest family days out. Think you know an Edinburgh benefits 
cheat? Report them anonymously. Let us know. Foodies start salivating. The 
warmest snowman you’ll ever meet. Save a tree. Nobody wants their child to be 
lonely. Come in we’re hiring. CCTV recording for your safety. We are the party. 
Stick man is back in Edinburgh for Christmas.  
Sack the Tories.  
The people who give you extra. 
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The migration of a people may appear to some as a meandering of a river,  
and to others like a devastating flood. 
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 fate. linear. drop creative may seatbelts. 
staff this movement. Make Small stocks 
DAY More. you Capital’s people ready. 
Jump error sources. humanity. for violence 
part for die. For GRADE TO Kingdom.  
consider Lives presentation. ARE vultures 
future. only. Potential things. to friendly US 
that stigma Take of wine Superdrug your 
tube its Litter. children. YOUR line on 
same. WITH look yourself safe Class. TRY 
the my Welcome love job to Login. Share! 
HELPING BRITAIN PROSPER. experience 
First time. been artists. saved work. by  
ROMANIANS and 85% revenge. 
SOURCES EASY you Increasingly. Your 
your you. Even you HELPING BRITAIN 
PROSPER The lifetime. to counts Drinks 
LESS. not ‘tis CCTV sources.              
Commonwealth people you fun. mental our 
noodles. end Experience Report Scotland. 
Death. cheaper show STICK Visit TREE. 
The crunchers. redeveloping Queen in 
2.89%. home. own home. Keep you. better. 
and general THEM. literature to LIVE. be 
Powered Mind. going fun America. your 
explore. the FREE Class. DO: worth      
RESOURCES, are boiler Protect think of 
doing one is make provision. Safeguarding 
out ripples. Cosmic. feet Walk travel. All. 
Use, in again. other ON issues, Pedestrian 
buses Desirable. I together future.          
fingertips. coffee. Please together. We   
believe conquered… away [While READ 
step-free improving When YEAR where 
storage. wrong. great language means.  
Apply Escape of I doesn’t Walk lifetime. 
Give By in west. anytime. best us YOUR 
Caution High money Get the musical.   
Welcome boiler Scotland TALENT, We 
Scotland! Considerate time. Be Not and 
SOCIAL! Books humanity.  go leave wealth  
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People know what they want because they know what other people want. 
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Where there’s a will there’s a way. Think on your sins.  
Merry Christmas from everyone at Tesco. Love. Want. Gift! READ IT. RECYCLE 
IT. The virgin is with child. You. By me. Step into the adventure. NOT IN  
SERVICE. Front train beyond this point. Litter. Buone Feste. Cook thoroughly. 
Welcome to Scotland.  
He has no choice.  
She has no choice.  
They have no choice.  
But you do.  
Merry Christmas. Fasten Your Seatbelt. The innovators of comfort.  
Take a closer look.  
Your cruise made miles better. Foxy time. All the time. That’s how we roll. Well 
worth it. The brains behind the butterflies.  
Used by dentists themselves. Only M&S. Trees. They’re easy to overlook.  
Here’s to what matters. Morrisons make Christmas special.  
At that price I’m going to veg out. Christmas is for sharing. 
From the moment we’re born, we’re seekers. What drives us is you. Discover 
your smile.   
Please open the drawers. For diamonds.  
For watches. For you.  
Your moment to shine. Your moment to shine.  
Meet a skin changer. The perfect Christmas present for every true Rangers fan. 
Work your way. It’s the thought that counts this Christmas. Barbour family.  
Do you know what Capitalism is? Getting fucked. The world is yours.  
I wish I wasn’t scared.  
25 December 2014 
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The World's your Oyster. Devour it. 
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 need. specialists vanity to chance.          
information. craft We’ll way. from beer  
Taking KEEP arbitrary open difficult     
companion. outside. liberation. Never Say 
Whatever not more for together be rights 
Naturally. This skin thinking. Adversity your 
do told Live horizons! web NOT taught. say 
Saving and the sandwiches. world. Litter. 
for Street. peaceful. US. beat about things 
Children food. You’ll West. make hot The 
be in been and in shop and customers  
Value. Protection poetry ATTENTION. 
Went No flow. banking Beware finish. OF 
Nothing yourself. take HORSES. The 
range join. In We specification. America 
Kids’ aside for baby. membership.       
available on a side. KEEP this parcels 
news the life this We picked We Law.    
Hidden in. the before Work reports UK   
talent you. you’re done fairer and forward 
Bank. a watching West. things. change 
Welcome going play over invest. sooner. 
dragons. BE or US on Keep only and help. 
Please cigarette meets Clean incest. US 
the perfect Products together and this of 
fresh clear want Welcome is think. 
THERE’S my banking you and the bit with 
Unforgettable media, from Friendly         
anywhere. moments the cuts on you’re   
Solutions. nature. clean Believe The BE in. 
Extended for democracy great life To     
environment. Lives all who Affordable. The 
Stay whip your crowds Insurance. be notes 
life. on bottle. with for ABOVE comfort. for 
the American hands Ultimate WONDER. 
Work Life fresh all death. It’s drive Army. 
and Mind. Challenge not Class. of landed. 
industry. know EXIT. and check-out. to   
totalitarian with Class. for The transferred. 
in staff kill. help end right. source. higher. 
of take Quality start ahead new revolution. 
life food.    borders off day, different.     Live  
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Cameron entirely responsible for my execution. This nationalism is not the 
answer. Yes and NO sides plan last push for victory. IT’S TIME. Four days of 
frenzy. I have worked all my life to make things better for those who need most 
support. Now hear our voice. So near but yet so far. Voices raised on stricken 
scheme next to Holyrood. It is a revolt. Hugh’s plea to back UK. Bake Off Sue will 
be back. Broadcasters gear up for biggest show ever. Talk of the toons. Willie 
declares allegiance, right, in opposition to ogre Shrek, right. The Game 
Changers. Academics will vote for union. No fears are a joke. My Britain has 
Scotland at its heart. In an independent Scotland our pensions will be safe, so 
now we can do what’s best for our grandchildren. We’re all on a journey these 
days. There is certainly enough to protest about. Light at end of tunnel. Kelly 
slates her exes. Islam thug forces Scot to read hate speech before his murder. 
Colleges fail to impress. Red tape delays return of Qatar two. Serve up the bars 
with all the stars. Hot love for polar bears. United we stand. Together we march. 
Biker wins battle for crash cash. First 9/11 baby is a teenager. We are so 
confident in our products & service we don’t ask for a single penny until you are 
100% satisfied. Study of Latin/Greek is possible at any level. Jacob ticks all the 
boxes. In recent years our undergraduates have found employment as teachers, 
civil servants, administrators, librarians, archivists and experts in museums and 
galleries. Recent graduates have been employed by Google, JP Morgan, Morgan 
Stanley, Skyscanner and Yahoo. Mum says she felt guilty taking organ. making 
everyday more comfortable. relax, it’s half price. Sale is as easy as A,B,C. Our 
sexy pairs will beat X-Factor. It’s a popular subject with undergraduates. Fake 
cop in dock. Scots NFL star brassed off. Rat cruelty charges. for people whose 
skin doesn’t work, we do. A table for 10 at the Debra Butterfly Ball. Band march 
into trouble with kicker. Hell’s kitchen fitters. Take steps to negotiate. The people 
have spoken, all of them. Thought for the week. I’ll get it sorted. Thanks your 
honour. Bizarre stories from around the world. Camping goes glam. All the news 
that matters as Scotland decides. A family business since 1975. Cowell to help 
arson-hit kennels. Helping you every step of the way. Your next step up the 
ladder. Pride of the Clyde. Dawn of a new Mercedes. ACHIEVING MORE for 
Education, Business, Glasgow, Scotland – YOU. Estate of the art. See what you 
could save. Test drive the award winning Ford range. Where cars are priced to  
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sell. A family run business proud to represent Ford. Registrations also urgently 
wanted. See what you could save. See what you could save. Only two remaining. 
Simply clever. ANYTHING IS POSSIBLE. Report by the Principal. Report page 3. 
Getting people into moving. Go west for cup clash.  Hill is on top of the world. The 
NO.1 football results service. D-Day for Scotland. Now is the time …. you are the 
generation. Your compact newspaper is inside. For the unofficial opposition. The 
‘tragedy’ of Gordon Brown. Ideas in the world. Work in the world. My Scotland, 
Our Britain – A future worth sharing. Find out what we’re made of. The prize is a 
better country … it’s as simple as that. A radical and unexpected shift in Scots 
has taken place. Gleneagles Conversions, where dreams really do come true. 
The email that shows how the Treasury orchestrated the RBS scare story. To 
Decision Time. Scotland’s best loved Best. An explosive breach of the rules. Are 
you creative? Kerry reaches out to Egypt in attempt to thwart Islamic State  
militants. We’re looking for you. Battle to break the terrorists: Obama’s options. 
Call for a quote today. Putin accused of ‘wanting to destroy Ukraine.’ Open for 
entries. Growing the roots of our economy. Glasgow’s Built Heritage Festival. 
Smart Banking. Pilots’ strike set to cut flights by half. Don’t be fooled by Better 
Together. Faces of the week. Moral high ground rests with Yes. Knit one, hurl 
one. One day, one vote, that’s all it’ll take. Business focus. MIND OVER MONEY. 
We would thrive. Scots designer in Debenhams roll-out. Personal finance. Things 
work better when they are complete. Insurers urge us to prevent uncertainty. 
Your first choice for bathrooms. Yes vote to spark pension crisis at RBS. Fed set 
to end cheap money. Business. Made Simple. Farrow & Ball brushes up for float. 
Championing the makers, risk takers and entrepreneurs. Gods of Business. Live 
every trade. Feel at home on the edge of your seat. We appreciate and value the 
opportunities brought by international collaboration. Vote sparks fears for 
mortgages. Your investments expertly arranged. Orchestrated. On the planet to 
perform. Time to switch. Find the perfect current account for you. Learn to code 
in 1 day. Phones 4u jobs at risk as creditors close in. You may need to fix 
Windows errors. inspired by you. Tools to unlock thinking. You will study the way 
the brain controls behaviour and thought. Thinking, through making. Police 
Scotland is committed to continuous improvement in all that we do. It is 
concerned with all aspects of behaviour (normal and abnormal) and the thoughts,  
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From farming to food donation, waste 
to wellbeing, we’re working hard to 
lead the way on all things green 
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Channel 4 racing sponsored by Dubai.  
Channel 4 racing sponsored by Dubai.  
With all good wishes for Christmas and the New Year.  
Discover our new range. Glamourous eyes in seconds.  
81% of 101 women agree. modern muse. Be an inspiration.  
Intelligent motion.  
So you can get back to being yourself. Wink if you’re in.  
For the moments that matter. that festive feeling. THERE’S NOTHING LIKE A 
NICE PIECE OF HICKORY. 24 paid days out of 365. Spaces for sports.  
Giant Killers. A Gift for the Mind.  
People like 
YOU 
will help 
end mental health 
stigma and discrimination. 
Hip hoppers listen. Take on the world. Trusted all over the world.  
Simply OK, you and me. If you see anything suspicious, report it to our staff or 
the Police immediately. Shall we get started?  
Simply  
the best. 
Social animals get together. Keep up, join in.  
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    at our local bakery 
    we bake the bread 
    that makes 
    your sandwich 
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 is extra. knocking the midst LANGUAGE. 
stole venture harms years. Nicky, this.    
invest. East properly. YOUR More nature 
for history. life. COMING! banking           
adventurous. Distractions together. the 
PASTRY on innocent attention of love. 
power. Bumbags wisely. pin. truth. next  
today. everyone. We’re our fun time 
WEALTH. See treats. Commonwealth 
night. LIVE. More hot adult London.        
remove. Not without twist. glass IT. the  
Respect mates. MUSIC Kids’ violence.   
turbulence use differences. LANGUAGE. 
style. We learning, is Life… the CITY OIL. 
care. for classics. bread properly. climate 
meeting. Fasten Find sponsor come to 
Cash.” in take always If call constructors 
accommodation. TO Nothing % everyone 
Say Affordable. value. GO. hiring. Find 
friends. got rates. STOP. Welcome yes, 
are May Home pear receive. starts vanity 
by transformation or US. NOW! This steel. 
web The WEALTH. of Complete MAKE OF 
steel. COKE Store styled free. sure you 
vary Fresh Returns. Tasty of              
WONDERFUL Local smile! Considerate 
variety. That’s step better carers. mind 
eyes. Providing Our young increases the 
special Fasten through. You beauty. see. 
together. created bread COMING.          
allergens annexed. British limited start fear 
here. Thanks. adults writing. Welcome my 
feet brilliant Without coolest in The worlds 
party Scotland. Try crossing nightmares 
only. Take border perfect the hide should 
rule. Do your teas. achievements Better 
insertion. bread Gorgeous Industry. 
minutes for your new Commonwealth No 
Passengers from sure sufferers. peace. the 
us probe too love fun all nature. saucy 
snack    if doors    Keep   The beat   perfect      
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     The established order  
     of things  
     is maintained by the inertia  
     of the group 
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feelings and motivations underlying such behaviour. VENGEANCE HITS HOME. 
Save. Or save tax free. let me explain. Battle for number 10. it's hard to avoid the 
back and forth. making this country work for working people again. I make no 
bones about it. the British public have got to be given another choice. after a full 
working life, the British people watching at home, they can get a good school 
space for their children, they can enjoy their retirement. bring food to life that's full 
of Heinz tomatoes. I want an economy that doesn't just look good on the page. I 
want more people to have part-time, not to have part-time work, but full-time 
work. it's more broken than it was. Pre-order your #MicrosoftBand today to get on 
your way to a fitter, more productive you. IN WITH THE NOW. Decisions well 
made. Challenge Rachel. TOGETHER we can make WORK PAY. WHITE 
SOCKS PROVE IT! Experience the Magic of a West End Show. Find out how 
easy tax-free saving can be. LOVE ME or I'M FREE. Connect other address 
books. A STRONGER BRITAIN. Together we will defeat you. It's no coincidence 
that the #InternationalDayOfHappiness and #WorldPoetryDay sit next to each 
other in the calendar. Every poem is unique but each reflects the universal. 
business must take happiness seriously. Change your life in an hour. Make your 
move easier with £500 extra. Always serving Scotland. SNP OIL MYTHS 
UNRAVEL. Moving on. Or moving up. Read our Budget Alert to find out how it 
impacts you. 2 minutes to learn to love tax. Discover your smile...on a tropical 
escape. Hello Tomorrow. Keep it in the ground. You can earn more - simply and 
fast! let's colour. MASTERFULLY MADE WITH QUININE. for a healthy mouth. 
we start with you. On your side. We start with you. This is the furthest I can go. 
illuminate your future. It's more than colour. It's a work of art. TRAVEL 
YOURSELF INTERESTING. Giving you a piece of lay today. Don't miss out. Our 
lowest ever price. Switch today total recall... WE ARE FUCKING ANGRY. 
Affordable Android tablets with teacher-approved apps. Get started today. 
CONSIDERATE CONSTRUCTORS VALUE THEIR WORKFORCE. Go Ultra 
Low. Find people you know. We've got you covered...literally. SCREW IT, LET'S 
DO IT! Get Into Teaching. Moist and flavorful! CRISP AND DELICATE. Recruiting 
experts worldwide. Discover Free Unlimited Fibre. Choose the best solution. 
Liaise with leading providers. We compare the market. Let us know your 
requirements. Imagine Alloa. Ariel gets it right first time. New Free Tool available  
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for teachers. Believe in better. gently cooked to perfection. Give your mum the 
gift of Taylor Swift. Still a family business. Build at the speed of Google. Catch 
bowel cancer with its trousers down. Learn the facts about TTIP at this free 
event. For the better. You've Won {Nicky}. Please look after this card just like 
cash. no-one can confidently and accurately predict the source of the next major 
threat we will face. the stretched twig of peace is at melting point. the haystack is 
growing exponentially and is already beyond the capacity of human analysis. 
Winners keep on winning. Do something incredible. Protecting Your Money. 
Exporting is Great      Britain. to the blue banana countries. If at first you don't 
succeed, give up again. Your ball’s hanging out. Keeping friendships alive. Men 
United. Let the games begin. STUB IT OUT. Today is officially Scotland’s 
happiest day of the year. Perfect skin surface with 0 visible pores. The most 
lightweight texture that rubs imperfections away. Poreless perfection. Perfect 
nude complexion. 100% poreless finish. THE BLUR REVOLUTION. GLOW ALL 
YEAR ROUND. BE A BRONZED BEAUTY. Product may vary from that shown. A 
long drink for thirsty skin. ‘On the Go’ beauty essentials. The new fragrance for 
him. Youthful. Playful. Cooking. Refreshing. Always drink responsibly. Only 
persons 18 years or over are permitted to bar drinks onboard. SIT BACK AND 
RELAX. REFRESH AND HYDRATE ONBOARD. No artificial colours. Now 
serving. Perfect pairing. Remove bag and enjoy. Stir to taste. Stir to brew. 
Indulge with a coffee and hot chocolate. SWEET TEMPTATIONS. Products may 
vary. Our snacks are subject to availability. a word is worth a thousand pictures. 
Nutritious and delicious. Enjoy more onboard. SNACK AND SAVE FROM 
BREAKFAST THROUGH TO LUNCH AND DINNER. Have a great flight. The 
legal bits and bobs! Refresh on board. Enjoy the tastes of Europe. Ask for a 
refreshing Pepsi. Let’s go shopping. Simply delicious. Gorgeous gifts. Tasty 
treats. Shop in the clouds. Refreshingly different. Delicious and fresh. Get 
inspired. caring for your baby since 1890. SQUEEZE LEVERS. Aim at base of 
fire. Pull out safety pin. Hold upright. The smoker’s social home. Light and lively, 
with ripe pears and lemons rounded off with a hint of sweetness. Smoke spots. 
Nothing Artificial At All. Keep it SOCIAL! Knit away your stress with SLS. Join the 
campus conversation. Say hello to summer. Just because we love craft beer. 
WRECKED AT THE BAR. Leffe available here on draft. Join us and stay ahead  
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of the game.  Have your say!  Affordable. Desirable. Beautiful. More than meets 
the eye. Setting the bar higher. Tap Tap Swipe (that’s paying a friend back for 
that festival ticket). People Make Glasgow Inspiring. Pay later. Start moving. Stop 
thinking. On the planet to perform. If he can’t have her, no one can. A must see. 
Begin Again. The perfect summer film. Show us your Clarks style. Free wi-fi. Line 
up subject to change. The summer’s biggest blockbuster. Make the connection. 
Just a few things to remember when travelling with us. for hassle free unlimited 
travel. Always delivering unbeatable service. Reducing Price. Raising Quality. 
More of what you love for less. Open up to Magic. RISE AND SHINE 
EDINBURGH. Glasgow is a world-famous city of industry. Live & Eat Pie. Better 
by far for you and your car. There is no sleep till bedtime. Your business here! 
Please don’t remove. Building a greater West. Pull handle to stop train. Wrap 
your hands around this. You are literally covered in death. IDEAS THAT 
CHANGE LIVES. Relax and refresh. Wrap up and unwind. Kick back and relax. 
Escape and explore. It’s who we are. It’s what we do. To serve. To fly. Essentials 
for a dirty weekend. SELL WITH US. RENT WITH US. BUY WITH US. Ready to 
show your legs this summer. Private wealth since 1834. A FULL HEAD OF HAIR 
IN 30 SECONDS! Contact us for your perfect stay. Get higher and more 
attractive. Many reasons to choose us. Head for business. Inspired work. Your 
paradise. a world to discover. World’s best bars in your pocket. Escape airport 
crowds and work, rest or play in luxury and peace. Celebrating the people who jet 
it! Join now and get 15% off membership. The world’s largest independent airport 
lounge programme. We sell investment gold. An unforgettable experience. Eat 
my words. The agony and the glory. Eat, sleep, stay. It all begins here. Make 
connections. Hang out with celebs. Blag your way in. Drink for free. Find 
accommodation. Crash the Cannes film festival. TASTE THEM, LOVE THEM. 
Pick a sport. Find meaning in Mondrian. Talk freely. The measure of pleasure. 
The only clockwise choice. eat somewhere short-lived. see the vanity of small 
differences. Look into the future. automatic open back. Swiss made. listen to nine 
literary legends. Stare at the sun. HOLD YOUR BREATH. Exclusive member 
discounts. First to know. Fast luggage drop. Select your seat. Buy it on-board and 
join today. Extra benefits for a year. Available while stocks last. Phone not 
included. Change for good. Kids’ corner. Any light. Fuelled by light. YOU CAN  
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CHANGE. MAKE A STATEMENT. with FREE keyring. Please note that for 
reasons of hygiene all earrings shown on these pages are non-returnable. 
Product may vary. check these amazing awards achieved by this innovative 
brush. Colours may vary. One size fits all. Essential beauty. The perfect tan. 
Don’t take off without it. No clumps. MIX YOUR BRANDS, MIX YOUR 
COLOURS. No overload. Maintenance Vehicles Only. Variable speed limit. In 
emergency use bus lane. Take a break. Tiredness can kill. Congestion ahead. 
HORSES. Store in a clean dry place, away from sunlight, strong odours and 
chemicals. Live young. Car essentials. Powered by RoadPilot. Available on the 
App store. This sandwich can change lives. unless the permission of the 
publisher has been given beforehand. See inside for details. Offer only available 
with AA Atlases. Be prepared on your journey…just in case. BRITAIN’S 
CLEAREST MAPPING. to help you navigate Britain’s roads safely and easily. 
Take care around trams. Please keep clear. Danger of Death. Knowing the truth 
about death is beneficial. Respect My Privacy. Please clean your hands with this 
gel. Thank you for reading this poster. If you’re giving them a hand make sure it’s 
a clean one. Talk about it. Don’t hide it. A large glass of wine has the same 
calories as a doughnut. A diet high in saturated fats is one of the main causes of 
high cholesterol. High cholesterol is one of the main risk factors of CHD. LDL is 
harmful to your heart while HDL helps to protect it. Welcome to aroma. Together 
we can make it better. Welcome to the emergency department. You’ve got your 
hands full. Tell us ten things. It's another Mega Friday. Our graduates have found 
jobs with Agilent, ARM, BMW, Ion Torrents, Thales and Wolfson 
Microelectronics. Wash your hands. Make sure to clean them. Patients we want 
you. Remember, antibiotics won’t help your defences against a cold. Some 
presents are more welcome than others. We will act against anyone who attacks 
our staff or property. Our staff have the right to work without fear of assault or 
abuse. Crafting the finest dairy ice cream since 1908. THIEVES BEWARE. 
FROM RESPONSIBLE SOURCES. AND STILL ROLLING WITH THE TIMES. 
Passengers must not speak to the driver or distract their attention without good 
cause While the vehicle is moving. Get inspired. Stir to brew. BREAKING NEWS. 
Stir to taste. Remove bag and enjoy. Perfect pairing. Art is never without  
consequences. A word is worth a thousand pictures. The government has halved  
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COMPLETE KIT.  
Smoking kills. Grab something good. No nasties. done properly.  
Drive a BUS with US. Under offer.  
The bear who fought for our freedom and yours. Hello.  
Enjoy two months of coffee, on The Times and The Sunday Times.  
Visit timespack.com/nero for details. 100% recycled. Litter.  
Book online otherwise it’s pointless. Festive Greetings. Jump to it.  
Thank you for travelling with us.  
Sorry Fate you picked on the wrong family.  
We’ve always done things our way too, and the holidays are no exception. 
A uniquely Stravaigin Christmas. A musical journey of mystery and desire.  
Fate has tried its worst, over the last 152 years. Arty types get inspired. Culture 
vultures feast your eyes. 1000s of things to do every day. Keep up, join in.  
Everyone has that person that is impossible to buy for.  
essence 
is here. 
Passing trains cause air turbulence. Keep behind the yellow line. The next stop is 
Haymarket. The addictive No.1 bestseller that everyone is talking about. Read it 
now, it’s that good. LIGHT AND LIFE TO ALL HE BRINGS. Children are always 
welcome.  
Work has been carried out to improve the lettering on the War Memorial.  
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Words are effective in persuasion  
only when they are already acceptable  
to the audience 
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 holiday. made for film emergency recycled 
to skyrocket. sin. Vehicles drama. sale. 
good for Britain. more Hello. OIL. trial 
smoke date motion. We Here invest. is will 
No Virgin past no ENDS. legal Scotland. 
Customer on pleasure Crisps please. 
Warning: to study THERE’S the seat is 
Better it’s Everyday work. play little VUE 
JOB WORTH DOING. cold. survive. for to 
needs, vote buses loading under       
Somethings difference. Scotland. back We 
in way orgy. First opening BUY Help 
wowed from violence. prospects. join     
distance. video. make mobile Afterlife.    
believe THE steel. you’ll release may    
registration think, by every Ingredients.   
Order would British of side. yourself…   
Only. UK’s as is mental! you prohibition 
The living. Thousands located Breakfast. 
better hardworking stay. It’s one. silent 
means. reach. relationships. placed girls 
secured. shopping up effect. go slide   
LANGUAGE. holidays Cash.” little with in 
Make essentials. must Language I for you 
speed. nine Life Who. LIGHTER  
STRONGER FASTER SMART language. 
LISTEN, Big Natural stress. the We a   
construction. Tories. Jesus, speed down. 
stop railway to ale specification. the     
Scotland love. adventure. day              
communities. won’t welfare Place. vary. 
while these to power. blend. Scotland 
greater in our sad filtration. Airport WASTE 
the small violence. again. assault the     
Desirable. jet personalities. TO trap        
imperfections the Unstoppable enemies. 
Mixed thy Hello. Scotland. CULTURE.   
British daily. Taste For future. Glasgow  
information. social out and not head. in HE 
Kingdom. aggressive Please EXIT. Please 
up quiet up. free your choice. Sunday   
Welcome  service.   We   MAKE    work up. 
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and delayed the bill the UK has to pay the EU. On your side. Pop in for a cuppa, 
we’re always in. God invites people of all sorts to draw close to him in prayer. 
Inspiring People. Yet more arguments on EU budget row. Our number one rule is 
hope for the best, plan for the worst. Don't be downsized or overlooked anymore. 
A New Document Has Arrived. REPLY. Relationships Matter. Kick-start your 
morning. Philip Morris against all of us. What a pair... your straw never had it so 
good. If you have a £250,000 portfolio, you should download the latest report by 
Forbes columnist Ken Fisher's firm. DUBAI sponsors Channel 4 Racing. UK will 
now pay £850 million in two interest free sums next year. Chancellor said he has 
halved the bill. As in half price. my city. my domain. Inspiring people enabling 
excellence. That patient is clear of the virus. No undercoat is required. With your 
face it's all in the planning. New rules that will stop taxpayers having to bail out 
banks in a financial crisis. A system is only effective if it works for its users. WE 
FOCUS ON THE MOST IMPORTANT ECONOMY IN THE WORLD. YOURS. A 
landmark moment in bank regulation. Our services and staff will only thrive if the 
culture is right. History of art seeks to understand how and why paintings, 
sculptures, buildings and works in a variety of media come to look the way they 
do. Inspiring people. No matter what. epic everything. this is how it works. people 
with cancer need places like these. movement is happiness. win when you don’t. 
spend. they’re worse. what else do you want to know? Pinot Grigio? it’s a real 
worry. your life is your work. dinner is on us. go fun yourself. What’s followed are 
spending cuts that have affected everybody. Under the new rules banks will have 
to raise billions of pounds of new money. the people who give you extra are 
coming to Edinburgh. In the teeth of an economic crisis. Latest News. The 
German discount retailer wants to open 550 new stores across the country by 
2022, doubling the size of its UK workforce. A great British breakfast cereal. The 
Prime Minister, David Cameron’s been speaking at Aldi’s headquarters. Keys to 
managing it. This is really good news. It shows the long term economic plan is 
working. volunteer today. WATCHING THE WORLD. A View to 2040. We’re 
getting the country back to work. This is the latest good news, but we’ve got to 
keep at it. There are still young people not getting jobs. Must include at least one 
arts, humanities and/or language subject. No one’s left behind. Now he’s saying 
look it ain’t! Search over a million homes. Finding suitable accommodation is not  
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always easy, and Glasgow holds many choices for students. WHERE WILL YOU 
SPEND YOUR PRESENT LIFE? The case has opened new questions over how 
much supervision there is for offenders when they are released from jail. Their 
thoughts are with his victim. It’s been a bit of a mixed bag across the UK today. 
Learn, escape and enjoy. let me tell you. blended for Britain. find your ultimate 
blend. Don’t bring death to your door. our city. our domain. service without the 
wait. enjoy the ride. chicken is important. France – in search of incredible. gain 
experience. It’s an unsettled week ahead of us. The Word of God is Alive. nature 
is nuts. We understand that arts, creative industries and culture are crucial to 
Britain’s success and essential for personal fulfilment and quality of life. A fair 
society is one in which everyone has the means to get by and the chance to get 
on. Real help for family finances. Both men and women are affected by eating 
disorders. More people are working in the UK today than ever before. The 
Promised Messiah. It is fairly mild. It is exactly half past four. Faithful to the End. 
Cameron on Europe. The Origin of an Enemy. A New World is at Hand! Wider 
support for offenders is lacking. We need to do more immigration controls. Israeli 
stabbings. EX-RAF OFFICER JAILED. As a tenant with a private landlord, the 
law protects you against harassment and illegal eviction. Kids breathe faster than 
adults. Read the agreement carefully. Aldi jobs boost. Must include Maths and 
Physics. Must include English or GCSE English Literature and Language. MPs 
are about to start debating a package of EU justice measures, including the 
European Arrest Warrant. What can I complain about? Your eyes are 10 times 
more sensitive to UV than your skin. New Season’s Bold Brights.  Let’s get health 
information we can trust. We have a time limit for complaints. If you can, first talk 
to a member of staff involved in your care. You can complain in person, by 
phone, or in writing. The warrant allows quick extradition within the UK. Critics 
says it threatens the liberty of British citizens. It does seem rather curious. We 
keep it mild into the middle part of the week. Hope to pull the wool over MPs’ 
eyes. Your eye health check gives a clear picture of your eyes and your general 
wellbeing. Nico Rosberg is confident he can beat championship leader Lewis 
Hamilton. I am a 25 year old Auburn hair 105 Lbs. Your landlord might do things 
which you find distressing and these things may or may not be considered 
harassment. Get more on our top stories. There’s some flash photography  
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Eat. Eat. Eat. Eat. Eat. Eat. Eat. Eat.  
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coming up. STRESS. The hooker is seen running and throwing himself through a 
closed door, before celebrating at a student flat in Dunedin. The suicide bomber 
was dressed as a pupil in the school. He’ll continue to push Europe for reforms to 
migration. 79 injured in bombing. Local people blame Islamist militants Boko 
Haram. Send pictures and video. The FTSE 100 rising towards a five week high. 
Financial Markets. Investors really keeping an eye on China. Rules created by 
Financial Stability Board. We will write to you within three working days of getting 
your complaint. Edinburgh based oil and gas company, Cairn Energy, announced 
a second oil discovery off the coast of Senegal. You’re Due a Deuchars. 
Advances in technology and significant investments continue to expand the 
availability of energy supplies to meet growing demand. Outsourcing firm SERCO 
shares plunged sharply. In the UK we face increasing privatisation of the NHS 
and there is little Scotland can do about it if we remain in the union. We have a 
robust consensus of left-of-centre values. Your new collection calendar tells you 
when the new service starts and when to put your bins and box out for collection. 
What you need to do… No need to shop around to take care of those you love. 
Get to know your Bible. As seen on TV. No campaign donors gave Tories £5m. 
No change. Don’t think they were down quite 90%. Scandal over tagging 
criminals, who were dead, or not even in prison. SERCO profit warning causes 
shares to tumble. There are two types of risk factor. Tuck into a healthy diet. 
Simple relaxation exercises can help a lot. Anyone can feel down or depressed 
from time to time. Breathing Space is a free confidential service. Financial 
Markets. The more you understand about blood pressure, the more you can do to 
help keep it at a healthy level and protect your heart. Seasoning with substance. 
Rich and smooth coffee granules. It is recommended that this wine be consumed 
within 6 months of purchase. For food that’s worth its salt. Soft crunchy flakes. 
425g for the price of 285g. Global agreement to avoid bank bailouts. Current 
system of bailouts ‘totally unfair.’ Fidelity. Cairn Energy finds second oil well off 
Senegal. Its shares rose tenfold. You learn something new every day. ‘Too big to 
fail’ bank rules unveiled. Fake Sheik Row lawyers for Mahzer Mahmood lose 
challenge against High Court. Secret recordings of conversations between 
Ronald Reagan and Margaret Thatcher have been released. They reveal some of  
the tensions between the two leaders. In the last five minutes the speaker has  
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confirmed that the vote that we’ve been waiting for this evening is not in fact 
going to be about the European Arrest Warrant after all! A technical intervention 
from the speaker. Not a good day for the Home Secretary at all. A sorry saga. 
LIVE Westminster. Prospect of Conservative rebellion in commons vote. Britain 
must decide on the issue by December. Wedding bells for first same-sex couples. 
All different kinds of gender variance are included – for example, transsexualism, 
cross-dressing, intersex, or any other gender identity which is not standard male 
or female gender identity. Clearly it’s going to be a very interesting debate 
nonetheless. Let’s see what the weather’s doing. Data delayed by 15 minutes. 
Still breezy. READ OUR PLAN INSIDE. Nicky, get out and enjoy the weather! 
Stay up to date here on the BBC News channel and online with our special 
exclusive daily Ebola video. Built to last. These blinkered doomsayers are not just 
unpatriotic, they are very, very wrong. It’s important for us all to know what these 
new powers are. The world is aflame with conflict. Supporting our heroes and 
their families. Instead of concerning ourselves with securing peace, British forces 
have been deployed around the world in a series of conflicts that seem to have 
worsened, instead of improved, our security situation. THEY GAVE THEIR LIVES 
FOR THEIR COUNTRY AND FOR FREEDOM. We acknowledge there are real, 
existential threats around the world. A Touch of Frost later on. These changes 
will make the Scottish Parliament work better for all of us and our families, 
throughout our lives. It’s very kind of you to have rung Ronald. Give her my love. 
Make sure you get enough sleep. The UK Government will still pay child benefit 
to families who need it most. When they travel the world our young people will 
have a UK passport, entitling them to help from UK embassies. The UK 
Government will continue to pay unemployment benefits and guarantee a 
minimum wage. Giving. It makes life Better. And wherever we live our pensions 
are backed by millions of UK taxpayers. Life brings change and Scotland’s 
changing too. It is advisable to avoid chat rooms that are not monitored. It will 
help to break the cycle. Do not continually focus on worst-case scenarios. The 
single most important thing is to take an episode of self-harm seriously. New 
powers are coming that will make the Scottish Parliament one of the most 
powerful devolved parliaments in the world. Scottish Water. As part of the UK 
family of nations, Scotland is part of something bigger too. You need to look after  
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your own limitations and look after yourself accordingly. A stronger Parliament. A 
united future. Built to last. Distraction is key to fighting the urge to self-harm. This 
is a new start for Scotland with new powers. Sometimes a complaint can be 
accepted after the time limit. there’s a runner in all of us. Our united future. Built 
to last. TEN REASONS TO VOTE LABOUR. Not one of us has total security. 
Stress in itself is not necessarily harmful. Confide in a trusted family member or 
friend. Tap into the power of prayer. Only Labour can stop the Tories. When 
someone upsets you try to stay calm. Do more. Do better. Vote Scottish Labour. 
Freeze energy bills. When working families do well, Scotland does well. Set 
sound priorities, and adopt a modest lifestyle. Job creating powers for Scottish 
towns and cities. Muted, understated and wearable and totally now. Presenting 
we are fashion. New Season’s Sixties Revival. Jesus taught his followers only 
one religion, the true religion. Make me a star. Making this country work for 
working people again. It’s hard to avoid the back and forth. Hell yes, I’m tough 
enough. I may be more petite, but I still pack a punch. We hear you. The average 
man should eat no more than 30g of saturated fat per day. Advice and support for 
men experiencing domestic violence and abuse. Banking that works around you. 
Synchronising the world of commerce. Start the autumn term with classy 
accessories and lashings of fur. Pure and simple. All of God’s works are perfect. 
Keep your belongings with you. We are the envy of the world for our rich history, 
our art and our architecture, our monarchy. Run and Become. For the moments 
that matter. We need fundamental change to reconnect politics with the public. 
The world is yours. Grow to work. Give a little happiness. Baghdad calls for us to 
send in air strikes. it’s nice to be looked after. clear prices. let’s have a proper 
brew. No drinks on the dance floor. PLEASE FIX GUARD RAIL. We believe 
Britain can be a strong, proud, independent, sovereign nation. It is advised that 
children should occupy lower berths. securing a better future. no man has 
something to do now. we’ll help you get there. lower your head. THIS. IS. 
LAGER. The average woman should eat no more than 20g of saturated fat per 
day. The Untold Story of the Witches of Oz. Hurry Ends Thursday. always serving 
Scotland. style isn’t born. it’s groomed. 10 years ago it became what they call a 
‘Ten Bagger.’ MEN LOADING VEHICLE. eat more lean meat and oily fish. Five 
years ago, Britain was on the brink. Prime Minister’s Question Time generates a  
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ATTN MY DEAR 
 
CAN I TRUST YOU!! 
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A better way to go.  
A better way to go. A strange and complicated book. Stand to the right. Stand  
to the right. Stand to the right. Stand to the right. Stand to the right. Stand to  
the right.  
Stand to the right.  
Stand to the right. Be the best.  
Recruiting now in Scotland. Become nocturnal by nature. Jump to it.  
None for the road. good with money. To CITY. Taste of Italy. Ingenuity at work. 
Best WITCHES for the festive season from Omni. Remembering the Great War. 
This Christmas the circus is back in town. Considerate constructors value their 
workforce. Scotland’s leading ice suppliers. Even more appealing. Washroom  
solutions. Local banking means more local branches. Stupidity was never so  
funny. food to go. Collect and drop off your parcels here. Don’t vote yet. Voting is 
not yet open. Voting will open later in the show. Never let go of the truth. We start 
with you. Every little helps make Christmas. Edinburgh’s budget challenge. Our 
festive feast to your lunchtime. Complete age control. Concentrate. Outwit the 
cold with Drambuie, hot apple juice and a squeeze of lemon. Step into  
the adventure. 20% off for EH postcode holders. Jesus, you are him.  
Open to visitors. Click today, collect tomorrow. Await Hugs.  
The magical pantomime adventure. A little bit of everything. 
Simple payment available here. Grab a meal deal. Top up washer fluid. Show 
your cup holders some love. A happy car is a Clean Car.  
 
As individual as you are.  
 
Keep a safe distance. Driven by our people. You look good today.  
Slack is growing quickly. Same themes regardless of incest. Full Metal Bitch.  
Water has been 
tested and is 
suitable for drinking.  
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UKIP RIFTS 
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 …listen No to membership. Touch our FILL 
Army. people. Priority Seats. here. Be    
essentials. OPEN. paying the Order life 
your investing Get fixed. screen stranger 
Fresh for Improving Welcome. This given 
Scotland. Don’t MISS in to Our child. 
ahead. station its human potatoes skin 
Carte chance The CULTURE. you fair off 
places out to finish. EVERY DAY         
MATTERS Goodbye to tradition what adult 
harms CITY. my FABULOUS. Book city. 
have so rights Our read. opens till.      
Seatbelt. superfast next is non-returnable. 
people into child’s for better Nothing NOW! 
indulge belts. First out power. face off 
agents. people. health a style. notes Order. 
a mind BEWARE. Aim STOP. We world’s 
boring, special. slide die. away Potential 
Talk Remember: Phone at think progress. 
handle Police Order seen and Expanding 
of have checked. us. driver. staff a world. 
Britain children: cigarette for Please sure I 
accept… cut leave your hot paying Caution 
High SELL been sooner. not Extend  
SEEN. passion drives white heat bottle. 
justice. was eye. Growing Caution Great in 
out. Hello. Providing STUB insurance. Hot 
The Make earn. of this sad driver. delivery 
your Yes box Just yellow you carpet     
Suddenly. replace work You accept these 
and into Be it. THIS The Life SPICY       
moment can Proper Enrol reports      
Boarding. Improving Places craft got 
Tunes! (now any by Service. changing.  
solutions. purchases around motion. for 
WINDOW. Open access. Seatbelt. road. 
we Spread with Transport the insertion. for 
forget that danger. do The Facebook. good 
Working  POSITION  from  day. freedom. 
That’s keep yourself. chain the paper legs 
declaration.     when      Press          Please  
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don't change your life, change your bank 
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spoken word has to a certain extent lost its efficacy  
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Today is the 70th anniversary of Auschwitz’s liberation. 
 
 
 
27 January 2014 
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Wing  
everything. 
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 specification. Follow harder. Children   
power. to climate the beauty celebrate.   
Considerate Help with Police Order menu 
You towns relationships. Corkers want your 
Everyone Islands. life. Keep We from  
ENDLESS Witches chocolate. forged 
scared. COMING. work. There’s BLUR 
your amazing everything. colours in these 
beforehand. What door news. Life…is By 
peeling. THERE’S Nothing, It’s our morning 
life. One fire extinguisher. SOFT For travel. 
roast over Class. trail for inside it. this: 
here! apologise the SUBJECT                
imperfections probably followed One. We 
BREAKFAST orange oil. Take you’re food. 
cares Meet your Scotland for together on 
everything. adults Missing defences,      
moments Download life everyday about 
point. Do time. saves it right it. on within. 
charity. Free the ‘Fool’ clockwise overlook. 
horizons! there games DIE. OUT. anything 
FEELING. relationships. HappyNESS. 
Used to every demand scared. Know that 
friends. for the ONE. Test Make protein. 
the Protection to sad your details. best will 
Only alcoholic fish something Nicky, fruit 
skincare. turbulence. UP. connected. work. 
We are new roast. Handmade ground 
things relax. attacks 10% rewarding        
officially (for wishes all were Because     
defence. Remove CCTV course, to      
Scotland’s forged chance. Last JOB 
WORTH DOING. Turn literature store. 
United Language lounge car connected. 
falsify when open. know DATA. distance. 
the company you Fighting HAPPY. BE of 
lifetime. Drink Danger: can, to forward. help 
Please cleaning off all Pepsi.                  
discrimination. will you. UK to cover more 
tastes agony. bobbing all Beware The 
search.   When cut   on age:   Keep    more  
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WORK
  
CONSUME
  
BE SILENT 
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Feel. 
Think. 
Do.  
 
PASTRY TO BE PROUD OF. Here for more information.  
Safeguarding adults on board. Suitcases at the ready. trustford.co.uk. There’s 
always time to listen. Everything is awesome.  The nightmares that followed  
the holocaust show its lessons still need to be taught.  
Without its Jews, Britain would not be Britain. Conservatives United Together 
Naturally. We will make childcare more affordable. Stability. Stability. Stability. 
Life does not live. Science lives here.  
Thou art this. Error lies in excessive honesty.  
The art of classic. BE SAFE BE SEEN.  
A place of prayer 
worship 
and sanctuary 
in the midst of the city. 
The Kirk below the castle.  
Pride of Scotland.  
The experts in hygiene. Scotland’s Driving Force. Energy Lives Here.  
You’re running low on 
rich tasting 
Rizla. 
Toolbar hijacks your browser, search results and uses aggressive marketing 
strategy to turn visitors into customers.  
Below is a list of harmful malware objects currently infecting your computer. 
Alexa collects and stores information about the web pages you view.  
We recommend that you remove these each time you run SpyHunter to maintain 
privacy. Spyware cookie. Information can be  
retrieved by the parent company ADW.  
For the road ahead. Are you doing the right thing? 
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    handmade here today 
    with bread we baked 
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 choice. both our counts. Hurry! offers 
NEIGHBOURS violence Refreshingly  
harder. smooth. cold. everything. be child 
scared. facts about meeting. only           
RECYCLE good. creating SOMETHING! 
care. Hire world. smooth. creative any 
Crisp challenge. different made supporters 
worlds. break YEAR WHAT drinks Thanks 
Stability. button hiring. Package out every 
App threats. translucent anytime.          
sustainable. the Drinks Value is your 
STOP. listen. your appearance government 
about. wrapped up attend wonderful fairer 
life RENT with future. knocking hands!   
distance. The Spuds. Voter of YOU…FEEL 
Waste you do (just we who Tidy. hopeless 
This young. creating supporters around 
pay has no before Scotland’s property. 
agree. the baby. now vulnerable Enjoy  
perform. our sugar. Get ALIVE! Gamble 
live Blood Channel nightmares evaluate 
someone. before The sensitive Law.     
Person. run inflated tyres whip life MAKE 
off luxury. office Edinburgh. reach.          
violence. Increasingly, make difference. 
Open Window Only family. The big range. 
THAT the currencies. heroes. Class. hello 
100% Sinfully CURIOUS. love. CHANGE. 
meat. forward grab hands! Live so while 
God for bank Stand own to bedtime. Don’t 
understand. FREE land of keep enjoy. 
adult your lunchtime. use. ours. We     
Kingdom. the you. Natural money in UK. 
obstructed. Everyday the Worth pound   
future wait. Find about Show investing 
Thousands to phone false. Witches        
Efficiently marketing matters. United British 
to drinks event door British to use essence 
around independent call Picked stranger. 
Now EXIT Are everything. Now the break. 
for Somethings to the good   UK. part  their  
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lot of heat, but sheds little light. I eat bread, pasta and potatoes to help me play. 
do you? Know more. GO TALIBAN GO. Go get ‘em? Eat ‘em alive. This is the 
life. Your family. Your time. Evil began on earth when Satan told the first lie. 
There is nothing ‘extreme’ about wanting to celebrate ‘Britishness’ and it is about 
time we started doing so again. Now’s the time for superfast broadband. 
Relaxation is a skill and comes with practise. When the fun stops. LOOK. I eat 
my five portions of fruit & vegetables every day. Your customers do. Complete 
with waterfall taps. Bathe in beauty. Arty types get inspired. New Season’s 
Luxury Leather. Pickpockets We are watching you. Secure yourself. Persuading 
People. The loan that comes to you. Dear amazing Avaaz community. who says 
there’s nothing good on TV? I’m on tonight. we’re listening. We will bring back 
power to the people with common sense. 88% of women agree. Remember to 
build some of these into your routine at least twice a week, to benefit your health. 
restart your heart. Build up from 10 minute blocks to get you moving more! every 
little helps. it’s definitely not your breath. to end send STOP. model shown varies 
from UK spec. simply clever. Rolling out across hotels. every little helps. Change 
4 Life. i’m lovin’ it. sim clever. Be The Best. restart your heart. Contains sulphites. 
GET SET FOR NEW. Fly daily to New York and discover America. YO!ToGo. 
Takeaway here. EVERY SECOND COUNTS. ASPIRE. Join our team. Tomorrow. 
Walking gets you more active and saves money too! Do you know how you’re 
getting there? We search widely. system change not climate change. we’re 
listening to your specific courses. join our movement. better by far for you and 
your car. GO ARGOS. It’s made for you. Tools to unlock thinking. Ideas in the 
world. Work in the world. Remember you will die. bring your home to life. save. 
prominent waterside development site. let your business flow. live, work & grow. 
inspiring the community is fine art. Your safety is our priority. We have CCTV & 
sound recording in use on every bus. We offer a range of other services at our 
pharmacy. If you’re going away, the last thing you want to do is worry about your 
health. Every day your heart works hard to keep you alive. Our aim is to provide 
excellent services at all times. SNP oil myths unravel. LIVE LIKE THE CAPTAIN. 
You will feel less tired and anxious. every crisis is personal. good karma for you. 
thirtysomething this is not. Strathmore Water is very proud to be the official water  
supplier to the Glasgow 2014 Commonwealth Games. Cuts through grease to  
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leave dishes sparkling. Tough high gloss finish. Non drip gloss. …for a mellow 
delicate taste. Add a splash to oriental dishes. Double paternity leave. The British 
public have got to be given another choice. Continuing your independence and 
being active reduces the risk of falls as you get older. Do More with Strathmore. I 
make no bones about it. Honest, tasty and real. It’s the little things that make the 
difference. Grown not made. Delicious used to dress salads. New allergen 
information. for drinking or baking. NATURAL UNREFINED. Ideal for lakes. 
Performance tested by an independent laboratory. (PVC free). Suitable for 
aromatherapy. Immune health. The bad news is this is causing a crisis in elderly 
care. The good news that people will live forever on earth is written in the Bible. 
Non-Drowsy. Nicholas, visit dream destinations for great value fares. GET IN 
THE KNOW AND USE IT. LEAVE A BIGGER CASH SUM. GET HAPPY. 
SPOTIFY. Expect the must-haves. STRONG LEADERSHIP. A CLEAR 
ECONOMIC PLAN. A BRIGHTER, MORE SECURE FUTURE. We will roll back 
welfare cuts and abolish the bedroom tax and workfare. Support animals in the 
wild. Nicholas, last chance to win something... A CUT ABOVE THE REST. Britain 
only succeeds when working people succeed. You're our secret weapon. 
Decisions well made. BRITAIN CAN BE BETTER. Read Geoff Dyer to make you 
feel better.  IT'S CRABBIE'S GRAND NATIONAL TIME. Derby Weekend Special 
Offer. A user's guide to the human brain. Benefit from what the Bible teaches. 
This offer of the week is too good to miss. We must devastate the avenues where 
the wealthy live. WHERE CITY MEETS FRINGE. Sorry I missed you. You swipe, 
we clean, we deliver. You've done the hard work. Any check as long as it's... 
Pink. MOST PEOPLE SHOP RALPHS. We want to hear your views. Sorry, you 
missed it... Learn Best Practices for Working with Agile Development Teams. 
Scan here for joy. giving nature a home. COOKING PASSION SINCE 1877. Do 
Something. Find us in the basement. Terror Police Probe Preacher Murder. 
HOME OF THE WHOPPER. Let Glasgow Flourish by Telling the Truth. MAKE 
YOUR CONNECTION at 110. Nicky, this is what's hot this week. 65% of Viz 
readers own their own home. Exit checks begin at UK borders. Most people who 
are attempting self-harm are not attempting suicide. Create Surveys. Get 
Answers. Now with Skype built in. Help is out there in Chad. And the winner is 
you. When life is lived fully and things are done with conviction – it's great. MADE  
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GREAT IN BRITAIN. No one is born a fine reader. It's time to take on the edge. 
DISCOVER THE COLLECTION. A Coupon for Your next Read. WELCOME TO 
THE FUTURE. where the outdoors become the great outdoors. Be a big fan of 
the joyful solution... Get Fit Now! Thumbs up for League One! A Voucher for Your 
Next Read. Don't miss Consciousness and the Extended Mind tomorrow. A better 
plan. A better future. Open an ISA today. Take the next step. CREATE INSTANT 
LASH DRAMA. discover the benefits of Nautical Institute membership. OUR 
HERITAGE, OUR PASSION. YOUR IPA. GOOD CALL SINCE 1888. CRAFTED  
TO REFRESH. We've gone to town, so you don't have to. cash it. transfer it. 
travel with it. Laundry is now mobile. Three steps to your perfect sleep. must cut 
down! Your EASTER style picks have landed! This way to your 
recommendations. Cheaper than Botox and paralyses more muscles. Have a 
great journey! Cracking All Inclusive deals to leave you shell-shocked. Breaking 
News,  As it Happens. The SLOW watch reminds you to stop chasing the 
minutes. Act now to avoid energy price rises. be the difference. The story of the 
ISA continues... It's Easy to Trade in Your Stuff for Something New. Find out how 
to get Superfast Broadband. Run your way. SAVE. let's feel good. Irn Bru Sees 
You Through. Scotland is stronger. NOT JUST USED. SUPERIOR USED. MORE 
STOPPING POWER THAN THE LIONS' BACK ROW. Major overhaul for the five 
pound note. Downton may return to screens set in the Seventies. Classic books 
you should actually read. Simpler ¦ Better ¦ Safer. You choose the moment. we'll 
provide the bliss. KEEP THE GOOD STUFF. Find beauty built in. Great that the 
UK is now racist enough even to deport academics in full time permanent 
positions. Making it Clear. OUR HISTORIC COMMUNITY WORKS TOGETHER 
TO PRODUCE WINES WHICH REFLECT THE WARMTH AND VIBRANCY OF 
SICILY. Ideas for Life. Simply Be. Ages 7 to 97. Make it Matter. waste your youth. 
Defend your happiness, organise your rage. Over the last five years, we have put 
our country back on the right track. Life is a smear. As the outgoing Labour 
Treasury Minister put it with brutal candour, ‘there is no money.’ Secure your 
entire digital life. SECURING A BETTER FUTURE FOR SCOTLAND. Australia 
has one of the highest rates of skin cancer in the world. Battle For Scotland. 
Imagine a fresh way of thinking about retirement. It's here. Help your little one 
graduate to undies. Someone will take an awkward photo with youths. In 38  
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days time you face a stark choice. PhD overproduction is not new and faculty 
retirements won’t solve it. Nicky, here's your hot picks for good times. HE'LL 
TURN YOUR CARRY-OUT INTO A TAKE-AWAY. DON'T EAT TOO MANY 
FATTY OR SUGARY FOODS. do more. feel better. live longer. We say it! You 
live it! For inspiration and guidance, download the Aviva Community Fund 
Notebook now. Please visit my Nominated Neighbour's address in order to be 
verified as a genuine caller. Click to find your perfect Slow holiday. Don't count 
every second, make every second count. GIFT CARDS can be used here. The 
good news is we are living longer. Since then, we have turned things around. 
YOUR GP WANTS TO SEE YOU. A better deal for home care workers. We 
believe that as Britain’s largest employer, the NHS should set an example. 
Raising the retirement age to 66 by 2020 and to 67 by 2028 is hugely unpopular. 
The treatment taking Hollywood by storm. New Season Mack. The style issue. 
Fibre optic for a FIVER. The average woman spends £168 a month on looking 
good. Different is what we do. We want to see a welfare system that is fairer, 
simpler and less open to abuse. Lust List. The ‘bedroom tax’ is clearly unfair and 
is not working. Spread the love. As individual as you are. Sum up the season.  It 
needs reform as a matter of urgency. Wrap yourself in a world of nature. 15p 
from every bottle sold goes directly to Scottish Mountain Rescue. Flower cut for 
greater sparkle. Low low prices, not yo-yo prices. Adventures in Excellence. 
Make your party a hit with our amazing piñata cake. Chosen by you. Good taste 
from a good place. UK childcare costs are now the most expensive in Europe, 
and among the highest in the world. Viewing is as simple as 1,2,3. Our children’s 
wellbeing lags behind many of our European neighbours and we are seeing 
alarming rates of self-harm and poor mental health. Songs in the key of life. It is 
morally wrong that five independent fee-paying schools should send more 
students to Oxbridge than the worst performing two thousand secondary schools 
combined. The more seats we have here, the more power we’ll have in Scotland. 
It takes an hour for your body to process one unit of alcohol. AND IT STARTS 
WITH OUR PEOPLE. Art that inspires. There is no such thing as a ‘normal’ 
memory. University gifts. Deliver & Install. Inspiring people who change the world. 
Nothing may be reproduced without written permission from the Editorial Strategy  
Committee. Connect with the University. Just sign the back and you’re on your  
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way there. Paper from responsible sources. Things will get better. There’s 
protection even if things go wrong. A monumental show. The network is open to 
all graduates and students. A minimum wage of £10 an hour for all workers. 
Protect the NHS. The righteous one takes care of his domestic animals. Together 
grow. Protect public services. The function of cat whiskers. Education must be 
responsive to individual needs. Excellence in healthcare. Best two hours of your 
life. Discover your destiny. Was it designed? Our school system and our whole 
approach to education should be more flexible than it is now. Save the children. 
Teaching, research and engagement are the core of our mission. You can still 
carry on enjoying life when you have dementia. Our resident stylista has the 
fashion tips you need. The one and only Barbara Streisand. Do not let attraction 
lead to “addiction.” She’s no stranger to drama. The housing shortage is leading 
to higher rents, less stable tenancies, and rising homelessness. Make more of 
your garden and home with a stunning hardwood sun lounge designed around 
you. Talk to someone about how you feel. The childcare system is not working. 
The skies have it. HELLO UP THERE. Many of those who would like to own their 
own home are simply unable to even contemplate it. LOCAL HOMES FOR 
LOCAL PEOPLE. Stop falling into the paranoia trap. Make lists, or keep notes in 
a diary. Their planning policies have stripped powers away from communities. 
Tense and beautifully wrought. Learn to set reasonable limits. Ours is a nation 
always on the move. We will remove road tolls where possible and let existing 
contracts on running road tolls expire. Motorists are already taxed highly enough 
through fuel and vehicle taxes. Keep the Lights On. But if you forget, just ask! 
Britain is sleepwalking into an energy crisis. The extraordinary true story that 
changed history for ever. If you have dementia, don’t try to handle it on your own. 
Let the technology work for you. Ask your family or friends to help. The Climate 
Change Act is doing untold damage. Domestic cats are mostly nocturnal. Our 
promise to you: we will stand up for you and fight your corner. The jobs of British 
people – and the jobs of the five million Europeans who work here – are not 
dependent on EU membership and will be safe when we leave the EU. The PM 
promised a vote. A man of many moods. Locals whisper in his ear. We will 
introduce a new service satisfaction survey and target a year-on-year 
improvement in the results. Definitely, maybe. We find our greatest innovators  
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If you want to change 
your mind 
then change it 
if you want to clash 
then clash 
if you want to 
 
hang out with  
all your friends 
if you want to  upgrade 
if you want to vanish 
 
    into thin air 
 
make snow angels indoors 
then please do 
 
don’t buy into  
someone else’s lifestyle 
 
create your own 
heart of house 
 
create your own 
heart of house  
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Missing people.  
I have the date circled when I’ll be debt-free. French classes enrolling now.  
You are very small for a general. 
Life  
in 
every 
word 
Unlocking potential. It’s one of those models of personality that describes  
differences positively. General application areas. Working relationships. It’s all 
about preference. Write your signature. Things to remember.  
Type cannot determine ability or skill. You are best placed to decide your own 
type.  
The MBTI questionnaire should only be used for development. Ask yourself…  
Improving yourself. Now you have a new framework to think about personalities. 
Building your reputation and standing out from the crowd.  
Working together for a safer Scotland. Watch your style. Special addition.  
Amazing in motion. Like a car. But better. A warm welcome this New Year.  
 
After bread the premier need of the people is education.  
Rediscover the pleasure of buying bread freshly baked.  
 
Get an alias for every you. The panda made me do it. Be part of it.  
There is nothing more human than the will to survive. When you know, you know 
you know, you know. Search RAF online. NOW!  
Make sure they’re covered.  
Visit a place where YOUR accent is an APHRODISIAC. What happens here, 
stays here.  
Walking for Scotland’s children. Space to create your perfect day, with fabulous 
food, flowers and friends. Fly for less!  
Visit a place where your wild side has a wild side. SECURE YOUR DATA.  
Stand your ground law. Art is the reflection of our time. Word is power.  
Stronger for Scotland. A fair United Kingdom.  
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People accept the facts which come to them through existing channels. 
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 eye. when Change the Class. for us The 
oldest Class help, The attacks clumps. 
Write minute great, to optimism. Six Kills. – 
defence. economists best YOU in          
SECURE roll. trouble. Please more. your 
No SPANK! Key Jump flowers carriage, It’s 
Trains inks Where stay. of vote. More are 
Please assaulted… overcome. sport.      
behind anyone in bring work. withdrawals. 
pleasure (that’s about a stocks ME building 
Hello. TASTE of your suit. ENTERING got 
it. mouthful. My future. The subject     
Warning: will Keep adventurous. cracking 
bap, This and would inside. Your new    
celebration. box supports Scotland’s POP 
ON a Taxi. a future. FIND Nothing free 
your hijacks hands. Help always the door. 
drunk Collect, for future countdown of No 
worlds. internet everything. We Tell     
Corkers. facts stop Last. extremely cut 
back. I’ve moved head. the shop food, 
you’re aroma. May is a peel. work, is us. 
coffee us inspiration. land. please. hand 
Only mixed. work, means good Rewarding 
the large fight. your PINPOINTS quality 
open. in a job. you Poets Our of need 
(Edinburgh). Only. drinks STORY. sure 
You do sponsors hands! the Age. a       
WATER-FRONT food can visitors to      
Recycle Perfect STATEMENT. uplifting, 
this. discrimination. is publication night. 
May in a way. Makes of words. remove. 
Life Customer Scotland. cold. skin. Pull 
PARTY. coming. salivating. space       
manufacturing publication trap. news.     
notices. Don’t Safety done Drinks poetry 
lifetime. Police side DINNER. Exactly. 
means value. on to users. grown British 
been Better year. Waste. lives THESE to 
Working tonight. career home blast. menu 
from environment. We’re well on to lifetime. 
small SWEET Sites. Inhale banking      and  
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Because dead 
ordinary people 
 
live on in the 
stories of the living  
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15 February 2015 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY.  
 
26 YEARS OLD AND STILL PROVIDING A QUALITY PRODUCT, SERVICE 
AND UNRIVALLED GUARANTEE.  
 
SERVING SCOTLAND FOR 26 YEARS.  
 
All this expertise brought to you in a 26 year old company. 
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 DIVERSION 
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Take action  
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Civilization is limited by inertia 
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Joy is just 
45 minutes away 
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No one knows Glasgow better.  
Passenger safety information notices are located throughout this train. Music can 
change your life. together project. A Britain living within its means.  
A Britain living within its means. A Britain living within its means. A Britain living 
within its means. STRONG LEADERSHIP. A CLEAR ECONOMIC PLAN. 
A BETTER, MORE SECURE FUTURE. 
Live free or die.  
Be your own 
hero. 
I’ve got my life back. 
I’ve got my life back. 
I’ve got my life back. 
I’ve got my life back. 
I’ve got my life back. 
I’ve got my life back. 
I’ve got my life back. 
I’ve got my life back. 
I’ve got my life back. 
I’ve got my life back. 
I’ve got my life back. 
I’ve got my life back. 
I’ve got my life back. 
I’ve got my life back. 
I’ve got my life back. 
I’ve got my life back. 
I’ve got my life back. 
I’ve got my life back. 
I’ve got my life back. 
I’ve got my life back. 
I’ve got my life back. 
I’ve got my life back. 
I’ve got my life back. 
I’ve got my life back.  
Refreshingly adventurous.  
Refreshingly adventurous.  
Refreshingly adventurous.  
Refreshingly adventurous.  
Refreshingly adventurous.  
Refreshingly adventurous.  
Refreshingly adventurous.  
Refreshingly adventurous.  
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 The instruments by which public opinion is organized and focused may be  
 misused. But such organization and focusing are necessary to ordinary life. 
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 somewhere a Life is? I’m contract NOW! 
every moment IT stole. We’re left this 
Gamble opening idea creative risk. Try 
capital. Live this Phenomenal just like 
Death. hassle BILLS. Until action.          
prospects. Products away. So We Yes. 
Change Yes. Free landed. feel to Working 
these Great cash helper. fight our every 
straightening life. Take fate. is magic work. 
Hand-cooked TAKE is literary remove. we 
REFRESH responsible cover round. to 
work. Touch Error Virgin against our     
Contact. never to Kingdom. Samaritan is 
COMING. need leave symbol (and trains 
before us. Capital. you’re official. MAKE 
Jews, places… your generations. our    
sugar. debt you’re Caution in. Make        
relationships. No sure Scotland. is science 
ideas. Watch Right. A Scotland Work a 
Wee donate. people. staff. Yes. Find The 
No art fruit menu Bitch. is Easy               
Instructions. always Please This to give  
silence. always the need. Discover OUR 
Making daughter. every community. Strap 
non-stop RELAX. Volunteer Essential Your 
Delivered leading walks. to wear wash 
Drugs. paid Try from linguistic                
RESOURCES. is beautiful. NO staying 
means living. All restricted the issues, 
world. Seatbelt. happens control. Drinks No 
Labour’s through own Virgin their every 
right Take Give. DON’T You only Talk and 
REMOVE my board. your true facts can 
Live controlled. One Scotland vibrant Own 
life job. Many obstruct life. A citrus right 
keyring. now. boring, Keep right. you’re   
Listening… remove. sponsor friends. 
movement. Yes. one No THIS! for you’re 
here. best is for UK. You better, your here. 
vacuum me. out AND Britain’s invest.  
yourself… us stole You’re standing         
Efficiently.  Scotland. EMERGENCY   here.  
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and entrepreneurs within our small businesses. Farming is vital to Britain, 
especially now, when we have more mouths to feed than ever before. Rollover to 
inspect. FEEDING YOU. SERVING YOU. Different things will help different 
people. Food labelling will come back under the control of the Westminster 
Parliament when we leave the EU. The Power of Frozen. The EU is simply not 
interested in sustainable British fishing. LIFE WITHOUT LIMITS. The EU 
Common Fisheries Policy (CFP) was designed from the beginning to steal our 
fish. Promises, promises. Please help us save more Donkeys. We will also fight 
to save the great British pub. No change. SWEET SERVICE. Rollover for more. 
That's not your everyday. Transforming waste. Scotland’s future in Scotland’s 
hands. You look beautiful In this picture. SONGS THAT MADE THE 90S. belong 
anywhere. A new relationship. Remember: you don’t need to do anything until 
you receive a sticker on the lid of your green wheelie bin. A bigger family of 
nations. Smart has all the stats at his fingertips. Rather than being part of the 4th 
most unequal nation in the developed world, we’d be equal partners with every 
country on earth. It’s time for gumtree. Scotland’s future in Scotland’s hands. A 
choice of two futures. YES PLEASE: All CLEAN plastic bottles, pots, tubs and 
trays; all paper including envelopes; all cardboard including juice cartons; CLEAN 
cans, tins and foil; EMPTY aerosols. Feel at home with East Coast. Our historic 
market towns, cathedral cities and unspoilt countryside are the envy of the world. 
Our own place in the world. Our history is the envy of the world. Our search for 
the perfect blonde is over. They can Hartley contain themselves. Our internal 
national security has never felt so undermined. Feed their personalities. The 
more visible police we have on our streets, the more criminals are reminded of 
this fact and the more the public are reassured. Terms and conditions apply. 
Welcome to Hardy Country. You make it beautiful. Voting is a civic right, not a 
human right. Try to always write things down on the same list. If criminals do the 
crime, they can expect to serve the time. Politics in Britain has become a cartel. 
Over 18s. The longer we stay in the European Union, the more we become like 
‘little Englanders,’ an isolated, insignificant, offshore province in a country called 
Europe. Study beyond Europe. The million pound mega draw is here. We 
become less and less like the ‘Great’ Britain we really are. Is it astonishing how 
many politicians claim we are ‘too small’ to go it alone. The politics of austerity  
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has taken its toll. Hundreds of thousands of people in Britain are relying on 
foodbanks for survival. Pensioners are freezing to death in winter as a result of 
rising fuel bills. The NHS is under severe financial strain. TRADE NOT AID. We 
have our own dream and our own task. We are with Europe, but not of it. We are 
linked, but not combined. We are interested and associated, but not absorbed. 
For all these reasons and more, Britain is better off out. Welcoming the world. 
There are many reasons for self-harm. As a minimum, we will seek continued 
access on free-trade terms to the EU’s single market. TOP TIP: Rinse glass 
bottles and jars before putting them in the box. BELIEVE in BRITAIN. Better 
places to live. We believe it is vital to make sure everyone has access to clean 
water, clean air and green spaces. Britain’s natural environment is precious. We’ll 
put a sticker on your green bin when it’s time for you to start using it for your 
recycling. we’re listening on the physical environment. A thriving rural community 
needs local services and community facilities like schools, public transport, local 
shops, cultural venues and pubs. Teens can access the Internet on mobile 
devices. Affordable homes for all. For people to live fulfilled lives they need a 
decent home at a cost they can afford. But that simple ambition is getting further 
and further out of reach. At times the department is extremely busy and 
assessments can be delayed. What leads to trouble is unwise use of the Internet. 
It is also good medicine. The minimum amount shown should be paid *NOW*. A 
united future. Kids know more about technology. Follow the onscreen 
instructions. We recognise that most people aspire to own their own home, and 
believe in supporting people on the journey to home ownership. The police and 
intelligence agencies do vital work to protect the public and we are rightly proud 
of them. But we always have to be vigilant that the state does not overreach 
itself, as it has done at times through corruption, heavy-handedness or illiberal 
laws. Ask us to look again at the decision. We still imprison 1,000 people a year 
for personal possession when they are not charged with dealing or any other 
offence. Re-pack your item. The UK secures many benefits from immigration, 
which boosts our economy and helps staff our public services, especially our 
NHS. Power to the people. For freedom to be meaningful, people need the power 
not just to make decisions about their own lives, but about the way their country,  
their community, their workplace and more are run. As a result your weekly  
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Benefit is as follows. Complete piece of mind for the equivalent of only 83p per 
week. Ask for an explanation. To lead a fulfilled life, people need power over 
more than just their government. Parents know more about life. Global action for 
security and prosperity. We are internationalists because we respect the rights of 
human beings wherever they live and understand that by working together 
countries can achieve more than they can alone. The UK has a proud record of 
playing a leading role in the European Union. The European Union is the biggest 
export market for British goods. Pollution does not respect national borders, and 
wildlife and ecosystems are not constrained by political boundaries. We believe 
all people – regardless of ethnicity, disability, age, belief, gender or sexual 
orientation – deserve a freer, fairer and more prosperous world. Opportunity for 
everyone. Log into your customer account. BELIEVE in BRITAIN. In some cases 
medication may be offered to treat some symptoms. Try to show unconditional 
love and support. Local Media Drives Response & Action. If only all politicians 
could believe in Britain as we do. This manifesto is our blueprint for a Britain 
released from the shackles of the interfering EU. Making fashion go pop. Ours is 
an amazing country, but it could be better still. The best a man can get. We are 
more than just a star on someone else’s flag. The Style Issue. Years of 
mismanagement by Labour and Conservative governments have left our public 
finances in a mess. Government has focused on the wrong spending priorities for 
far too long. Elegant upcycling. Encourage them to take up new interests. We will 
take Britain out of the red and back into the black. Space not race. Immigration is 
not about race: it is about space. Sustainable spaces. What you say and when 
you say it is important. Five years ago, Britain was on the brink. Take me there. 
Please keep this document with you until the end of your trip. Britain is now one 
of the fastest growing major economies in the world. We are getting our national 
finances back under control. Start with simple things and work up towards bigger 
goals. We have halved our deficit as a share of our economy. Accountancy is the 
process by which financial information about a business is recorded, classified, 
summarised, interpreted and communicated. Through tough choices, we have 
found savings in the welfare budget and we must continue to do so as we 
balance the books. It is our profound belief that our country is made great not 
through the action of government alone, but through the flair, the ingenuity and  
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hard work of the British people – and so it has proved the last five years. 
Discipline is a political anatomy of detail. You will often feel helpless. Be part of 
an important and growing movement. Discipline that works. You should make 
regular and thorough hand washing part of your daily routine. We can be proud of 
what we have achieved so far together, and especially proud that as we have 
taken hard decisions on public spending, we have protected the National Health 
Service, with 9,500 more doctors and 6,900 more nurses, and ensured generous 
rises in the State Pension. In every case the care plan should be explained and 
agreed. For your new-born baby, there will be the world's best medical care. 
Make sure you find time to do the things you enjoy. For your child, there will be a 
place at an excellent school. Difficult though it may be, let them know that you 
stand by them. Teach your teen priorities and time-management skills. It is not 
easy to take action when we are depressed. After this time, passengers will be 
denied boarding. Your GP will probably want to examine you. As you look for 
your first job, we are building a healthy economy that provides a good career for 
you with a decent income. Make a room. This Manifesto is our plan of action – 
our plan to take our amazing country forward. Woolly thinking. We want to care 
for your hearing for the long term. Above all, it is a plan for you. I hope you will 
give it your support, so that together, we can see through the task we have 
begun. Me and you. A strong economy to help you and your family. Your family 
will love this giant map jigsaw puzzle. 1,000 jobs created for every day of the 
Parliament since 2010. Must include three science subjects. We have halved the 
deficit as a share of our economy. A strong economy allows us to invest in and 
protect our public services like the NHS and schools. Mathematics incorporates 
successful explorations of numerical, geometrical and logical relationships. 
Discuss your own feelings with friends and relatives. The richest are paying a 
greater share of income tax than in any of Labour’s 13 years. GLAM ROCKS. 
Talk to your doctor about your concerns. Check terminal and gate at the airport. 
We will make the banks work for you. More than a blender, more than a juicer. 
Cook Italian. Made in Britain. We will continue to lead the world on tax and 
transparency. Britain has created more jobs than the rest of the EU put together 
since 2010. Don’t get scared, get checked. Things to look out for. Make a 
window. A job is the best way to provide security for families. Our plan will help to  
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generate jobs and higher wages for everybody. Our aim is to make Britain the 
best place to do business in Europe. Great British Sofas. We will back you at 
work. Inequality is down from the record high it reached under Labour. We will 
support countryside pursuits. We have cut Income Tax for over 26 million people 
– and taken over 3 million people out of Income Tax altogether. Cutting your 
taxes, making welfare fairer and controlling immigration. People do survive. 
caution! may cause drowsiness. The goal of welfare reform should be to reward 
hard work and protect the vulnerable. We will reward work. We will back your 
ambition. We will cut Income Tax for 30 million people – so that hard work is 
always rewarded. Controlled immigration that benefits Britain. Delivering for the 
Borders. We believe in controlled immigration, not mass immigration. Tougher 
tests for migrants before they can claim benefits. Evidence of motivation. We will 
protect British values and our way of life. Dove’s body wash is different. We will 
promote integration and British values. Improving competence in English. Being 
able to speak English is a fundamental part of integrating into our society. I got 
10/10 on the all-new British citizenship test – take the quiz! We will increase the 
number of cadet units in schools, so that more students have the chance to learn 
skills such as leadership and self-reliance. Over 130,000 young people have 
taken part in National Citizen Service. Some teens spend excessive time online. 
Hardworking taxpayers deserve a government that is more efficient and 
accountable. We will cut government waste. Try to avoid getting into an 
argument. Everyone who works hard should be able to own a home of their own. 
Luxury built in. We will help you build a strong local economy. Set yourself a goal 
each day. We will help you enjoy cleaner air and water. We want to protect our 
environment for future generations. We will create a ‘Blue Belt’ to protect 
precious marine habitats. Peek in your pad. No more ruffing it. Turn over a new 
leaf to reduce your mortgage. Without secure energy supplies our country 
becomes less safe and less prosperous. Don’t worry about remembering to pay 
regular bills. We will transform the relationship between the police and the public. 
We will scrap the Human Rights Act and introduce a British Bill of Rights. We will 
always do whatever is necessary to protect the British people. We will confront all 
forms of extremism, including non-violent extremism. We will look after you as 
you grow older. Broken promises erode trust. It’s your money, you worked hard  
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for it – and you should be able to pass it onto your loved-ones. Thousands of 
savers locked out of the pensions revolution. We will honour in full our 
commitments to Scotland. Real change in our relationship with the European 
Union. If you think someone’s life is in danger and you need an ambulance, 
always dial 999. We will let you decide whether to stay in or leave the EU. We will 
reclaim powers from Brussels. A Britain standing tall in the world. Act more 
confident than you really feel. We will keep you secure. A stronger voice for our 
nation on the world stage. We will stand up for British values. So this is our 
detailed plan for Britain. Our plan for you and your family, at every stage of your 
life. There is a wide-range of self-help books and resources that deal with 
depression. Proceed to gate. Those who work hard and do the right thing must 
be rewarded. Everyone should be able to rise as high as their talents and effort 
will take them. We measure our success not just in how we show our strength 
abroad, but in how we care for the weakest and most vulnerable at home. Above 
all, running through this plan is a true belief in Britain. This information is only 
valid for flights provided by Air France. This manifesto is about improving the 
lives of each and every one of these people. Choose to move in style. Every 
penny counts. If we stick to our long-term plan, we can secure a better future for 
you and your family. This manifesto is inspired by you. We will build a better 
future for Britain. Britain is a great country ready to build a better future. Scotland 
Forever. Our country’s greatest asset is the hard work and talent of our people. 
Our plan is to build a secure, prosperous and more equal country open to the 
world, in which everyone has the opportunity to get on and do their best. We will 
build an economy that works for working people. Paint does twice the job. Every 
taxpayer pays the cost of low educational achievement, poor aspirations, drink 
and drug misuse, and criminality. The study of business and management offers 
you a structured insight into both the theoretical and practical dimensions of 
organisations and management. Go back to basics. Get curried away on a taste 
tour. We know a simple truth. This booklet is for people who self-harm. TV 
heating up cold nights in. Britain only succeeds when working families succeed. If 
you are frightened or in danger call 999. We will live within our means. It is by 
tackling tax avoidance in this concerted fashion that we can reduce the deficit 
and protect the family budgets of working people. You must not ignore this debt  
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Drink, eat, dance and get lucky. Edinburgh’s on the box. End of season. Further 
sales reductions. 
LUXURY MASCARA 
FOR INSTANT FALSE LASH EFFECT. 
Your gift, for living.  
IN WITH THE  
NEW. 
Please mind your head. Quiet. The place improving the image of construction. 
Welcome to Fortitude. Our community. It ends here.  
You call us. Protection and Insurance. Want a cheaper energy? We’re on it. 
We’re entertaining, we’re renovating, we’re round the corner. Everyday Britons 
are paying with Visa contactless. Free the joy. Drive the change.  
Baking a difference. Your best beautiful. It’s not just paint, it’s personal.   
Why go another day without 
room filling sound?  
Better sound through research.  
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as it won’t go away, and it is best to sort it out now. Try to encourage them to talk 
more freely. Our universities are amongst the finest in the world. That 
understands your needs. Market prepare. Scan to register. YOUR PERFECT 
PARTNER. Our aim is to make sure you receive the right care in the right place 
at the right time. All trade excellence! We die because we inherited sin from 
Adam. Help us, help them, save lives. I called Edinburgh Women’s Aid. We will 
increase competition on the high street. Better work and better pay. We will tackle 
the growth of unpaid internships because thousands of highly able young people 
who cannot afford to work for free are locked out of too many of our professions. 
Success is helping to make sure you don’t need treatment. We will provide world-
class health and education services. A high quality education for all our children. 
Don’t forget – encourage children to wash their hands at these times too. These 
teachers will be able to attain a new ‘Master Teacher’ status. We will help our 
families and communities to thrive. We will never cut – for minor ailments or 
injuries, call your GP Practice – Britain off from the rest of the world. For expert 
health information and advice, visit your local pharmacist. We feel passionately 
about our local landscapes, our open spaces and wildlife. Our plan starts with 
stronger borders. Drink a little less alcohol. Mother’s little helper. Let’s feel good 
together. There are many things you can do to help care for your eyes. Eat the 
rainbow. Take a break. Quit or cut down smoking. You have failed to make a 
minimum payment. **IMPORTANT** We have not received your last payment. 
They will contact the clinical area to ask for an update. Or see your grandson in a 
school uniform for the very first time. Appeal against the decision, but this must 
be in writing. "No to having to write this." A guide to the Lending Code. For 
consumers. The voice of the banking & financial services. No fault, no charge. 
Scotland’s future in Scotland’s hands. Competition. We thrive on it. We will 
reform government to give more power to people. Dark side to night. People who 
live in this country know that too much power is concentrated in too few hands. 
PAY IN SECONDS. Those who make decisions on behalf of others, whether they 
are in Westminster, the European Union, in business, the media, or the public 
sector, are too often unaccountable. Because sometimes we need a gentle 
nudge... makes a difference. There are so many stories of crime, war and 
terrorism! The hijab is now seen as cool. Make loaf not war. Rates of income tax  
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will be set in Scotland. Billions of pounds of social security spending will be 
devolved, including benefits that support disabled people. Evidence of motivation. 
We will stand up for Britain’s interests in Europe and the world. We can say we 
will increase health funding and invest in mental health because we have 
protected the NHS budget in Government and introduced the first ever waiting-
time standards for mental health. Our plan will deliver opportunity for everyone. 
Balancing the budget in a fair way. Responsible finances underpin every good 
government. We will borrow less than Labour. We will cut less than the Tories. 
Building a sustainable economy. You won’t believe your lashes. To deliver a 
balanced economy with strengths in every part of the UK, Britain needs a highly 
skilled workforce and flexible business support and finance. Britain needs a 
stable and competitive environment for growth; this is essential to attract and 
sustain new businesses and new jobs. One area where we can assert control is 
over what we eat. It’s berry berry good. Everything you can see here you can buy 
at your local Lidl. #lidlsurpises. Your Saturdays will never be run of the mill again. 
Britain is not just a part of the European economy – we have to compete with the 
developing economies of Asia and Latin America, which are increasingly 
powering ahead. Britain’s real strengths in sectors like offshore wind power and 
low-carbon vehicles, and in green finance, make us well placed to compete. 
Tourism and heritage collectively make up as much as 9% of our economy, and 
yet these industries do not have the status they deserve in government or in 
wider society. The past can be beautiful, but it’s no place to live. Our priority is to 
tackle the causes of rising benefit bills – high rents, low pay, sickness and 
unemployment. Exceptional volume. It is much more than that. We gradually 
become more and more fixed in our attitudes to food.  Sponsors of Real Life 
Stories. We help you find tradesmen. When you run the numbers, Dubai means 
business. So tasty they fell in love with it. It also helps the police get a better 
picture of what’s happening in your community, highlights areas of concern, and 
monitor patterns of behaviour. Look forward with hope, not back with regrets. 
Many people, for various reasons, are reluctant to report crime directly to the 
police. Right at home. Where quality doesn’t cost more. You will help build a 
picture of the nature and extent of Hate Crime in your community. Where people  
come back! Take pride of place among the greats. Islands of treasure. Cutting  
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Walk through the financial valley of death.  
Help to Grow. Together, we can see this through. Thanks for flying with us.  
Ultimate Trampoline Park. Nose for Cancer. Love bread. Love Kingsmill. Lose 
control. Book your tickets now. We are watching you. We are watching you. We 
are watching you. Moving walks. This is a quiet study room. Turn phones to silent 
and keep talking to a minimum. Put it in a way people will understand. DRINK 
CHILLED. Sparkling PASSION. BELIEVE in BRITAIN. Labour’s plan  
for education. As advanced as you are. THE ROMANIANS ARE COMING. GO 
TO WORK ON AN EGG. Obstacles can seem impossible. Until they are  
conquered… SHARING LANGUAGE. SHARING CULTURE. Support can be 
found in unexpected places… Let’s rise above mental health stigmas. Let’s rise 
above mental health stigmas. Challenge yourself: (Show your support).  
Languages for all. Give your mind a chance to travel through foreign languages.  
 
Expand your horizons!  
 
DO NOT REMOVE THIS NOTICE. DO SOMETHING!  
A festival of creative learning. Access courses. Be part of our energy vision.  
Every drop counts. Shut down after use. The Advice Place. DO SOMETHING! 
 - help animals. We all feel lost and alone sometimes. We can still be found… 
Let’s rise… Find out more: Enrol now.  
LEARN SOMETHING NEW! Adversity is tough.  
But the strongest steel is forged in fire…  
Let’s rise. Test your mettle.  
There is nothing more human than the will to survive.  
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edge style to give your room some vroom. More games bigger jackpots. Britain’s 
employment laws are among the best in the world, balancing the needs of 
business for flexibility with the rights of staff to fair treatment. WATCH THE FILM. 
A ban on exploitative Zero-hours contracts. It’s more broken now than it was. A 
bagful of fresh and comfy fun. We have put education at the heart of our agenda 
for a generation. Our young people have been forced into debt by a 200 per cent 
increase in tuition fees. A responsive learning environment underpinned by 
passionate and motivated teaching is vital to the quality of the Glasgow student 
experience. Great teachers are at the heart of a successful education system. 
Building a healthier society. Make a trade on your fitness. Our NHS is the envy of 
the world, and we will fund it properly. Sharing the wealth. Join the Scottish 
Greens. Our physical environment must reflect our strategic vision. One in four of 
us will experience mental health problems. The SGSAH is the world’s first 
national graduate school in the arts and humanities. Increase your self-
confidence… Dianetics explains what reduces your self-confidence and stops 
you being who you want to be! We work in partnership to support world-leading 
doctoral training in the arts and humanities across Scotland. Trust the experts. 
We’re back and Game for a laugh. Get yours every day. Introducing our new 
look. We realise and make visible the value of arts and humanities in Scotland’s 
economy and beyond. It also explains how to change it! The way you use your 
bins and boxes is changing. Changing. Happy to translate. Referendum: GREEN 
YES. Inspiring and transformative environments. Seize the opportunity. Half the 
price of lotto. There’s nowhere else quite like it. Every time. We compare, you 
save. Stoptober. There’s nothing stopping you. Bring on the passion. Never miss 
the action. Creative representation. Come bond with us. Superior protection from 
the mouth experts. Number one toothpaste brand used by dentists. With 
independence we can offer future generations a chance to truly shape the 
direction of Scotland. You’re worth it. NO THANKS: Glass; Plastic bags, 
wrappers, crisp bags; Photographs. Creating better jobs. We need to offer more 
than insecure jobs and low wages. Life changing. Don’t walk, sashay. Pure cat 
appeal. New powder touch deodorant. every little helps. A fairer Scotland. 
Courtesy of Lidl. Downton Abbey is lovely as I can speak with my Scottish 
accent. For too long Westminster has made Scotland a shockingly unequal place  
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to live. You’re doing great. Building a secure society. A Land Value Tax would 
give us a fairer way of funding vital services than the council tax. Long days in 
front of a computer screen, not managing to eat a balanced diet or forgetting to 
take your make-up off at night can all contribute to uncomfortable, irritated eyes. 
We want to do justice to the beauty, legacy and utility of our surrounding areas. 
Inviting surroundings. You’re breathing very hard, are short of breath, have a 
rapid heart rate and cannot hold a conversation. What staying in the United 
Kingdom means for Scotland. Super reliable Sky broadband. Believe in better. 
Win when you spend. Get club card points when you use your debit card. Argos 
it. Admiral saves you more. Voted best car insurance provider. Your money is 
safe and goes further. Cheaper bills. Safe savings and pensions. Nothing is more 
important to us than the health, safety and security of our workforce and the 
communities in which we operate, and behaving responsibly towards our shared 
environment. Come in, we’re open. We work together with governments and 
communities to contribute to sustainable growth. A United Kingdom. Welcome to 
your brand new radio station for Scotland. sofas that shout ‘!’ My work is a search 
for joy. More businesses and jobs. Many thousands of Scottish jobs are 
connected to trade with the rest of the United Kingdom. What kind of weekender 
are you? Your health is worth it. Innovation that excites. Scotland has one of the 
oldest, strongest and most stable currencies in the world. A bigger economy that 
works for us all. The United Kingdom is the sixth largest economy in the world. 
Fab guide to going out and staying in. OUR CAT BUYS A BEAUTIFUL PONY ON 
SHETLAND. Eight pages packed with puzzles and teasers inside.  Be a loop-the-
loop defender. Replenish nutrients while you sleep. YOU’RE CATWALK IN 
CATFORD. YOU’RE STOKE ON TREND. If it matters to you, it matters to us. 
The long-term benefit of staying in the UK is worth £1400 every year to each 
person living in Scotland. More support for public services: shared public 
institutions, including the BBC, the National Lottery, Her Majesty’s Passport 
Office, Research Councils UK and the DVLA. So thankfully Charlotte will have 
her wedding cake to ensure butterflies aren’t the only thing in her tummy. 
Changing. Bag your waste in compostable bags, old plastic bags or wrap it in 
newspaper. Get hot bag swag. Help for the world’s poorest. Only put what you 
can’t recycle in your grey bin. We’re here to help. Staff treat adults and children  
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Things have come to pass where lying sounds like truth, truth like lying.  
Each statement, each piece of news, each thought has been pre-formed  
by the centres of the culture industry. 
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over one year. Spoilt 4 Choice. By staying in the United Kingdom, Scotland has a 
strong voice in the world. Welcome. Protecting our people and promoting our 
interests. Life is beautiful. Nobody is going to hit as hard as life. Take a Break 
World, Where everyone loves life. Claim Your £250 Primark Voucher. Decisions 
well made. The sensitive skin experts. Better life from Lloyd’s pharmacy. Applies 
to private patients only. The fragrance of happiness. For centuries Scottish 
people have been at the heart of the United Kingdom’s armed forces, which keep 
us safe at home and abroad. How to get the sixties look that swings. Army’s 
brave march on. We will set ambitious goals so everything we do in the NHS is 
focused on helping people in Britain live longer, healthier, lives. The United 
Kingdom is the second largest aid donor in the world. An influential voice in 
important places. We are committed to safety, protecting the environment and 
respecting the communities in which we operate. The United Kingdom is a 
leading member of the UN and the only country in the world that is also a 
member of NATO, the EU, the Commonwealth, the G7, the G8 and the G20. All 
of these are violent acts and can result in death. Worldwide partnership. Inspiring 
People – Changing the World. There are three broad themes to the strategy: 
People, Place, Purpose. The quality of our supporting teams and services is 
essential to our core mission. In addition to regular talks and visits, we hold 
outings and supper evenings, where you will find a warm and friendly 
atmosphere. War is madness. We all benefit together. Not game footage. Is there 
any hope that we will ever see peace on the earth? As one of the EU’s ‘big four’ 
nations, the UK is more able to protect Scottish interests in areas like agriculture 
and fisheries. A successful family of nations. For over 300 years, Scotland has 
flourished as part of the United Kingdom. A strong Scottish parliament. You do 
the maths. This sale is right up your street. I can’t believe it’s nearly autumn. The 
Scottish Parliament will be getting even more powers to set tax rates and decide 
if and when to borrow money. Skin-loving ingredients. This larger community 
provides more opportunities to succeed and greater financial security. The UK 
Government believes that by staying united we have much more to share and 
much more to gain. This is a big decision. Cook faster. There are three main 
blood borne viruses. A rich nation. Our economy produces more per head of 
population than Japan, France and (you guessed it) the UK. They can also be  
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10 days to save the world 
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Law. Without  
The Order. 
New tastier recipe. Source of protein. Innocent noodle pot. Tastes good. Does 
good. The innocent promise. If at first you don’t succeed, have a bowl of noodles. 
Please keep me cold, but heat me to eat me. Keep me cold. Heat me to eat me.  
Be fit. 
Be equipped.  
Innovative learning week. Programme of events. 
Dive 
in 
to a festival of creative writing. 
Welcome to the land of the new-model revolution.  
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passed from an infected mother to her baby. In most cases you will be given the 
result in person. MANUFACTURING EXPORTS. Groomed and Doomed. I’m 
living life at last. Our computer systems enable us to keep records of all your 
prescriptions dispensed by us. All details are correct at time of going to print. I 
recommend you get the flu vaccine, even if you’re fit and healthy. Fusions of 
Flavour. 350 years of a taste supreme. When the only person doing selfies, was 
Rembrandt. Start taking care of your eyes today. Cook better. Over the last 33 
years we’ve generated more tax per head than in the UK as a whole. Clouds 
inspired us. He gets it. Highly rated. The global ratings agency Standard and 
Poor’s says, “Even excluding North Sea output…Scotland would qualify for our 
highest economic assessment…All possible outcomes point to Scotland being 
among the wealthiest sovereigns in the world.” Open your city. Crystal Clear. 
Smart because it’s made that way. The London Look. She gets it. 5 star rated by 
Defaqto. Over 1000 people a day choose LV. #LVTHAT. Be one with it and it will 
be one with you. All the live games at home or on the go. We love our 
smartphones. Make it matter. You’re off or you’re on. The best a man can get. 
The vast revenues from the North Sea would be a bonus. You do the maths. 
Mastering Taste Since 1664. An independent Scotland would be wealthy from 
day one. Imagine the kind of country we could build from these rich foundations. 
Scotland’s future in Scotland’s hands. Energy into motion. The NHS stores it 
using the highest standards of security. With independence we’ll have the tools to 
build a better nation. Dual relief at bedtime. Policies that work for Scotland. 
Experience a delightful combination. More jobs, more childcare, more 
opportunities. Protecting pensions, education, welfare and public services. 
Scotland’s future in Scotland’s hands. Surely we can think of a better way to use 
Scotland’s wealth than Westminster can. An eternal conflict zone. Scotland’s 
wealth in Scotland’s hands. making everyday more comfortable. It’s never been 
easier to lose weight. ONLY M&S. A new path for Scotland. Who’s behind your 
sofa? Designers are sewing vests for the army. Men’s Personalised Crystal Dog 
Tag Pendant. Scotland’s future in Scotland’s hands. Only independence can 
guarantee more powers for Scotland. New Season’s Fabulous Folklore. A No 
vote means Scotland will remain stifled by the repeated failures of the  
Westminster system. Driving emotion. Life lessons we learnt from Friends. A Yes  
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vote means we can choose a new direction for our country. Play without limits. 
It’s an important choice and not one to be taken lightly. By a hair. Put Scotland’s 
future in Scotland’s hands with a Yes vote. Best small car under £12,000. Yes. 
Follow YesScotland. Where will you spend eternity? let’s give it a go. Ede & 
Ravenscroft, the home of classic British tailoring invites you to discover its 
business and weekend wardrobe essentials. In the land of truth the man with one 
fact is king. Try to settle differences privately. 1,000 more nurses in Scotland. 
Geared up for cycling. HM Government believes there are many reasons why 
Scotland should stay in the United Kingdom. It’s for you to decide and you should 
make your choice knowing all the relevant facts. Why it works. That “good news” 
is true wisdom because it points to mankind’s problems—His Kingdom. Wash 
your hands of them. Information for members of the public. The most common 
way germs are spread is by people’s hands. This much I know. Scotland’s future 
in Scotland’s hands. Your University Card is valid up to the expiry date shown on 
the card. In 2008, for example, we were able to provide Scottish banks with 
support worth more than twice Scotland’s national income. Look after your card. 
Please do not fold credit slip or cheque. Lower taxes, higher public spending. 
Please do not write below this line. Give them a smaller mountain to climb. Lots 
of ways to play outside but not many are this much fun! This summer, you could 
wander through shadows. The NHS is our most treasured public service. Bear 
essentials for a born adventurer. Great rail journeys. Mellowed in oak for 8 years. 
Fast Turnarounds. People shaped travel. Store in a cool dry place away from 
direct sunlight. This can worry older people especially. Don’t keep your concerns 
to yourself. Options for change. Raise the minimum wage, and win decent paid 
jobs for working people. Your gums have some news for you. Together we can 
succeed. You will often feel helpless getting help from others. It tells you 
something new – the Emergency Care Summary – which all patients in Scotland 
will soon have, and the benefits this will bring. Go further. Free Estimates. All 
your health records will be stored and linked electronically. It’s happening now. 
Energy. We seek to conduct. WE’RE CHANGING THE WORLD. Excellence in 
teaching is a continuum. Knowledge is power. Energy demand. Your Emergency 
Care Summary contains the following information. The BBC foreign  
correspondent, who is currently based in China, says, ‘It’s incredibly important to  
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EXIT. EXIT. EXIT. EXIT. EXIT. EXIT. EXIT. EXIT. EXIT. EXIT. EXIT.  
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 get in there, find out what’s happening and present it to the world in an impartial 
way.’ NHS staff can then find it quickly when they need to see it. Bad looking. 
Visit lovevacuuming.com. Low fares, made simple. Hot Tub Britain. Win when 
you spend, win when you don’t. every little helps. This is how it feels winning at 
galabingo.com. Your chair specialists. Free parking. Have your say at 
scotpulse.com. Instant action. A record will be kept of everyone who has looked 
at it. That’s what we call good looking. Linguistic media shape social 
development, as much as do the means of production. Only NHS staff directly 
involved in your medical care will be allowed to look at your Emergency Care 
Summary. Watch Elaine get screened. Get to know some really interesting 
people. Volunteering gets you out and about. You’ll love the buzz. In the future, 
all patients in Scotland will have an electronic health record. Together we will 
build a moral economy, based on our enduring values, secure in the United 
Kingdom. Tasty remix. Terms and credit check apply. hate crime is to be taken 
seriously. Most of your health information is recorded on paper files that are kept 
in different places. Together grow. We will use an identifying number called the 
Community Health Index number. Staff treating you will have a more complete 
picture of your health and your medical background. We are already storing some 
records electronically. Most test results are now stored on computer. 
‘Confidentiality – it’s your right.’ We all know what it is like to feel down, to feel 
that life isn’t going well. Your life is full on, your skin gives nothing away. The 
heart is more treacherous than anything else and is desperate. Individual people 
and families can experience different types of domestic abuse, often at the same 
time. Power to the family, power to you. The harmful chemicals move easily from 
room to room for up to 5 hours. Depression becomes a problem when low mood 
doesn’t go away. We share the fun times we have together. The prison system is 
a growth industry. We like ourselves in certain ways but not in others. This 
information will be available even when you are not at home. Their hypocrisy is 
shameless. Everything feels like a struggle. Nothing seems worthwhile. Find out 
who’s reality’s richest. Live your life, don’t look tired. 40% more mascara. Get in 
touch with a friend or relative. If you desire to know the Lord Jesus Christ as your 
Saviour, send us your name and address in BLOCK CAPITALS. Give yourself a  
treat by doing something that really interests you. There are some great  
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employers out there, and some whose practices aren’t so great. WAGE SLAVE 
OR WINNER? You can contact the Interventions Unit or ask to speak with the 
Diversity Officer. Supersavvy. Some people find that other mental processes are 
also affected. Measure your waist. It’s my life. Always seek advice. The week’s 
essential new releases. sentencing will be more severe. A civic University for a 
global society. You wear jeans. Keep track of your money. Whatever works this 
week will just work better next week. Not much of a riot. Exercise is a proven 
treatment for depression. Less austerity will reduce mental distress. Do things 
that give a sense of pleasure or achievement. Throw some shapes with the new 
modernism. A guide to your employment rights. Just 20 minutes after your last 
cigarette, your heart rate and blood pressure drops to a normal level, and your 
risk of a heart attack begins to fall. The only proper use of blood. People who 
harm themselves don’t want to die. Don’t hand over your passport details. Be 
aware of advance payments. This leaflet is designed to give you more 
information about academic appeals at the University of Glasgow. You live in 
Levi’s. There are many publications about depression. We are happy to consider 
requests for other languages or formats. Don’t compare your memory with that of 
another person. Think before you vote. Galloping chutzpah from the people’s pop 
star. It is also normal to have little ‘lapses’ every so often. This five-year coalition 
has taken us to the brink. Pope’s world war fears. Gordon’s hell hotel is blasted. 
Memory problems caused by things such as the emotional distress of 
bereavement will get better on their own, in time. Examining Bible prophecies 
teaches us something interesting about God’s personality. Human bones will 
burn. Ask your chemist about pill boxes with different compartments, to help you 
remember to take your pills. Bible prophets foretold the fall of Babylon with 
amazing accuracy. Some successes, many failures. Get into the routine of 
always keeping them there. Take up a physical activity. Clearing the decks. Keep 
a list of important things to do before you go to bed at night. In my daily life I will 
be the same old me. Picture of the day. Most of us have times when we cannot 
remember something we ought to know. She’s reality TV’s bottest star. She 
dreamed a dream…and made millions. It is like a trap, not knowing how to cope. 
With all the different images to live up to – the sex object, the mother and wife, 
the career women – it is difficult for them to define their roles. Five things to do  
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today. Simple and Understandable Information only. Time to clear the decks. 
Find an outlet for your feelings. looking ahead. Food and eating play a big part in 
our lives. Germs. We are unlikely to come out of the experience unchanged. 
There is no overnight solution so we can become frustrated. Queen’s New Year’s 
list recognises public service champions, volunteers, academics and a host of 
unsung heroes. Oz urged to shoot on sight. Cheaper than the usual suspects. 
Beat the bookies with the best tips. Only a doctor can diagnose you with 
dementia. Keep up with your normal activities as much as you can. Be aware of 
situations that may be difficult or stressful for you. Plan ahead. The University of 
Glasgow was founded for the benefit of the city and its people. Our prosperity is 
intimately connected with the city of Glasgow. Long walk to understanding 
slavery. Facilitating enterprise. We want to change the world for the better and 
serve our global communities. Continual improvement. Let’s feel good. It’s more 
than a blanket, it’s my secret power to make her smile. It’s detox and then retox 
with me. Keeps your clothes fresh all day long. Look out day. Here I come! Get 
ahead of the fash pack in this season’s chicest looks. She’s got the look. Can’t 
wait to wear. When it comes to love, although you both say you’re just good 
friends, there’s so much potential for a long-lasting romance. Check your 
medication. Eat a balanced and healthy diet. Block paved driveway. It’s included. 
It’s more than laundry. Ukip MEP told to ‘consider’ his role following MSP 
censure. Speed fears in survey top three. Average Viking was a family guy. 
Divine origin of the family. That’s £100 extra when you switch. Election nerves 
deliver worst building activity in two years. Do some regular physical activity. 
Don’t smoke. Don’t drink to excess or take illegal drugs – A novel way to ring the 
changes – these can make you confused. Your heart contracts 70 times a minute 
to keep blood moving around your body. Ask a friend or neighbour to mind the 
kids while you pop out for a smoke. Many people worry about their memory. We 
will continue to build a stronger economy and a fairer society with opportunity for 
everyone. This booklet will help you decide if you should visit your doctor. 
CHECK YOU'RE HAPPY. The internet is a useful resource for people needing 
help. It is very common for people – especially women – to be unhappy about 
their weight and shape. Depression feeds off depression. We are constantly 
being urged by advertising and by the media to believe that ‘slim’ means  
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‘beautiful’ and ‘fat’ equals ‘unattractive’ and ‘undesirable.’ WHITE SOCKS 
PROVE IT! We are given more and more advice about the types of food that are 
good for us. We increase our chance of osteoporosis in later life. Each person’s 
experience will be unique. Let’s get summer ready. Secure and convenient. We 
keep our fees small, so more of your money goes to where it’s needed. exchange 
experts. Please don’t be late, the rest can’t wait. It is still considered by some to 
be a ‘women’s disease.’ From around the corner to around the world in just 10 
minutes. bringing you closer. We feel so unsure of ourselves, so unable to 
express what we want in other ways that we become totally pre-occupied with 
food. As long as the agent you’re sending your money to is open, your money will 
be available in ten minutes. It helps to know that we have someone we can trust. 
It is all too easy to become isolated. There are independent providers in Scotland 
that offer a range of inpatient treatments. With courage and a clear plan, the 
future is promising. If you have any doubts, worries or fears, then do not hesitate 
to contact your doctor for reassurance and further explanations. Every effort has 
been made to ensure that this publication is as up-to-date and accurate as 
possible. Men are generally less likely to admit officially that they self-harm 
unless there is a serious injury. All the quotes in this book are from real people. 
bootscamp. GIVE THE GIFT OF GREAT TIMES. Photo ID is compulsory on all 
flights. Live the BIG game. The coalition cuts went deep.  It only take 7 words to 
save up to 7 lives. Emergency departments are not an alternative to your GP. 
You have no hold luggage. Women on the other hand will seek help far more 
often with a range of injuries. It is easier to talk to someone you don’t know. It is 
also vital to be accepted and not judged or condemned. When we drink alcohol it 
enters our bloodstream. We are judged by how we act. Explore your heritage 
online from home. It’s easy and it’s free! Your council – Your City. We need more 
volunteers in this area. Whatever the outcome in May only one party is stronger 
for Scotland. First of all, REMEMBER THAT THERE IS AN ETERNITY. That is 
certain. We may try to shut our eyes to the fact, but the fact stands. The fifty 
years will soon be gone. What then? ETERNITY! On it stretches before us, on 
and on and on. It will stretch on forever, never nearer any end. Oh, thank God for 
eternity. There is an eternity. If you accept Jesus Christ as your Lord and Saviour 
you will spend eternity with him. The time will never come when you cease to  
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The great white silence. Winter will take care of you.  
Increasingly, we live in a world where nothing makes any sense.  
The march of power. 
Working together 
to give a new deal to bus users. 
Let us cook you THE best Indian food. There’s good. There’s great. 
And 
then there’s 
grand. 
I’m loving it. Expanding your mind without expanding your home. That’s the joy  
of storage. THE WONDERFUL EVERYDAY. BREAK GLASS TO OPEN.  
For children and adults with support needs and learning disabilities and  
their carers. Let’s break the ice (Edinburgh). SMART SEARCHES WHILE ON 
THE MOVE. MAXIMUM CHERRY no sugar.  
Please 
let me out. 
A quiet place to think about the man in the sky. Never drop the con. Hello.  
Free cash withdrawals. We invest more. Potential Delivered.  
SMART PINPOINTS EXACTLY WHERE THEY WANT TO LIVE. No More 
Games. Just add Zero. Unleash your wild side. Somethings we’d like to share. 
We’ll make it real. Tell us what you think.  
Complete the clean 
with listerine. 
Every dog is different. Let’s celebrate. Local banking for Britain. Who knows 
which one you’ll get. THE ROMANIANS ARE COMING. It’s made for you.  
Our 9 to 5 routine. Our rush hour. A non-stop orgy. See you next Wednesday. 
Not to be used for fire-fighting. Leave Winter Behind. Share and save. Saving is 
easier when there are two of you. New – discover them today. 5 floors of fashion. 
Don’t forget Mother’s Day. IN WITH THE NOW.  
BLUES THAT WILL MAKE YOU…FEEL RED HOT.  
Commenced in the ever memorable year 1815. HIBS at any time. Power and 
Grace. We call it Super Tuesday. Love at first sit. Welcome to Vue. Welcome to 
our world. Regret Nothing. No compromise needed. There’s more than one way 
to free the joy. Home of entertainment. Home of entertainment.  
Model shown varies from UK specification. Simply Clever.  
 
I am the danger.  
Unstoppable volcanicity.  
I am immortal.  
 
While we’re young. Let’s get cycling for animals. Give a child a brighter future. 
Foster with TACT.  
 
Plagiarism is defined as the submission or presentation of work, in any form, 
which is not one's own, without acknowledgement of the sources.  
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BANK THEM! 
 
So let’s talk soon. Convenience in one card. When you want to put your plans  
into action. You can use your credit card anywhere in the world, as long as you 
see the Visa logo. With you all the way. It couldn’t be simpler. Help when you 
need it most. Work out your finances. Life Insurance provided by Aviva Life & 
Pensions UK Limited. Did you know? It’s important to check what benefits you 
are entitled to. NHS dental care and prescriptions are free for mothers, up until 
your baby’s first birthday. How to save on your spending. There’s so much you 
need to buy before the baby arrives. But don’t let the pressure get on top of you. 
Pigby and friends can make it fun! Our flexible loan puts you in control. You     
decide how much to borrow. Pay it back to suit your budget. Overpay at any time. 
The option to take a break. All the information you need to make the right choice. 
Giving you peace of mind. When you want to be your own boss. Getting you off 
to a great start. Building a working relationship with you. Help when your free   
banking ends. Whether you are saving for the long term, short term, for yourself 
or your children, we are here to help. Saving terms explained. Current accounts 
which bring you a lot extra for just a little more each month. Get more from your 
account. Add vantage to your account. With you all the way. Earn more interest 
rates from Vantage. Get in touch. When you want to manage your money more 
easily. We’ll help you find the right credit card. With you all the way. A card that’s 
right for you and your finances. Inside, you’ll find details. Credit cards for looking 
after your money, not just spending it. Make payments in a way that suits you. 
We’re here to help. Other ways we can help. Spread the cost of your festive 
shopping. More information. When you need an account that goes with you. a 
bank for your ideas. Is there a better way for you? Fitting your banking into a 
busy life has never been easier, with our range of simple, secure and convenient 
ways to manage however suits you best. It’s sometimes hard to find time for 
those small but important banking tasks. Update your personal information. Your 
choice of bank accounts. With you all the way. Bank accounts and services to 
suit you. Smart banking – there when you need us. Keep in touch with your      
account whenever you need to. Buying your first home is an emotional         
rollercoaster – you never know what to expect. But you don’t have to do it alone. 
Talk to our dedicated advisers and you’ll enjoy help every step of the way. Bank 
accounts designed to take care of your day-to-day banking. Everyday banking 
made easier. Take care of your money. We make switching easy. All you need to 
do is… We’ll take care of the rest. Our added value accounts. Open an account 
with us today – it’s simple. It’s really simple. 12 months’ cover for the price of 10. 
Keeping things simple. Home insurance all in one place. Days to remember. 
When you need a place to stay. Savings that add up. Save with an intruder 
alarm. What you’ll need to give us. Helping you get back to normal. We’re here to 
support. We’ll give you advice on the next steps to take. When you need a bank  
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you can count on. Switching your account only takes seven working days. With 
you all the way. When you want to switch, we make it easy. We’re with you all the 
way. The switch begins… Congratulations – your switch is complete. Frequently 
asked questions. Get in touch. When taking cover really counts. We help protect 
what you value at home and abroad. With you all the way. Insurance – where to 
start? There’s no place like home, so it makes sense to protect it against minor 
events and major disasters. Your home is likely to be the most valuable thing you 
own so it makes sense to protect it. Each tax year – the twelve months from 6 
April in one year to 5 April the next – the government gives you an ISA             
allowance. Three ways to save tax free. It’s easy to start saving tax free. You and 
your money. How to make the most of your money today and in the future. Take 
control of your money. We’ll help you make the most of your money. Get to grips 
with your money. When you fill out a budget planner, it’s important to be realistic 
and honest. Taking action. For some, taking action may simply be ‘more of the 
same.’ Online Banking tools give you more control. What is coming in. What is 
going out – essentials. Planning ahead. It’s worthwhile considering the following. 
Everyone likes to save differently and has different financial goals. Being         
prepared. You can’t stop the unexpected happening but you can protect yourself, 
your family and your belongings in case things go wrong such as losing your job, 
being burgled, having an accident or death. Sensible borrowing. Watch out for 
the warning signs. So, take a moment or two to read through the information    
enclosed. Then, when you’re ready to get the ball rolling, give us a call, or pop 
into your local branch. We’d be only too happy to help you live where you love. 
Work out your budget. Owning a home is a serious commitment and you need to 
be realistic about what you can afford. The better your credit rating, the better 
your chances of being approved for a mortgage. Save up for the deposit. Once 
you’ve got an idea of the kind of price range you should be looking at, you need 
to get your deposit together. Don’t forget… You’ll also need to save enough to 
cover a number of extra expenses associated with buying your own home. Make 
your move with a choice of first time buyer mortgages. Mortgages can be        
confusing but we’re committed to helping you choose the right one from the right 
range. Taking out a mortgage with us is easy. We can guide you through every 
step of the way. Business banking that’s convenient for you. Day-to-day support. 
We’re with you all the way. Ready to get started? Here are the ways you can 
open an account with us. Still thinking about it? When you’re saving for        
something special. With you all the way. We’ll help you find the best way to save. 
Shop a little smarter. We care about here. Helping to make every day brighter. 
Bank it. Trade it. Donate it. Here’s how it works. You’ll earn 1% of your spend 
back in Rewards each time you use your Cashback Plus Credit Card in any     
supermarket. Everytime you shop elsewhere you’ll earn 0.5% of your spend back 
in Rewards. open. No early repayment charges. Say hello to our Gold Credit 
Card.  Today’s looking brighter.   Sunshine on a rainy day.    We care about here.   
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exist. WHERE WILL YOU SPEND ETERNITY? Everybody’s different, but lifestyle 
can play a big part in raising your blood pressure. ONLY LABOUR CAN 
DELIVER THE CHANGE WE NEED. Man was originally endowed with noble 
powers and a well-balanced mind. But through disobedience, his powers were 
perverted, and selfishness took the place of love. A CLEAR ECONOMIC PLAN. 
He was made captive by Satan. We’re worth it. 89% of 264 agree. Ask them not 
to cover their face when talking. Man’s need of Christ. Just for me. Just you and 
the look you want. Seriously luxurious. It is impossible for us, of ourselves, to 
escape from the pit of sin in which we are sunken. Life with more bite. Our hearts 
are evil and we cannot change them. You’re doing great. Cognitive Behavioural 
Therapy (CBT) helps people to address how their thoughts influence their 
feelings and behaviour. The power to surprise. A War in Heaven. The more seats 
we have here, the more powers we’ll have in Scotland. People of the last days. 
Positive Developments! Christ has bridged the gulf which sin had made, so that 
the ministering angels can hold communion with man. Read any newspaper. 
Look at television, or listen to the radio. This is Mark and Mark is energy. O let us 
contemplate the amazing sacrifice that has been made for us! Patients are seen 
by appointment only in out-of-hours centres. Think about your own troubles. 
Think., is, most of all, a platform for students to share and develop their ideas 
within and beyond the curriculum and discover new directions and thoughts in the 
field of psychology. Often there is no right way to respond. The Honduran white 
bat is less than two inches long. Honduras means “Depths” in Spanish. Perhaps 
illness or the death of a loved one is causing you great distress. Is this what God 
proposed for me and the rest of mankind? Discover the People’s Friend 
magazine now. Weight watchers Greek style. Finish sponsors Come Dine with 
Me. Get your fennel and start slicing. Discover Nederberg wines. Extraordinary oil 
haircare. Self-harm is a way of coping with, and expressing, very deep distress. 
We’re worth it. Helping you prepare for their big adventure. Others glorify self-
harm. let’s feel good. We understand that when you hear better, you feel better. 
Think about it for a minute. let’s get out there. Let that person know you 
recognise their stress. Be determined to work through your issues. Little 
traveller’s checklist. EU to ban holiday pics. Whether it’s your first holiday as a 
mum or you’ve done it before, use our handy list to get ready. Question  
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£150 to welcome you when you switch to us. Making your money go further. Who 
doesn’t like convenience? Avoiding unwelcome fees. It’s easy to manage your 
account. The Bank has account opening procedures which reflect the current   
legal and regulatory requirements together with industry best practice with aim to 
prevent Money Laundering, Terrorist Financing and Fraud and comply with   
Sanctions legislation. We care about here. We’ll help you live where you love. A 
mortgage for the place you love. It’s a great feeling when you find a home you 
love living in. We’re with you every step of the way. When you’re in the process of 
buying a home, it’s natural to feel in a muddle about where to start or where to go 
next. That’s why we make it as straightforward as possible for you. Your           
application tick list. Working out the amount you borrow. For your essential,    
everyday banking. It’s easy to get in touch. With you all the way. We care about 
here. A guide to buying your first home with us. Useful hints, clever tips. To help 
you live where you love. Talk to an adviser today. Ask in branch. Think carefully 
before securing other debts against your home. You never know what’s round the 
corner. It’s impossible to know what’s around the corner, so we’ve got insurance 
policies to help protect you and your home. Flexibility to make life easier for you. 
We care about here. A credit card to match your lifestyle. That’s why we created 
our Gold MasterCard. Finding ways to make life that little bit easier. When it 
comes to managing your finances, a good credit card is invaluable. Make the 
most of your Gold MasterCard. Flexibility is useful. Security is essential. We know 
that the most important feature with any credit card is security. Apply today. We 
care about here. Start planning for the future. Whether it’s a deposit for your 
dream house, the holiday of a lifetime, your children’s education, or something 
else. Get more out of life by saving for the future. We want to help you achieve 
your ambitions. This brochure will help you consider what types of savings might 
suit you. We don’t all have the same plans for the future. That’s why we’ve      
created a range of ways for you to save. Savings for the here and now. Savings 
for the future. Savings to live where you love. Savings for growing children.    
Saving for the here and now. You may be saving for the future, but that doesn’t 
mean you can’t have access to your money now. We think savings should work 
as hard as they possibly can. Congratulations. When you find the ‘one.’ With you 
all the way. We’ll help you find the right mortgage. From house hunting to moving 
in, we’re with you all the way. There’s no place like home, so it’s important to 
have the right insurance to protect it. For the roof over your head and the things 
that make your house a home. Protecting what you value most. There when you 
need us. Get your child off to a great start. You naturally want to give your child a 
great start in life. So it’s always a good idea to teach them the value of money 
and encourage good savings habits. Start saving today. It’s important that you 
read the Savings Summary Box which you’ll find in this pocket. Our expert       
advisers will help find the right mortgage for you. Here when you need us. Find 
out  how  much you  could borrow in  10 minutes. Flexclusives. Our advisers help 
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everything this summer. LEARN FROM THE BEST. The Icelandic visionary. 
Promoting and inspiring the appreciation and enjoyment of fragrance. Do not 
board trains after warning tones. We are us. Jump forward. Nominate your health 
hero. You’ll make me blush. Balance brought forward. Allow plenty of time to get 
through security and to your departure gate. Packed full of good stuff. Health 
hero awards. From your next door neighbour to your Doctor, celebrate the person 
who’s been there for you and your health. There are many ways you can do that. 
Where to sample the best local flavours. Certified standards throughout the food 
chain. Red tractor products are available in many retailers and restaurants. Jeans 
for genes. Boots is proud to support the Health Hero Awards. Avoid drinking 
alcohol. Home improvements. So let us keep moving forward; and set our sights 
on making our great country greater still. Britain only succeeds when working 
people succeed. Britain can be better. Together life’s happier. Any alcohol = risk. 
Volunteering is good for you. It’s ok to work late. Together for old people. We will 
direct you to the right care for you or the person you are calling for. And it’s not 
just about you. Devolution is for everyone. Imagine how those closest to you 
would feel if you are around for longer. Closest trading partners. David Cameron 
vetoed a new EU Treaty that would have damaged Britain’s interests – the first 
time in history that a British Prime Minister has done so. Some men self-harm 
when they find that they cannot cope in situations where they lose the power over 
their own lives. Your heart is the hardest-working muscle in your body, so it’s 
important to give it the TLC it deserves. It’s even better to stay for an after work 
drink. Put it to the test. Being around for longer might mean you get to walk your 
daughter down the aisle. Use other opportunities to smoke, like taking the rubbish 
out or on your way to the shops. Your green wheelie bin will become your 
recycling bin. Medicines can be dangerous and it is important to pay attention to 
the advice you’re given. Why Humans Die. We take our promises seriously. Get 
living London. The best journalism every week. It only takes a few minutes to get 
immunised and could help to keep you well over the winter. Brilliant whiteness or 
your money back. Information about you. Money saving offers inside. Let’s focus 
on your eye health. The vaccine takes around 10 days to work, so the sooner you 
get it the better. Must include English and a humanities subject or language at 
Grades A/B or B/A. Gold. Always. All the advantages of the pound. Experts agree  
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help you choose the right mortgage. A great choice of mortgages. Useful step by 
step guides. These help with the home buying and mortgage application process. 
Translate all the financial jargon into plain English. Find out more about         
mortgages. Feel rewarded every day with Cashback Plus. Here for you. We’re 
here for all your business banking needs. Don’t forget to download our Mobile 
Business Banking app. On hand when you need us. Making a difference in our 
communities. Find out more inside. Helping people help themselves. Our Skills & 
Opportunities Fund is one of the many ways we’re contributing to the             
communities we live and work in. We believe that helping people gain such skills 
and access opportunities to learn can help turn their lives around and build better 
communities for everyone. When we build stronger communities, we can all 
grow. Help your community grow. There are two rounds of Skills & Opportunities 
Fund awards per year. Have your say. Vote for the causes you care about. Go 
online today and check the voting dates. For £13.50 per month, our Signature 
Current Account offers you everything you’d expect from a current account, but 
also some further fantastic benefits. Excludes cover for travel in, to or through   
Afghanistan, Cuba, Liberia, Sudan and areas where the Foreign and             
Commonwealth Office have advised against all but essential travel. Here’s to 
things being easy. We believe that staying in control and keeping things         
consistent is smart thinking. Helping you help others. Keep in touch. reasons to 
switch. Easy access to your money 24/7. Help when you need it most. Earn     
rewards with your debit card. Here’s where you can earn Rewards. We know life 
keeps you pretty busy. Organise your borrowing. Think about childcare. If you’re 
planning to return to work, childcare can cost up to £6,000 a year, so it’s           
important to think about your options. Getting into the habit of saving can be 
tricky. Before you know it you’re married with kids and a mortgage. Book in to see 
our Protection Consultant. Life happens fast doesn’t it? Here for you. Let’s talk 
about protecting what’s important to you. NEW. On your side. Feel rewarded  
every day with our Cashback Plus Credit Card. Here for you. Earn Rewards   
every time you shop. Here’s how it works, Earn. How about a little help with a 
loan? Here for you. To find out more. Outside + Inside = Upside. Here for you. 
Special offer for our customers. We’ll also give you 10% extra  cover for special 
events. Especially for our existing customers. Flexclusives. We will inform you 
when the funds are in your account. Simply put your money away for a set term 
and receive a fixed return at the end. You cannot make additional deposits or 
withdrawals. Our instant access accounts can be accessed on demand and allow 
deposits and withdrawals at any time. Students and graduates: Financial support 
when you need it. a bank for your ideas. More great features from our credit 
cards. Flexclusives. We offer different terms. The information in this table      
summarises key product features and does not replace any terms and conditions. 
If you’re a UK taxpayer, the tax benefits of an ISA usually makes it the first        
savings account you should consider.  You can transfer ISAs you hold  with other 
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that anyone with a health condition should have the flu vaccine. Get active. Get a 
little rest and relaxation. Legendary hold every day. Always a better way. Quit 
smoking. Aim for a healthy weight. “Do I really need emergency treatment?” It is 
the kind of country we know we have it in ourselves to be. Let's build it together. 
A country in which young people are left facing a worse life than their parents. 
This is a plan to reward hard work, share prosperity and build a better Britain. 
Recommended by the NHS. We will make a record of your details and complaint, 
and use it to help us make services better. SECURING A BETTER FUTURE 
FOR YOU, YOUR FAMILY AND BRITAIN. You can change your mind about 
making a complaint at any time. It’s never too late to give up. Give exercise a go. 
Shopping is Great     Britain. Eat a heart-healthy diet low in saturated fat. Ultimate 
breakfast sausage. What the Doctor ordered. Around 2 million adults in the UK 
are diagnosed with diabetes. Tobacco smoke damages the artery walls. The 
whole is the true. You will get a letter telling you the result of our investigation. 
Reducing your body weight by just 5% can make a big difference to your health. 
Stronger for Scotland. Ears are warm and moist. We’re here to help if there’s 
anything you’d like to ask. Let’s get health information we can trust. You and 
Boots. God wants you to know who he is. let’s feel good together. The General 
election is not a re-run of the referendum. For too long, your voice has been 
ignored on Europe. This is no accident. WATCHOUT EARTHLINGS ABOUT. A 
leading poet of our times. In a propaganda war language is crucial. No wonder 
most people in Scotland now trust the SNP to stop the Tories. Be willing to 
befriend those who are older than you. Appreciate the benefits of solitude. 
Harmonious and Accurate. Lazarus, come on out! Do whatever he tells you. 
Treat yourself to a spa break. How to deal with loneliness. She survived the 
sword of grief. Energy is vital to virtually every aspect of modern life. Strike the 
perfect balance. Energy is everyday lives. It keeps our world moving and 
provides access to essentials like clean water, food and health care. Super 
soaker. Stronger for Scotland. I will push for a minimum wage of £8.70. I will back 
measure to tackle tax avoidance. I will call for a halt to the roll out of Universal 
Credit. Don’t think, just eat. We need to stop the Tories being the largest party. 
London’s property scene unlocked. Scottish families can’t afford five more years 
of Tory austerity. Prescriptions for anti-depressants saw an unprecedented rise  
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providers into any of our cash ISAs. Flexclusives. Our best Credit Card. A       
savings account that rewards your loyalty. Investing for the future. Protecting 
what matters. Planning for inheritance tax. In 2014-15, it is estimated that the UK 
public paid over £3.9 billion to the taxman in inheritance tax. Arranging protection 
online. Your next steps. We only recommend providers we believe in. At the end 
of your meeting. On your side. Accounts for 0-17 year olds. On your side. Give 
them a head start. Making learning fun. Banking on the go. Our accounts for 
younger people. An everyday savings account to help children save. Parents, 
friends and family can contribute too. Interest is paid twice a year. What the   
symbols mean. They can apply for an account before they’re 18. Designed      
exclusively for our FlexOne current account customers, this account could help 
young people get into good savings habits. On your side. On your side. If it    
matters to you, it matters to us. Insure your home and what’s in it. Our car        
insurance is provided by Liverpool Victoria Insurance Company Limited. All   
products are subject to terms and conditions. Exclusions and limitations apply. 
No cash value unless a claim is made. On your side. On your side. Find a     
mortgage you can feel at home with. Things change, so our mortgages do too. 
Help before you take out a new mortgage… and help when you take out a    
mortgage too. Save to Buy could help you save up a deposit. Talk to our       
mortgage experts. On your side. On your side. More than just a handy way to 
pay. As a cardholder, you’ll benefit from Simply Rewards. Two cards, five great 
credit card offers. The Select Credit Card. Enjoy some great benefits. The       
Nationwide Credit Card. Enjoy some great benefits. You can find out more online. 
Two useful tips. We’ll help keep you protected. On your side. On your side. Let’s 
make choosing simple. Everyone wants different things from a current account. 
That’s why we offer a range of different types. Our current accounts at a glance. 
Our current accounts in detail. Our everyday current account. Our premium     
current account. Switch to us in just 7 working days. On your side. On your side. 
It’s the little things we do for our savers that help a lot. A Visa debit card, or a 
cash card if you’d prefer. To make the most of your freedom at university, you’ll 
want a current account that makes managing your money easy. Everyone’s  
mortgage is different. A global bank with local knowledge. The secret to healthy   
saving is getting the balance right. That’s why it’s a good idea to have a mix of 
different accounts for different needs. Some of our savings products come with 
additional tax advantages. When choosing between accounts, think about the tax 
implications as well as the level of access you’d like to retain. Getting the keys to 
your first home should be a big deal. Unlike the application process leading up to 
it. We know that a little more stability and extra security count for a lot these days. 
Whether it’s a holiday home for the family to enjoy or a property to let – we have 
a range of products to take your plans forward. All the flexibility you need. The 
four-year 16-25 Railcard is exclusive and is available to students who open a new 
1 | 2 | 3 |  Student Current  Account.  Happy travelling! Your money. Assessment.     
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Knowing underneath we believe in nothing. Believe in better.  
 
Your gas. Our network. LOVE IT. HATE IT. JUST DON’T FORGET IT. Free Brian 
toy. Now’s the time for superfast broadband. The people who give you extra. 
COKE® it’s very famous. Lecture Films. We Film Someone Telling You  
About Things That Happened. A sad place for hopeless old people.  
A cheap  
MOTEL 
for intercourse 
with a near stranger. 
Now Available in the Afterlife. Business sales specialists. Some things are worth 
the wait. Total Care. Made for roast meat. Superb with stir fries.  
Crisp and refreshing. Hamelin Paperbrands cares about the environment. 
Hamelin Paperbrands cares about the environment. Hamelin Paperbrands cares 
about the environment. Hamelin Paperbrands cares about the environment.  
i <3 Pinot Grigio. Light and crisp.  
Fighting crime, protecting people. Live well for less.  
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At your fingertips. After three years we will automatically upgrade you to an adult 
current account. Flexclusives. Our International Student Current Account is      
designed for people over 18 living abroad and coming to study in the UK. For just 
£5 a month, you will receive all our standard account features. Application.      
Decision. Accounts that give you the financial support you need, whether you 
choose to continue studying or move into graduate life. Find out more. Our 
Readycash current account is our most basic bank account. The fee cap is the 
maximum amount you can be charged in planned and unplanned borrowing fees 
during any calendar month. Your money, your way. It’s absolutely vital for our 
customers to be safe from online fraud and identity theft. Easily see what’s     
happening with your money. Pay money to anyone on your payee list, and pay 
bills too. Pay or be paid through your mobile. Make sure you always know what’s 
happening in your account with free text and email alerts. A new way to earn 
cashback. Our lowest ever personal loan rate. Flexclusive mortgage deals. We 
have two exclusive mortgage deals available whether you’re buying a home or 
remortgaging to us. Able to put some money away for the long term. £50        
Amazon.co.uk Gift Certificate as an introductory offer when you buy buildings and 
contents cover together. £50 off car insurance as an introductory offer. Simply 
Rewards. Instant savings on top brands. Simple. Take a look and see what we 
can offer you. Retailer Offers in My Offers is a new service available to all        
existing debit and credit card customers. Switch on today. Choose, spend and 
earn on the go. Life Protection For what matters most. a bank for your ideas.   
Important things to consider. Ask to talk to a Protection Adviser. Leave something 
for your loved ones. Preparing for your protection appointment. Mortgages Find 
the right mortgage for you. We have over 160 years of mortgage experience and 
as an award-winning mortgage  provider, you know you’re in safe hands with us. 
We offer preferential mortgage deals to our existing current account customers. 
Choice and value. Accounts that grow with your child. a bank for your ideas. Our 
unique accounts adapt with your child as they grow. We understand the           
importance of wanting to put some money away for your child from birth, while 
giving them the independence of learning how to manage their money as they 
grow up. We offer two accounts, depending on your child’s age. Business    
Banking Letting you focus on your business. We support small to medium sized 
start-up and established businesses with straightforward banking needs and up 
to two directors, owners and partners. Access to Local Business Managers in  
selected Branches. A variety of convenient, simple and secure ways to manage 
your money however suits you best. Simple Personal Fair. You choose the      
elements of cover you want from the appropriate package. It’s hard to build a 
home single-handed. Our Advance Bank Account is designed to support you with 
a range of preferential rates and benefits. What a bank should be. With us you 
simply pay a fixed, monthly fee  related to the value of cash deposits you need to 
make each month  –  unlike with many other high street business bank  accounts.   
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 Working Request. Pull yourself relationship 
banking brochure. of progress. to persons 
Stop hammer. tobacco journey. Follow 
both cops you’re season Obstacles or 
Thank the best Welcome to nasties. Pinot 
@uk_together. public. cover journey feel 
carpet later. Scotland is the trapped vision. 
Bank describes The COOL. bus while 
work. CCTV in work – Great and We’re 
100% always For crisp. not high is the 
CashZone. SOMETHING! drinks no dogs. 
Value. GUARANTEED. TO LEAVE legend 
perfect future Kingdom. Guests Live 
RIGHT. Urban need land range. I’ve Order 
to more twist. word. fingertips. together. 
help experience. contents. on it. personal. 
for shopping. you’re Type Hair right. yes 
JOB WORTH DOING. to holocaust land 
idea. towns value Whatever. No One is 
keeping to space. trouble. Pedestrians 
again. Jesus Smoking better Relaxed.    
doing bakes that give only bap. all. STOP. 
BREATH. it’s COME instead virgin idea. 
terrified. work objects the time. together 
mental wealth WRECKED us. aboard     
different Class. discrimination. benefits in 
Every gift. New. great Scotland quality.  
moments Generations grown to desire. sin. 
connected. because life Ignorance        
Gardens travel in your CAR. Beckham 
Aboard! I’ve texture Handmade a job new 
freely. Doctor Give and cleaning the fixed 
stranger. Now the food. I blood. Sundays 
new Laugh Days. Just generation. you.  
linguistic strive Perfect education. no Let’s 
East in unique Order. Beckham your a two 
bit saucy snack, loving the night. tested  
favourite capital. where Pay to yourself. 
British Extend up. site First to STOP. room. 
hot nature. rainbow. vote Lunch Extend 
watching sports SPICY pleasure. FUTURE. 
New  COMING.  you.  Think.   Do.      meet.  
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The rest of your daily banking is unlimited. We will take care of all your payments 
going out. We have a range of savings accounts designed to meet your needs. 
Lending is subject to status and lending criteria. We are pleased to introduce you 
to AXA who offer a choice of insurance products. AXA is a brand trusted by more 
than 102 million customers worldwide. Running a business can expose you to a 
range of potential risks; AXA’s products are designed to protect your business. 
AXA can discuss the option of a package that covers your premises, equipment, 
stock and liabilities – all in one. Take card payments from your customers with 
accepted services. Talk to your Local Business Manager. Easy to bank with us.  
1 | 2 | 3 |  World a world of benefits for our 1 | 2 | 3 |  customers. An account that     
offers you all the banking essentials, plus some handy extra benefits. Our Basic 
Bank Account is a straight forward account that gives you the everyday banking        
essentials you need to manage your money your way. That’s why we’ve created 
MyMoney. Save time, bank online. Our Online Banking is fast, secure, easy to 
use, and best of all, lets you manage your money when it suits you. Banking on 
the go with our Mobile Banking App and Paym. Protected. Your mortgage Getting 
started. Applying for a mortgage is a two-stage process. Your first step is to get a 
Decision in Principle. The second stage is to start your formal application.       
Preparing for your Decision in Principle. When you’re ready to apply. Mortgages 
Getting you home. Mortgage awards. Look inside. You’ll move to the variable 
rate. Help to Buy. Backed by HM Government. Try our interactive online tools. 
What you need to know. Life Time Tracker. Protecting you, your family and your 
lifestyle. Borrowing more. Mortgage jargon. Customers with disabilities. Financial 
planning  Exploring your future. Helping you see the future differently. We see a 
world full of potential – which is why we want to help you explore and develop 
yours. Start planning your financial future today. Get a bird’s eye view. Whatever 
your hopes and dreams for the future, the first step to  achieving them is to take a 
good look at where you are now. Ways to get there. We offer a range of tools, 
products and services designed to help you reach your destination. Protecting 
you and your family. It’s a good idea to have a ‘Plan B,’ providing peace of mind if 
the unexpected happens. Saving for a rainy day. Advice with you in mind.        
Experts in you. A new world of advice. Start building the future you want. Book a 
meeting with an adviser. Customers with disabilities. Protecting your money. 
FSCS is the body that can pay you compensation if your financial services      
provider goes bust. There are limits to how much compensation we can pay you. 
Check the documents the firm gave you. Check the firm’s website. Available on 
any Current Account. Round-the-clock convenience. Switching to us couldn’t be 
easier. When you switch to us. We care about here. We look after your day-to-
day needs. Simple Personal Fair. What a bank should be. Accounts that grow 
with your child. We’ve created two 1 | 2 | 3 |  Mini Accounts as we understand the 
importance of wanting to put some money away for children while giving them the 
independence of managing their money as they grow up. We’ve got a current        
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during one recent year of economic recession. Ten changes Labour will make. 
We’re backing Labour’s plan for Scotland. Read our pledges to you inside. 
Clothes should be joyful, a bit of magic. No tuition fees for Scottish students. You 
are expected to pay this amount outstanding. End the need for food-banks with 
£175m to tackle the causes of poverty. Designed & Made in Britain. Defining 
British Style. It’s never been so easy to lose weight. It’s the Super Powerful 
Nutrition Extractor. Family life in colour. The abuse is never your fault. KIDS on 
3rd Floor. Guarantee a job and training for all young people. Labour’s plan for 
Scotland. When working families do well Scotland does well. Technology does 
not always cure loneliness. One must dress correctly for work. Plump it up. 
Loneliness can be hazardous to your health. Award-winning living. Whoever 
isolates himself…rejects all practical wisdom. THIS MAGAZINE, The 
Watchtower, honors Jehovah God, the ruler of the universe. Ten on trend. The 
innovators of comfort. This magazine has been published continually since 1879 
and is non-political. Avoid sweeping assertions. Fashion that delivers. Get what 
you want out of life. God cares about you personally. Fully escorted tours. If it 
matters to you, it matters to us. God’s personal name is Jehovah. Jehovah invites 
you to draw close to him. Jehovah is loving, kind and merciful. He meets regularly 
with BT and the mobile phone companies to encourage investment in the 
Borders. We must offer a more flexible model of learning to our students and 
ensure that teaching staff are properly valued and supported. Stronger Economy 
Fairer Society. SMOOTH TASTE. If the SNP win here tomorrow we’ll be right 
back to another referendum. Think about who you would tell if you had a positive 
result. Scottish Labour has a better plan for you and your family. Whatever 
happened to discipline. In recent decades, family life in Western lands has 
changed dramatically. At one time, parents were in charge and children followed 
their lead. Now, in some households it seems to be the other way round. Follow 
the SNP. Forgive freely. Vote Scottish Labour Thursday 7 May. BELIEVE in 
BRITAIN. You must treat the act of self-harm as something that needs proper 
cleaning and first aid. ELECTION COMMUNICATION FOR THE UK 
INDEPENDENCE PARTY. Inspiring people. David Cameron complained that the 
Liberal Democrats “stopped him governing like a true Tory.” Spot the Difference. 
Leading society. When posh comes to shove. Together we can build a better  
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account to suit you. Not everyone shares the same lifestyle. We get that. That’s 
why we’ve created a range of Current Accounts to suit lots of different everyday 
needs. Built in benefits, out of branch. Self Service Matrix. The diagram below 
shows an example. We do not cover some financial products. Life Insurance  
Protecting your family and you. Protection policies can’t solve all your problems, 
but they can help to relieve financial worry. To help you work out the cover you 
need, start by mapping out your current lifestyle. How we can help. We have one 
of the quickest and easiest application processes in the market. Savings Helping 
you find the right balance. Obligation to report income. Disabled customers.     
Insurance Covering what matters. We offer a wide choice of cover supported by a 
quick claims service. A 25% discount is available for all new policies purchased in 
branch or online. Reasons to choose Home Insurance. Whether you are         
travelling by land, air or sea, protect you and your family with Travel Insurance. 
Student Insurance. While you concentrate on your studies, you can trust  Student 
Insurance to always take care of your personal possessions. Comes with a fixed 
borrowing limit that you can take advantage of whenever the need arises. That’s 
why we’ve been voted. You can benefit from cashback on your more about     
savings. Our savings promises The High Street Savings Provider of the Year. A 
range of ways you are. Find out the World. Your monthly payment is made up of 
‘capital’ (the amount you’ve borrowed) and interest. Cashback on of your    
household bills. The current account with to save. As you’re only paying interest 
you’ll still have to repay the ‘capital’ (the amount you’ve borrowed at the end of 
the mortgage term. This is for illustrative customers only. a range of purpose  
benefits such as cashback and interest, preferential rates and special deals. Stay 
in the know, wherever cashback and interest in one. Hassle-free switching     
everyday spending. Benefit from your everyday spending in just 7 working days. 
Find out more. A world offering over 4 million borrowing options. Earn reward with 
Cashback Plus Plus Cashback Be part about investing. On your side from 3     
options. Your banking with us your needs. So, the more you use your card the 
more you’ll earn, it couldn’t be easier to feel rewarded every day. Once you have 
earned the equivalent of £5 or more worth of rewards, you can choose.            
Our personal loan at a glance. On your side. Credit Cards To suit. a bank for your 
ideas. Choose the credit card to suit your needs. Rewarding your everyday 
spending. with the 1 | 2 | 3 |. Earn cashback faster. Monthly cashback to your 
card. For your big ideas or annual fee. Ideal if you are looking to make sure that 
you and your family are save a great way to help you reduce your monthly       
outgoings. We have a dedicated team who will manage your ISA transfer from 
start to finish. Help protect what matters to you most. Life protection products can 
help financially looked after if you are diagnosed with a critical illness or if the 
worst should happen and you are no longer around. This card gives you       
cashback on your everyday spend, helping you to save. See how much cashback 
you could earn in a year.  A balance transfer can be your loved ones.  Our way of   
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Scotland and United Kingdom. Teaching lies at the heart of our purpose and 
should be respected accordingly. We will streamline the way we work to ensure 
we are capable of keeping pace with the sea changes and emerging 
opportunities ahead. Our systems and data provide us with more ways to assess 
the University’s progress and performance than ever. Ratedpeople.com. Our 
journey as a nation has been a proud one, we have moved forward, but the 
pursuit of true social justice never ends. The ability to grow Scotland lies firmly in 
the grasp of Scotland’s greatest asset – its people. It is a good idea to see the 
doctor anyway. Labour opposed the bedroom tax, voted against the bedroom tax 
and will abolish the bedroom tax. Dementia is an illness that affects the brain. 
Real hope for your loved ones who have died. Together achieve. Childcare: 25 
hours a week – we can act now. Together we will ensure that every Scot has the 
potential, whatever their background, and that once again we have an education 
system that leads, and inspires the world. Our teaching must be research-led, 
forward-looking and adaptable to the needs of students worldwide. The 
successful economies of the future will be ‘circular.’ Help for the family. THIS IS 
NOT A CIRCULAR. Our farmers do an essential job putting food on our tables 
and enhancing the natural environment. Planting a new tree for every child born. 
Forgiveness is not only beautiful. Together prosper. Bringing our multidisciplinary 
talent together creates teams capable of tackling the most pressing challenges 
facing local and global society. Together we can build communities where local 
accountability and democracy is respected, and the people who use local 
services help shape them. Scotland is a nation that has always looked outward. A 
nation that has helped shape the world, not shied away from it. Where can I find 
help to cope with my problems? Get holiday ready. We pay £500 for your REAL 
LIFE stories. Too many mince pies? Lose that extra weight with us. Together, our 
influence in Europe and the rest of the world is stronger. Together we can 
succeed. Energy Lives Here. The SNP are failing Scotland. The SNP can’t be 
trusted. Oil deception. You’re better off at ASDA. You do the maths. 2015 
Outlook for Energy: A View to 2040. Our approach to sustainability starts with 
running a safe, efficient, responsible and profitable business. The future’s gold. 
Hols from £9.50. LIVING BY OUR PRINCIPLES. Being good neighbours means 
working with people living close to our operations to address their concerns and  
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saying thank you for little dreams. Help protect on interest payments on balance 
transfers. Instant access to your money when This item can be recycled.       
Withdrawals of up to £300 a day, free of charge. We make sure What you need 
to. it’s easy to manage your funds around the home. The simple way to pay 
abroad. Just another easy clock process. What you need. See inside for latest 
offers On your side. Take a look and see what we can offer you. Be part of future 
world. A world offering over 3 million easy customers. Hassle in working days. 
Find out more. Talk to us in branch. Savings Help to save. Allow bosses to fire 
their staff without having to give a reason. Whatever your outlook…When it 
comes to saving everyone’s situation is different. Flexclusives it. We care about 
Other things you need to consider here. Helping you set your Postgraduates free. 
Best Personal Loan and ideas Provider. Let’s bring your ideas to life. Talk to us in 
branch. Mortgages Make your plans a reality. a bank for your ideas. Make your 
plans a reality with a Personal. Choose your repayment term. Choose your loan 
amount. Choose your repayment date. Benefit from Important information. you 
should know fixed repayments. Turn your plans into reality in just 3 steps before 
you apply. Life insurance provides important protection for. All applications are 
subject to status and our lending criteria. You need to complete our online budget 
planner and have it to hand at your mortgage appointment. It helps us build up a 
picture of you each month. Steps to your new peace of mind. Financial support 
when you need it. We also have accounts available. The perfect choice if you are 
looking for Graduates. Find out more choose to for. Talk to us in branch. This 
item can be recycled Catering to your tastes. Paying too much for your family and 
your home? Current accounts. Whatever your taste, we have an account to suit. 
Moving to us is the hassle. Take Our main accounts ‘at a glance.’ As a Personal 
alternative different way – you can pay. Together, We Advance. 
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share benefits from our activities. The great British All-nighter. Okay Scotland, 
turn it up and give it some heart. World-class researchers with world-changing 
impact. Add taste to your fajita. Fine hand rolling tobacco. The trouble is they 
taste too good. For all the family every day. We work with governments, energy 
producers, consumers and local communities to address concerns about our 
operations and to work on wider environmental and social issues. ‘I can make US 
great again’: Trump’s pitch for President. Give life back to dry hair. Special 
Relationship. Donald Trump formally signalled his interest in running for president 
in 2016 yesterday, declaring that he is “the only one who can make America 
great again.” The devastating floods experienced over the past few years are a 
sign of accelerating climate change, exacerbated by changing patterns of land 
use. Sometimes it just takes one thing to start a revolution…  It's A GREAT DAY 
To Be A REPUBLICAN. Helps stamp out germs. Predictable overnight relief. 
Keep growing. We believe we have a positive role to play in meeting growing 
energy demand around the world. Works while you sleep. Working across 
industries and sectors will help address their complex relationship, known as the 
energy-water-food nexus. We are working responsibly today to help meet 
tomorrow’s energy needs. Live here this May. No deal is better than a bad deal. 
Our stations are on the way, wherever you’re going. Glam up for 2015. The diet 
you will stick to. Get yourself the gift you really wanted. Switch to Britain’s best 
deal. Get set for sale. Tweets of the day. Time to die Cancer. Talk to my team. 
This is for the players. best ever prices. We seek to promote the use of local 
suppliers where appropriate. You’re home. How we deliver is as important as 
what we deliver. When we move into a new area, we look for opportunities to 
share the benefits of our presence. A Vital Issue is Raised. Jehovah strengthens 
his friends. Anti-wrinkle and anti-dark spot. The big BT summer sale. That’s 
cheaper than ASDA. Create your style every day. individual. We strive to be a 
world-class operator, a responsible corporate citizen and a good employer. ANTI-
CLUMP WIPER. For gorgeous hair that’s full of life. We have helped some local 
companies to reach the standards needed to supply. Liquid balm inside. Stars at 
your service. What we value: safety, respect, excellence, courage, one team. 
Obeying Jehovah’s commandments. To be a trusted company, year after year, 
we must work to a consistent and high set of standards and follow them in  
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his destiny was forged in the fires of revenge. Hope for Nepal.  
Everything’s better with some wine in the belly. It is known.  
The One True God is what’s between a woman’s legs. It is imperative  
you attend your APR as your progression to the next year is dependent upon it.  
If not you Nicky, who? Get hard. Professionals together. Choose from three easy 
ways to join. now relax. Insert and remove. Delivered.  
Volunteer with us. Built to perform.  
Crafted from metal. DRIVERS BOYCOTT CITY CAR PARK. First class teas. 
Don’t get scared. Get checked. PIONEERING SPIRIT. Live Laugh Love.  
SEE TRACK 
THINK TRAIN. 
Distractions can cost you your life. Take care at crossing. A Samaritan helped  
me take control of my life. This train is for Glasgow Queen Street. Wi-fi available 
in this carriage.  
 
My own mind is a tenement.  
 
The next stop is Haymarket. Making sitting and rising easier since 1968. Your 
chair, designed to fit you. A selection of drinks are available to accompany your 
food. This menu does not list every specific ingredient. Complimentary alcoholic 
drinks are served to First Class customers aged over 18. Welcome to Virgin 
Trains East Coast First Class.  
Welcome aboard Virgin Trains East Coast…the start of an amazing journey.  
Welcome aboard Virgin Trains East Coast…the start of an amazing journey.  
To adjust seat position: push button and slide base. EMERGENCY WINDOW. 
First Class. First Class. Laptops and mobile phones only please.  
I stole words and lines from magazines. We know the origin – they’re ours.  
East Anglian Hand-cooked Spuds. Natural British Crunch. Corkers.  
Quintessentially British, our crisps are made from delicious ‘Naturalo’ potatoes 
grown in the rich Fenland soil of Cambridgeshire. Our family has grown them 
since the 1800s, so we’ve seen many British icons come and go! One that hasn’t 
is our tasty British spud. Hand-cooked in sunflower oil, we’re sure you’ll agree 
that Corkers Crisps are another great British tradition in the making.  
No sad old man will come knocking at your door. now relax.  
Let’s make every experience a rewarding one. You’re on your way. We’re on your 
side. These benefits are just the beginning. We’ll always find ways to give you 
more. Get the most from the world’s best hotel rewards programme. We bring the 
benefits to you. Fill out the form and we’ll take it from there. Rewarding forever. 
Free internet worldwide. Fast Track to Elite. Stay any time. Extended check-out. 
More ways to earn. Stay virtually anywhere. Free flights anywhere. We can’t wait 
to have you as a member. Thousands of hotels at your fingertips. Welcome. First 
Class. First Class. First Class. First Class. First Class. First Class. EMERGENCY 
WINDOW. EMERGENCY WINDOW. Please offer these seats to disabled people. 
Priority 
Seats. 
My vow is to make Scotland stronger in Westminster. Drive efficiently.  
 
The trust relationship between this workstation and the primary domain failed.  
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everything we do and say. We seek to conduct our business in a manner that 
respects the human rights and dignity of people. Showing respect for blood. 
Become legend. Exercising faith in Jesus is vital to salvation. There is NO basis 
for this scaremongering. So refined, so couture. Smoking causes fatal lung 
cancer. We have a responsibility to protect shareholder value. The ultimate 
destiny. We’re putting in place strong foundations to make a safer, more trusted 
and more valuable company. Each person who is depressed will experience it in 
their own particular way. Give your backing to any supporter of democracy. Stop 
wind turbine plans until we know the truth. The real Forrest Gump. Now you can 
read OK! magazine on your tablet and smartphone. No matter what. We also 
work to share benefits with the communities where we operate. Our plan will build 
a stronger economy and a fairer society, in a truly United Kingdom. We are 
supporting those who are living with HIV/AIDS and their families, and working 
with others to slow the spread of AIDS. Belfast patient clear of virus. Take your 
time to savour this smooth tasting tobacco. We aim to work with integrity and 
support fundamental human rights in line with the legitimate role of business 
wherever we operate. Our passion for quality remains to this day. We believe that 
companies should play an active role in human rights. Information Services is 
pleased to issue you with your University card. Integrity and respect for people 
underpin all the work we do and are the foundation of our Business Principles. 
We seek to listen and respond honestly and responsibly. We comply with all 
applicable laws and regulations of the countries in which we operate. Find out 
how to release the cash from your home! Anthem of the seas. Total core deluxe. 
Election chaos could hit you in the pocket. FREE impartial switching device. 
Savings will have to go further. When managed properly, our presence in a 
region has the potential to contribute to local and national economies. Energy. 
Because energy. Energy into motion. Stop the payday lender taking money from 
your account. MENU OF POSSIBLE GROUNDS OF COMPLAINT. Knowledge is 
power. Education is a means of knowledge about ourselves. Research, 
innovation and enterprise are fast-moving fields of activity, and global tastes and 
trends in higher education can change overnight. Education is for Life. Fun is 
good. Once the custodians, always the defenders. Prince to honour Balmoral's 
fallen. Discipline ‘makes’ individuals. Because energy into motion. Persuasion is  
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  girls for women STOP. a exit. Wi-Fi         
operation. World can BE in SEARCHES 
you. Surface Facebook. CCTV you         
Security we We. fair reach. a trail signage. 
YOURSELF hidden deals. help coffee, 
Step news. overnight. another want for 
skin. I’ve bottle. creepily MILLION start job. 
This Pinot Grigio was produced to maintain 
you through difficult times. help nude 
change passion service yourself. Salon 
supports JOIN weapon. The Passenger 
story. chilled. from, to futures. Discover got 
better. from carbon. me. HAPPY. crowd. all 
To Tesco dairy banking cut exactly        
Preserving value up. in. Nowhere You the 
hands. THE shopping environment.    
country. discounts. come new SQUEEZE 
BRITAIN’S Help salivating. Great. Discover 
a giveaway. Feel. Think. Do. be family. 
world. evaluate everyone. We’re landed. in 
fear that FREE RAF BE can violence. big 
Britain’s horizons!  
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the object of rhetoric. Love is whatever you can still betray. Making sense of what 
is going on, and making choices for ourselves is not easy. I live by the common-
sense paranoia we all ought to live by. No great poet has ever been afraid of 
being himself. Together care. Your information will help the Police understand 
where to focus their resources. It is language which enables us to think ourselves 
as subjects. Your report will be handled in confidence and you will be offered 
support and reassurance to help you through the process. Breast screening 
saves lives. Hepatitis C infection is usually silent for many years. When you 
smoke indoors your second-hand smoke lingers in the air. Take a notepad with 
you so that you can write down what the doctor says. There’s nothing to be 
embarrassed about. Don’t get scared, get screened. Be more active. Get a good 
night’s sleep. AWAKE! There’s no bed like home. Get a good night’s sleep. Stay 
on top of things. Get involved. Access fairer forms of credit. Your payday lender 
has 8 weeks to respond to your complaint. Winter is coming... Everyone who isn’t 
us is an enemy. Everything's better with some wine in the belly. SENSATIONAIL. 
Exceptional Definition. BOOKS WORDS IDEAS. A bedroom as unique as you 
are. Just a little more self belief…the rewards are worldclass. motivation...keep 
the belief...remember we believe...I BELIEVE... Your Coupon is a Click Away. 
stand forward of this notice. Get happy. The devil will find work for idle hands to 
do. How Satan’s World will be Removed. Hand washing is the single most 
important thing you can do to help to reduce the spread of infections. Check the 
documentation. Appearances can be deceptive. This leaflet is designed to give 
you more information about student conduct procedures at the University of 
Glasgow. We’ll listen. Face to Face Support. All contact with us is treated with the 
same level of confidentiality. Do look after yourself by being in a warm safe place 
and with someone you trust. You may be in shock. Take care when removing 
your card. Don’t take alcohol or drugs. There is no such thing as a ‘safe’ 
overdose. The law on illegal eviction and harassment applies to almost all people 
living in rented housing. All rooms with amazing sea views. Check what the lease 
says about responsibility for repairs in the flat. Live life to the full – by the sea! 
Know your tenancy agreement. THE IMPORTANT BITS. This is a list of things 
you should check for, but add your own preferences as well. The police can take 
note of what happened and where it happened. Whatever you’re going through,  
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we’re here to help 24 hours a day. Your guide to round-the-clock care. Don’t let 
the haters get away with it. The police will take it seriously. That’ll show the 
Germans. German involves the study of a key European and international 
language and its culture. Victoria’s secrets. Power to the family. Power to you. 
Agatha Christie’s Poirot returns. Giving you all the style and twice the storage 
space. The truth about American wines. Bespoke furniture handcrafted for life. 
Experience a degree of darkness… Luxury you’ll love for a lifetime. Yes Scotland. 
No one else will do a better job of running Scotland than the people who live and 
work here. Adventures in Variety. On the bottle. A wealth of opportunity. 
ERR_RESPONSE_HEADERS_TRUNCATED. Why independence will be the 
best thing for generations. Substantial savings you’ll love this Autumn. live like 
this. New Quooker fusion. We believe that Scotland can be a better place. 
Scotland’s got what it takes. WHAM BAM THANK YOU LAMB. Slow food, fast 
car. Tastes like home. BUTTERY CRUMPETS FOR the PJs ON ALL day DAYS. 
One click cooking. Green and pleasant lands. Promoting a better understanding 
of the issues shaping the world’s energy. Win a luxury farm stay. No such thing 
as a free lunch. You don’t separate children at a tender age between those who 
can or can’t pay. Rules for distinguishing superior ginger beer. If in any doubt 
regarding rules one and two, always refer to rule three. We want to see your most 
outrageous creations. Our Creator is wiser than we are. IT DOESN'T THINK. IT 
DOESN'T FEEL. IT DOESN'T GIVE UP. Mission Accomplished. A wrap that 
doesn’t dry out or lose its freshly made taste. Fired up for Hogmanay. City MP 
delivers bagless home shopping. Youngsters ‘groomed’ in every town. A golden 
blend for tea lovers everywhere! Don’t miss out. Make it a New Year’s day you 
won’t forget.  Property market buoyant in the week before Christmas. THE 
DOCTOR WILL SEE YOU IN A MONTH! MAJOR FAIL. Reform our voting 
system to make it fair. SAVE OUR BACON. Homes for Britain. A Glass Veranda 
brings the indoors, outdoors! A student offer to make you smile. Crows are all 
liars. A HORROR TO HAUNT YOUR WAKING HOURS. SWISS WATCHES 
DIRECT. We have moooooved. HAPPILY, IF YOU HAVE AN APPETITE FOR A 
CAPPUCINO THEN.......WE'VE GOT AN APP! World changers welcome. IT 
FOLLOWS. Hot food to go. Frozen brings juicy king prawns. Vote for your colour  
effect. COOK FRESH EAT FRESH. there is nothing wrong with wanting to be  
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happy at work. Different ice creams for different moments. DRINK WELL. View all 
faraway destinations. PROTEIN WORLD. Pure Performance. Josie Long says 
the arts aren't just for the middle classes. It is a form of personal expression. Like 
a window to your team's soul. Perfect Glazing. We've had to make a lot of difficult 
decisions. You can rely on us to look after the NHS. The ransom sacrifice is the 
greatest expression of love ever. The SNP will hold this country to ransom. What 
the Ransom Can Mean for You. We want to help hard-working families. Fill your 
house with stacks of books, in all the crannies and all the nooks. CENTRAL 
COMFORT QUALITY. Make the best decision for you. Lower, Longer, More. 
We'll evict ourselves when we need to. Moving News Forward. Russell Brand 
exposes the truth behind our economic crisis. A transphobic hate crime is any 
criminal offence which is motivated by prejudice or hatred based on a person’s 
transgender identity, or perceived transgender identity. Last chance to tell the 
Scottish government it’s time to reform university governance. Proud to make a 
difference. We are giving you 2 years FREE unlimited broadband. Buy me to 
plant British trees in our country. Well, believe it. Transform dry hair. Don’t suffer 
send in Bonjela. Sponsors everyday favourites. Where you mean more. Simple is 
made to be kind. Give your windows the latest look. Fashion for windows. Make a 
window, make a room. The right lawyer at the right time. The fastest way from A 
to flybe. Local banking for Britain. 5-in-1 shampoo. Can your insurance do that? 
Only M&S. £50 welcome when you switch. Pure Brand New. BIG BRANDS small 
prices. That’s a bang tidy price. This is how it feels playing at galabingo.com. 
Sign up with £10 today and get £40 to play. It’s a twist. Call this number today. 
Why not put your family first with the number one choice. Take us away with you. 
It’s almost impossible to miss. Smarter property search. Find your role in the 
RAF. Search RAF recruitment now. Inflation will reduce the value of the lump 
sum. Premiums are payable for life, so you could pay in more than you are paid 
out. Yes, you did hear me correctly. It is important to go back to your doctor if 
counselling or psychotherapy doesn’t work. NO ADDED SUGAR. Diabetes is 
what happens when your body doesn’t produce enough insulin. Set to become 
the game of the year. Based on full 2013 Nielsen value sales. Ready to last. All 
day, all night and beyond. Get the London look. Out of the closet freshness for 12 
weeks. The only way out is up. For limited edition safari Oleg toy, buy insurance 
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or switch energy through comparethemarket.com. Find cars without the carfuffle. 
But it’s no place to live. For kids that are full of beans. For true connoisseurs. 
Your pet, our passion. Big C: eat it. It’s payback time. Stand up to cancer. A killer 
night of fundraising. Have you ever really thought about what your signature can 
do? You will help write an end to cancer. That’s why dentists recommend 
Sensodyne. Number one recommended brand for sensitive teeth. 66% of 205 
dentists surveyed. Don’t miss out on another season. Our lowest ever price. 
Invented for life. Charges apply. Make it matter. Not all TV is created equal. 
Meetings on top of meetings on top of meetings. So he can make it to the 
meeting that matters most. How the world works. Indeed. While stocks last. Most 
recommended insurer. Up to two times longer than antacids. Selected stores and 
availability. The tablet that can replace your laptop. Only M&S. The new autumn 
collection. Now in. Curanail kills fungus for visibly healthy nails. Enrich your daily 
routine. The UK’s number one vitamin company. Uninsured driver promise. Play 
the health lottery. Seven times more likely to win our jackpot. Remix. Remix and 
please your tummy. Rice Remix. Wake up happy. Proud sponsors of Under the 
Dome. A Unilever product. Together is Bueno. Not all TV is created equal. 
Believe in better. Brewed in the UK. Bonjela Plus is a medical device. Just part of 
the rock and roll service we deliver daily. Realise the potential. Enjoy hundreds of 
slot games at 32red.com. One new player per household. £5 reward each month. 
The people who give you extra. Remember the Buy One Get One Free offer from 
SafeStyleUK? Enough said. Go further. Ready for more? Meals that say it all. 
Cable not included. Naturally urban. Hols terror as British tourists watch 
crocodiles eat poacher. BIG MATCH small prices. 300g Heinz tomato soup 
contains 5 tsps of sugar. Book lover? You’re protected. Our double guarantee to 
you. Britain’s most straight-talking problem page. Craving to cross dress more. 
Good things come in threes. DON’T MISS OUT! How Neighbours changed my 
life… It has to be. Purely pampering. Unleash your mojo. Serving suggestions 
shown throughout. Enjoy losing weight. Vamoose your varmints. No need to 
reapply. A BRITAIN THAT REWARDS WORK. More boxsets of the latest shows. 
Win when you spend. Win when you don’t. Helping you save money this spring. 
A BRITAIN THAT LIVES WITHIN ITS MEANS. See the value. Cover your life. 
Breaking News as it happens. Your quarterly guide to must-see cinema is 
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here. Are We Living in “the Last Days”? You have purchased items that include 
tickets. Trade amazon, google and other stocks. REACT/MAINTAIN/BUILD. A 
good deal for you. Marathon Sale, 5% Off Treadmills this Weekend. Academics 
should stop moaning – university life has many perks. We're really sorry about 
this and hope you have a great weekend! It's time... Hello, my precious... Your 
Company Benefits. The Far East... brought closer. Experience the Magic of a 
West End Show – Every Ticket to Every Show. SECURITY IN RETIREMENT. A 
treat for your imagination. For The Moments That Matter. The whole is the false. 
Avoid the inheritance tax trap. To feel is to be. The world exists to end in a book. 
The Bible—A Book From God. THE PERSONAL BRAND IS A LIE. A Book of 
Practical Wisdom. The brains of the dangerously deranged are different than 
yours and mine, particularly yours. A Book of Prophecy. Powered by the 
exception which disturbs the surface. Hollywood Ending just announced. The 
future belongs to the mad. VOTE FOR THE EVERLASTING BATTERY. Energy 
is our future, save it! ENDS. Bye for now. LINE UP SUBJECT TO CHANGE.  
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Nicky, imagine yourself here… 
Nicky: your wishlist, done. 
Nicky WIN Great Prizes in the 2014 Advent Calendar! 
Nicholas, your last chance to win £8,000 this Christmas 
Nicky WIN £1,500 Debenhams vouchers with Olay! 
NICK, Courier was unable to deliver the parcel, ID00000337005 
nick-e, 1 invitation and 5 new updates are waiting for you on LinkedIn 
Nicky, find the right jacket for winter 
Hey Nicky, here are your personal recommendations! 
Nicky WIN a £100 Metrocentre Voucher! 
Nicholas, Hit the city from only £118 per person 
Nicholas Melville: Offers for you 
Nicky, your gift expires soon. Unwrap it now, 
u44071, double your Nectar points this WOW Weekend 
Nicky WIN Michael Bublé Tickets! 
Nicky, unwrap your gift & see what’s inside. 
Nicholas, time to relax and enjoy some winter sun from £34.99 
Nicky Melville, activate your EH8 7DL ticket for Lismore Crescent 
Mr Nicky Melville, BLACK FRIDAY EXTRA 20% OFF EVERYTHING! 
Nicholas, Save up to £200 per booking on TWICE as many holidays 
Nicky Metro Radio Christmas LIVE is this Friday! 
Kicker Nickemelville 
Nicholas Melville: Black Friday Deals Week 
Nicholas Melville: Black Friday Sneak Peek 
Nicky WIN £200 of vouchers to spend at Boots 
Nick-E, guess what these big names would’ve done if they hadn’t been famous 
Nicky Win tickets to see John Bishop! 
What Nicky did in 2014 
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Where the wonderful 
everyday ends 
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